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About Our Models... Unless otherwise noted, all of the HO scale locomotive models in this catalog feature a � nely molded 
body, glazed windows, a powerful motor, a die cast chassis, RP25 metal wheels, magnetically operated knuckle couplers, and 
arrive ready to run. Typically, most N scale rolling stock models come with plastic wheels. A � nal reminder: products in this  
  catalog are not toys; they are intended for modelers and railfans ages 14 and above.  

If, in the catalog, you see one of these badges, it means that the loco next to it has built-in 
DCC or DCC & sound! Unless otherwise noted, if a product is “DCC-equipped,” it works on 
standard DC or DCC systems.

Bachmann
DCC – Equipped for speed, direction, and lighting.
DCC Sound Value – Equipped for speed, direction, 
lighting, and 6 standard sounds.
DCC & Sound – (Bachmann Spectrum) – Equipped 
for speed, direction, lighting, and sounds, including 

engine startup and shutdown, bell, air horn, coupler crash, 
dynamic brakes and brake squeal, radiator fans, and more.

Athearn Genesis
DCC – Equipped for speed, direction, and lighting.
DCC & Sound – Equipped for speed, direction, light-
ing, and 19 sounds such as horn, bell, coupler crash, 
dynamic brakes and brake squeal, and air release.

Broadway Limited Paragon2
DCC & Sound – Equipped for speed, direction, and 
lighting, and features built-in controllable sounds 
such as engine chu� , whistles, bell, reverse mech-
anism shift and creak, passenger station, freight 
yard, lumber yard, farm, maintenance yard, and 

others; recordable DCC operation for automated playback; 
and synchronized pu�  ng smoke (steam locomotives).

Other Brands
DCC & Sound – Equipped for speed, direction, 
lighting, and sounds, including horn, bell, coupler 
crash, dynamic brakes and brake squeal, air 
release, and many others.

Dear Fellow Railfan,
     Signi� cantly larger than its predecessors, the 
4-6-4 engines constructed for Santa Fe in the 
late 1930s would – along with its “Big � ree” 
brothers, the 4-8-4 and 2-10-4 – become the 
face of an era. In fact, the #3460 (nicknamed 
the “Blue Goose”) set a record in 1937, traveling 
more than 2,200 miles without maintenance. 
    Paying homage to the golden age of steam, 
our dramatic cover print features one of the rare 

3460-Class locomotives in action! 
Be sure to check out the rest of our 
spring catalog for the newest rail and 
automotive collectibles including our best-
selling Green Frog DVDs (pages 32-33), 
American diorama � gures (page 57), and 
a� ordable classic car models (page 64).

    Shop our pages and call us toll-free at 
800-225-5575, mail in the order form provided, 
or place your order online at HistoricRail.com.

          � anks for ordering 
          with us!

          -Greg Herrick

          � anks for ordering 

          -Greg Herrick

On the Cover: Where the West Began  
John Winfield.  Built by Baldwin in 1937, the 3460-Class com-
prised six Hudson locomotives used to haul Santa Fe trains 
from Chicago to La Junta, Colorado. This limited edition print 
captures #3463 – the last surviving member of its class, an en-
gine controversially slated for modern restoration – chu�  ng 
along against an open western landscape. 24"x 18".                                                                 

#404842  $49.95

                                                   The Broadway Limited Set
Pennsylvania Railroad’s Broadway Limited carried passengers in style between 
New York City and Chicago for over 40 years. This ready-to-run, N scale train set includes: a 4-6-0 locomotive with 
operating headlight and tender, 60' combine, 60' coach, 60' observation car, 34"x 24" oval of nickel silver 
E-Z Track, a power pack and speed controller. Minor assembly required.                                                          #402890  $339

                                                   The Broadway Limited Set
47"x 38"

Oval
N SCALE

Those Memorable 
Passenger Trains
The ‘50s Through the ’90s
This 4-DVD collection 
includes 12 programs 
that showcase famous 
passenger trains. You 
get Best of Passenger Trains 
Vol. 3, Passenger Trains of the 
’60s Vols. 1-3, The California 
Zephyr: The Ultimate Fan Trip, 
The ’60s: Passenger Steam-Electrics, St. Louis Sojourn, 
The Empire Builder: Discovering the Great Northwest, 
and Amtrak’s California Zephyr: Discovering the 
Great American West. 10 hrs. 30 min.
                             #RV7399  Reg: $59.95  $34.95

LIMITED EDITION

See Pages 32-33 for 
More Green Frog DVDs!

SAVE
OVER

 40%
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Santa Fe 3751 
Jigsaw Puzzle 
Mike Bennett.  Can you 
hear the whistle of the 
Santa Fe #3751 steam 
locomotive? The train is 
traveling through a 
beautiful tree-lined area, 
the perfect setting for 
passengers to enjoy. 
1000 pieces. 26¾"x 19¼".
          #404843  $17.95

40' PS-1 
Boxcars
Based on early 
postwar cars 
built from 1947 
to 1949, these 
HO scale 40' 
PS-1 Boxcars
are great additions
to steam and diesel-era 
layouts, as some of the proto-
types were still in service into 
the late 1980s! Features in-
clude a see-through Apex 
steel running board and 
6-foot Superior doors. 
5½" long.                                 $29.95 each

A: Reading                 #404835
B: Western Paci� c   #404836
C: Richmond, 
     Fredericksburg 
     & Potomac            #404837
D: Atlantic Coast     #404838

All Aboard for Your 
Northwest Adventure 
Metal Sign 
All aboard for your Northwest 
adventure! This reproduction of a 
classic Northern Paci� c railroad 
sign is perfect for any railroad 
collection. Made in the USA from 
aluminum. 12"x 12"; includes 
mounting holes.
                         #404830  $24.95

Norfolk Southern 
2017-18 Locomotive Directory 
Withers.  In this edition of Norfolk Southern’s various 
locomotive � eet, author Paul K. Withers continues the 
directory’s tradition of providing a unit-by-unit listing 
of the railroad’s 4,000+ units. The directory includes the 
latest rebuilds, new GE Tier 4 locomotives, and DC-to-AC 
conversions. 208 pages, color images, 

6"x 9", softcover.                                                     #404829  $34.95

Images of Rail 
Long Island Rail Road 

Oyster Bay Branch 
Morrison.  The Long Island Rail Road is the oldest 

railroad in the country still operating under its original 
name. The Oyster Bay Branch is one of the smaller 
branches but is probably the most historically signi� -
cant one. This installment from the Images of Rail series 
is a detailed history of the Oyster Bay Branch, supple-
mented with hundreds of black and white photographs. 

128 pages, 218 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.   #404827  $21.95

EMD GP35 Phase 2 
Diesel Locomotives
Replicating a quartet of 
1960s-built GP35 diesel en-
gines, these HO scale models 
– with your choice of colorful 
company markings – come 
equipped with DCC & Sound, 
and feature a distinctive long 
hood, an operating cab bea-
con (with LED lighting), an air 
horn, etched metal parts, sun 
shades, and a high front head-
light. 7" long.                                   $199 each

A: Santa Fe  #404831                      C: Rock Island  #404833
B: Chessie System  #404832        D: Southern Paci� c  #404834

U.S. Post O�  ce Model
     Whether you’re sending a letter 

or waiting on a package, this 
HO scale replica of a U.S 
post o�  ce is there for 

all your mailing needs! It 
features a stone founda-
tion, plenty of windows 
for showing o�  the printed 

interior, a light for highlighting the � ag, and pre-installed interior 
and exterior LED lighting made for use with the Just Plug Lighting 
System. 5"x 5" footprint.                                                                #404828  $84.95

Harriman 
Passenger Cars
These ready-to-run HO 
scale Harriman passen-
ger cars are the perfect 
way to send your model 
troops to war! They 
feature a detailed shell 
with molded rivets, in-
terior and undercarriage 
details, roof vents, U.S. 
Armed Forces markings, 
and more. 9¼" long.               $29.95 each

A: Coach Car  #R99970       
B: Hospital Car  #R99455

HO SCALE

A

B

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

B

C

D

A

A

B

C

D

Now Back in Stock!
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Southern Railway in Color: Vol. 3
Reisweber.  This volume depicts the Southern 
Railway's entire system during the era when newer 
motive power such as the stocky SD24s shared 
the rails with "vintage" F3s. 128 pages, 
hardcover.                                       #R77764 $59.95

             Morning Sun Books
Featuring hundreds of dramatic photographs, these insightful reference 
guides – exciting new releases from Morning Sun – examine a host of 
railroad operations, from New Haven and Atlantic Coast Line to Erie 
Western and Rock Island. Visit your favorite regional hotspots and take a 
visual tour across North America! 100+ color and B&W images, 8½"x 11".

New Haven Trackside 
with T.J. Donahue  
Doughty.  New Haven towerman T.J. Donahue is a 

famed photographer of his employer’s trains. 
Donahue’s work covering both diesel and 

electric locomotives from the 1950s and ‘60s is 
chronicled in this fully illustrated book. 
128 pages, hardcover.                #404736  $59.95

The RF&P–CSX Merger in Color 
Reisweber.  This book covers the Richmond, 
Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad in its last 
twenty years of “independence” beginning at the 
startup of Amtrak in 1971 and continuing until 
the present day under CSX management. 
128 pages, hardcover.               #404737  $59.95

Bessemer & Lake Erie Power 
in Color 
Timko.  This book provides an in-depth look 

at the motive power history of this U.S. steel road, 
including Alco, Baldwin, and EMD switchers and six-
axle roadswitchers working in unison with a � eet of 
F7s. Includes the Western Allegheny Railroad and 
Pittsburgh & Conneaut Dock Company. 
128 pages,  hardcover.                #404738  $59.95

Atlantic Coast Line in Color
McClure III.  This book details the motive power of 
the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad's famed purple and 
silver locomotives right up until its 1967 merger 
with the Seaboard Air Line. 
128 pages, hardcover.   
          #R11371 
                    $59.95

Pittsburgh Trolleys in Color
Ridolph.  These wonderfully illustrated volumes 
feature vintage color photos and fascinating 
narrative that examine trolley and streetcar 
operations in Pittsburgh during the last half of the 
20th century. See PCC and Peter Witt streetcars, 
LRVs, Brill Trolleys, famous routes, 
and more! 128 pages, hardcover.       $59.95 each

Vol. 1: The North Side and East End   #R77777
Vol. 2: The West End and the South Side

                       #R11380

Long Island Rail Road Power 
in Color: 1952 to 2015
Erdman.  This illustrated volume takes a look at the 
New York company’s diesel and multiple-unit electric 
roster from the 1950s through today. 
128 pages, hardcover.                  #402044  $59.95

Erie Western in Color
Eagan Jr.  Every element of the short-lived railroad 
is covered in this pictorial pro� le including its 
genesis after the track’s failure to be incorporated 
into Conrail, its original seven Alco engines, and its 
discontinuation in 1979. 128 pages, hardcover.

#402057 $59.95

Jersey Central 
Facilities 
Rosenbaum & Gallo.  
This volume takes you on a tour of the Jersey 
Central’s extensive network of stations, towers, 
bridges, yards, shops, and other facilities as well 
as freight and passenger trains, a wide variety of 
motive power, and operations that served the 
region from 1849 through 1953. 
128 pages,  hardcover.               #R11369  $59.95

Milwaukee 
Road Through 

Passenger 
Service in 
Color: Volume 2: 1966-1977
Stout & Schulz.  This book examines Milwaukee 
Road’s intercity passenger operations during its 
declining years before entering reorganization 
in 1977. You’ll enjoy a variety of motive power, 
onboard and trackside views, stations and 
depots, and more. 128 pages, 
hardcover.                                    #R11361  $59.95
Volume 1: 1941-1965         #R77785  $59.95

Southern Pacific Through 
Passenger Service in Color
Stout.  From the end of the Civil War to the intro-
duction of  Amtrak, the Southern Paci� c Railroad 
was an American institution. Enjoy a historical 
cruise down memory lane with this detailed 
volume examining the scrappy upstart days of the 
young company to its ultimate overly ambitious 
demise. Includes thrilling multi-era color photogra-
phy! 128 pages, hardcover.    #R11382  $59.95

Rock Island Power in Color: 
Volume 2: 601-4909
Yanosey.  This volume features vintage color photos 
and fascinating narrative that details the Chicago, 
Rock Island and Paci� c Railroad. You'll view the 
motive power of Rock Island's diesels numbered 
601 to 4909, a wide variety of models, from pre-war 
Alco cab units to SD40-2s. 128 pages, 
hardcover.                                      #R11373  $59.95
Volume 1:1-563                       #R11360  $59.95
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     Bachmann Train Sets

The biggest and the best! From the powerful locomotive through the impressive consist of nine cars, this HO scale 
set has it all! You get a Union Paci� c Overland 4-8-4 steam locomotive (with a smoke unit), a “centipede-style” oil 
tender, a grain car, a three-dome tank car, a � atcar with logs, a center � ow hopper, an open quad hopper, two plug door boxcars, 
a wood stock car, a wide vision caboose, and a 65"x 38" oval of track. Full train is 70½" long.                                             #R09197  Reg: $385  $249

Nearly 6 Feet Long! Overland Limited

Working Smoke! 65"x 38"
Oval

HO SCALE

SAVE
OVER

$130

                                                                                                                            Harvest Express
Bursting with grain, the colorful Harvest Express cruises through the golden wheat � elds of central Canada! This 
HO scale set – pulled by an EMD GP40 diesel engine – comes with three Canadian four-bay cylindrical grain hoppers (with eye-catching designs 
and realistic walkways and platforms), and a 47"x 38" oval of track. Full train is 30" long.                                                                                       #401420  Reg: $239  $139

Harvest Express
Bursting with grain, the colorful Harvest Express cruises through the golden wheat � elds of central Canada! This 
                                                                                                                            Harvest Express

47"x 38"
Oval

Opened in 1882 as a mining line, the 
Durango & Silverton was quickly 
recognized in passenger service 
for its stunning landscape views. 
This N scale model of the iconic train – still providing tours today – features an 0-6-0 locomotive and tender, one combine, 
two coaches, a power pack and speed controller, and 16 pieces of track. 15" total length.                                                                                #R85266  Reg: $205  $175

Durango & Silverton 
Train Set

for its stunning landscape views. 
This N scale model of the iconic train – still providing tours today – features an 0-6-0 locomotive and tender, one combine, 

SAVE 

$30

Chattanooga Freight
This complete 155-piece HO scale set will have you up and running a Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad 
freight train in no time! You get a beautifully detailed 0-6-0 steam locomotive (with a smoke unit), a tender (with a 
simulated coal load), a plug-door boxcar, an open quad hopper, a single-dome tank car, an o� -center cupola caboose, a realistic suburban station, a signal 
bridge, 48 railroad and street signs, 36 telephone poles, 48 assorted � gures, and a 47"x 38" oval of track. Full train is 32" long.              #R90864  Reg: $255  $195

47"x 38"
Oval

HO SCALE SAVE 

$60

SAVE 

$100
HO SCALE

N SCALE

44"x 24"
Oval

N SCALE
Empire Builder
Replicating the Santa Fe Empire Builder, this N scale train set comes with a 4-8-4 steam locomotive, a tender, eight freight 
cars (reefer, boxcar, tank car, covered hopper, gondola, stock car, quad hopper, and caboose), 12 telephone poles, 
24 street signs, and a 44"x 24" oval of track. Full train is 34¼" long.                                                  #R09938  Reg: $335  $199

SAVE 

$135

                                                                                                                                                            Rail Chief
This complete HO scale train set includes a diesel locomotive, three freight cars and a caboose, and enough accessories – 
130 pieces in all! – to give your miniature empire a realistic look. Leading the freight train is a GP40 engine (with a BNSF paint scheme). 
You also get a plug-door boxcar, a gondola, a quad hopper, a caboose, a signal bridge, 48 railroad and street signs, 
24 telephone poles, 36 � gures, and a 47"x 38" oval of track. Full train is 35" long.                                                                                                     #R00630  Reg: $215  $139

47"x 38"
Oval

HO SCALE

SAVE 

$75

34"x 24"
Oval
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Bachmann Locomotives
GS-4 4-8-4 Steam Locomotive 
Equipped with DCC & Sound, this HO scale 
reproduction of the famous Class J 4-8-4 
#611 – which was designed and built by 
the mighty Norfolk and Western in its own 
Roanoke shops and was the last mainline 
steam locomotive to run a regular 
schedule on a Class I railroad in the U.S. – 
features 16-bit polyphonic audio, an operating headlight, see-through cab windows, an accompanying tender 
(with a simulated coal load), and authentic company markings. Minimum radius of 22". 14½" long.                    #404432  $429

Baldwin 4-6-0 Steam Locomotives
These HO scale models, replicas of the Baldwin 4-6-0 – a locomotive 
referred to as the “Ten Wheeler,” among the most popular steam engines 
of the 19th century – are DCC-ready and feature authentic markings from
    classic early railroad companies, a tender with a simulated coal load,
        an operating headlight, clear cab windows, and a 
         detailed undercarriage. 7½" long with tender.                     $299 each

    classic early railroad companies, a tender with a simulated coal load,
        an operating headlight, clear cab windows, and a 
         detailed undercarriage. 7½" long with tender.                     New York Central     #401373

Baltimore & Ohio    #401374 NEW! Texas & Paci� c    #401377 Maryland & Pennsylvania   #401376

Prairie 2-6-2 Steam Locomotives 
First used in the Midwestern United States, the 2-6-2 steam 
locomotives – initially built for the Chicago, Burlington & 

Quincy Railroad in 1900 – earned the nickname "Prairie." More 
than 2,000 were manufactured in America and many of these 
tended to feature very long service lives, outlasting 
many of its modern successors. 8" long.                             $149 each

A

A: Union Pacific                     #401366
B: Southern                             #401367
C: Pennsylvania                    #401368
D: Southern Pacific              #401369
E: Canadian National         #401370

D

EC

B

A

B
D

A: Illinois Terminal/Norfolk Southern Heritage   #401396
B: Savannah & Atlanta    #401399
C: Reading                   #401398
D: Lackawanna         #401400

SD70ACe Diesel Locomotives
Beginning production in 1992, the SD70 is a series of diesel locomotives 
manufactured in large numbers by EMD. More than 4,000 units have been 
built in all variants including the SD70ACe – as these DCC & Sound-
equipped models replicate – which was produced from 
2004-2014. 10" long.                                             Reg:  $319  $269 each

C

SAVE $50

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

Working 
Smoke!
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Bachmann Rolling Stock and Motive Power
50'6" Drop End
Gondolas
These HO scale models –repro-
ductions of 50'6" drop end gondolas 
– feature authentic company 
markings and an open-top design 
with a simulated crushed car or 
scrap load. 7" long.        $45.95 each

A: Montana Rail Link 
     (Scrap Load)                          #401413
B: Reading 
     (Crushed Car Load)             #401414
C: CP Rail 
     (Crushed Car Load)             #401415

D: Patapsco/Back River      #401417
E: Rock Island                         #401418
F: Pennsylvania                     #401419

A

B

C

D

E

F

HO SCALE

These HO scale models – colorful replicas of USRA 55-ton coal hoppers from 
the early 20th century – feature distinctive braced sides, realistically molded 
ladders and stirrup steps, a 
separately applied brake wheel, 
a removable coal load, and a 
detailed underframe with 
angled drop-bottom chutes. 
4¼" long.                $34.95 each

USRA 
55-Ton 
Open 
Hoppers

A: Erie                              #R04657
B: Pennsylvania                 #R04655
C: Baltimore & Ohio          #R74104
D: New York Central         #404396
E: Nickel Plate Road         #404397

A

B C

ED

HO SCALE

B

A

D
In the late 1860s, the forerunner 
to the modern-day tank car was 
developed when a wooden un-
derframe was placed below the 
� rst horizontal, cylindrical iron 
tanks. These HO scale models –
replicas of the early-era unit – 
feature a choice of authentic 
railroad markings, a realistic 
top hatch, and blackened 
metal wheels. 
5½" long.              $36.95 each

Old-Time 
Tank Cars

HO SCALE

A: New York Central Lines     #401061
B: Philadelphia & Reading   #401062
C: Virginia & Truckee               #401063
D: U.S. Military Railroad        #401064

NE Steel 
Cabooses
Nice additions to your 
mid-century-era layout, 
these HO scale models – 
replicas of NE steel 
cabooses in service 
with � ve classic 
companies – feature eye-catching 
paint schemes, see-through cabin 
windows, and detailed handrails 
and ladders. 5" long.    
                 Reg:  $39.95  $34.95 each

A

B

D
E

C
SAVE

OVER
 20%

A: Lehigh Valley        #402835
B: Western Maryland   #402836
C: Norfolk & Western  #402837
D: Boston & Maine       #402838
E: New Haven            #402839

A: New York Central    #R04761                  
B: Reading                       #R04762
C: NEW! New Haven     #404807
D: Western Maryland  #R04764

Providing piggyback 
service to a 
removable trailer 
with free-rolling 
wheels and 
opening 
rear doors, 
these HO scale � atcars feature 
a painted, simulated wood deck; 
movable ramps; authentic 
markings; and more. The � atcar 
measures 7¼" long while 
the trailer is 4¾" long.  
                                         $49.95 each

A HO SCALE52' 6" Flatcars 
with 35' Trailers

B

C

D

C

HO SCALE
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Trains   Encyclopedias

The Golden Age of Trains
The acclaimed Golden Age of Trains series 
o� ers four exciting programs beginning in 
the 1930s, when trains were the most popular 
form of U.S. transportation, and traveling 
through the transition years of the 1950s 
and ’60s. B&W and color.

Volume 1 – Follow the many 
innovations and luxuries of trains 
from the 1930s through the 1950s. 
1 hr. 56 min.                                #RV9730

Volume 2 – Get insight into the era's 
most successful railroads with � lms 
released by Southern Paci� c, Seaboard 
Air Line, New York Central, Rock Island, 
and Santa Fe. 2 hr. 15 min.          #402288

Volume 3 – See a Norfolk and Western 
� lm on how coal powered America 
and witness a young engineer earn 
his stripes on the Milwaukee Road. 
2 hr. 37 min.                                #402289  

Volume 4 – Enjoy footage along the 
Santa Fe in the early 1940s and see how 
freight trains are assembled, inspected, 
and scheduled. 2 hr. 5 min.         #402744

Volume 5 – This volume explains how 
locomotives were essential to our 
economy’s growth, and why we 
needed them to transport goods 
and services. 2 hours.            #402745

Volume 6 – Take a look at the 1940s 
through the 50s and how they were the 
most prosperous decades for railroad 
travel in the United States. 
2 hrs. 17 min.                               #403483

Volume 7 – Learn how it was common for families to 
plan trips across the country by train, rather than car, 
and why these diesel-powered passenger loco-
motives were the way to go!  1 hr. 55 min.       #403484

Guide to North American
Steam Locomotives
Drury.  A must-own for railfans and train modelers 
alike, this newly revamped guide includes details 
on every steam locomotive built in the United 
States and Canada since 1900. It features more 
than 400 exciting photos and painstakingly 
researched rosters of all North American railroads. 
320 pages, 420 color photos, 8¼"x 10¾", 
softcover.                                        #400353 $24.95

ALL ABOARD
Each episode of All Aboard, a series that 
aired on PBS, showcases a unique element 
of railroading. You get two exciting episodes on 
each volume, or you can buy the complete set 
for maximum savings! 
52 minutes each.       Reg: $19.95  $9.95 each

Volume 1:  The Colorado Railroad Museum, 
three Colorado narrow gauge railroads, and 
a ride on Amtrak’s California Zephyr.    #RV6670
Volume 2:  Florida East Coast trains, shops and 
yards, and steam excursion trains.              #RV6671
Volume 3:  A railroad history of Atlanta and 
privately owned passenger cars.                    #RV6672
Volume 4:  D&RGW’s narrow gauge operations between Alamosa 
and Chama and memorable 1950s steam such as the Shay and the 
Big Boy.                                                                                                               #RV6673
Volume 5:  Norfolk Southern’s busy Georgia Division and 1960s rail 
action around Detroit.                                                                                   #RV6674
Volume 6:  A 1980s look at Chicago rail action and footage of the 
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.                                                                             #RV6675
Volume 7:  Union Paci� c’s western coal trains and 1960s St. Louis 
area rail action.                                                                                                #RV6676
Volume 8:  A ride aboard Amtrak’s Empire Builder and Canadian 
steam in the 1950s.                                                                                        #RV6677
Volume 9:  1950s and ‘60s Pennsylvania Railroad footage and a 
1980s look at rail activity around “The Steel City”– Pittsburgh.      #RV6678
Volume 10:  A 1960s narrow gauge passenger train run and vintage 
footage of the colorful Illinois Central Railroad.                                   #RV6679
Volume 11:  The railroads’ role in NASA space programs and the 
East Broad Top Railroad.                                                                               #RV6680
Volume 12:  Norfolk Southern’s restoration of N&W 2-6-6-4 #1218 
and classic footage of the Santa Fe.                                                          #RV6681
Volume 13:  Rock Island footage around Chicago during the 1950s, 
‘60s and ‘70s and a bevy of restored narrow gauge steamers.        #RV6682

 Complete Set on 5 DVDs 
 All 26 episodes – a $259 value – at  85% savings!       #RV6683  $39.95

of railroading. You get two exciting episodes on 

SAVE 

50%

$995
Each

Derailments, Crashes, and Wrecks
Viewer discretion advised! Inherently dangerous, with 

cars and engines that could burst into � ames – and 
even explode – or derail and cause major damage 
to anything in their path, railroads and trains are 
not to be taken lightly. Documenting many of the 

worst rail disasters from 1934 to 2011, this program is 
an eye opener to the risks of traveling by 

 train. 1 hr. 21 min.     #RV7631  Reg: $24.95  $12.45

SAVE 

50%

A Steam Odyssey
The Railroad Photographs of Victor Hand
Take a journey around the world with this 
photo-essay presenting the most beautiful 
steam locomotives on six continents! You’ll 
marvel at B&W photographs combined 
with extended captions that provide rich 
historical context as you discover that, no 
matter the locale, the railway is a compelling 
subject. 192 pages, 162 B&W photos, 
11½"x 10¾", hardcover.   
  #R05771
            Reg: $74.95  $29.95

SAVE 

60%

“Classic American 
Trains” Metal Sign
This steel sign salutes a diverse 
selection of American trains. 
Includes mounting holes. 
15"x 12".                   #401475  $19.95

www.HistoricRail.com

Made in 
the USA.
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Early Steam    Trains
The DeWitt 
Clinton Train Set     
This HO scale replica of 
America’s third steam-
operated train, The 
DeWitt Clinton, produced 
in 1831, includes an 0-4-0 locomotive with an engineer figure, a 
prototypical tender and three detailed coaches, a 47"x 38" oval of E-Z Track, 
a power pack/speed controller, and a lifetime limited warranty. Minor 
assembly required.                                            #R09380                                                              Reg: $185  $145 Locomotive Building

The Construction of a 
Steam Engine for Railway Use 
Flanders.  Originally published in 1911, this is 
the de� nitive text for the construction of steam 
engines for railroad use. You’ll learn about 
locomotive systems – such as side rods, boilers, 
wheels, axles and driving boxes, frames, and cyl-
inders – and their functions, valve motion, and 
shop practice while enjoying rare photographs 
and vintage diagrams. 245 pages, B&W 

photos and illustrations, 8½"x 11", softcover.                 #R05313  $24.95

assembly required.                                            assembly required.                                            assembly required. #R09380                                                              Reg: 

In 1829, the Liverpool 
& Manchester Railway 
held the Rainhill 
Trials to � nd the best 
locomotive for its 
line. The winner was 
George Stephenson’s 

Rocket, an 
innovative 0-2-2  

    that launched 
a new age in 
the history of 

transportation. 
A replica of that 

famous locomotive, this museum quality, 1/24 scale kit 
features laser-cut wood parts for the locomotive body, 
tender and boiler, cast metal details, and more. 
11¼" long; assembly required.                       #R96997  $269

Motorization Kit – This easy-to-assemble motorization kit allows your 
Rocket locomotive to operate on G-scale track!                                   #R96300  $149

Stephenson’s Rocket 
                   Locomotive 
                          Kit

SAVE 

$40HO SCALE

4-4-0 American Steam Locomotive
This HO scale model of the classic 4-4-0 American is DCC & Sound 
equipped and features a realistic smoke stack and cattle catcher, see-
through cab windows, an accompanying tender with a simulated wood 
load, and Union Paci� c markings. 7¼" long.                                             

#R85282  R eg: $315  $265

HO SCALE

SAVE 

$50

Steam 
Train 
Jigsaw 
Puzzles
Ted Blaylock.  
A sleepy mountain 
neighborhood, a quiet 
roll-through town, or the 
Nuggetville Café o� er the backdrop for these nostalgic steam trains! 
750 pieces. 24"x 18".
A: “Silver Bell Run”              B: “Rolling Thru”             C: “Nuggetville 1920”
                           #404003                            #404004                                       #404005

Steam 

Puzzles
Ted Blaylock.  
A sleepy mountain 

A

$1495
Each

C

B

4-4-0 Blueprint Metal Sign
Salute one of the earliest engine designs with this unique metal sign 
featuring a blueprint image of a 4-4-0 steamer! Includes 
mounting holes. 20"x 5".                                                       #403490  $15.95

4-4-0 Blueprint Metal Sign

Made in 
the USA.

1/24 SCALE

Blacksmith 
Car
A terri� c � t with 
your 4-4-0 American 
or other 19th century 
locomotive, this 
HO scale model 
uniquely replicates 
a mobile blacksmith 
car! It features an
entire open-air workshop (including an anvil, broom, barrel, a tool box, 
and more), a textured tin-style roof, and authentic Central 
Paci� c markings. 5" long.                          #402846  Reg: $58.95  $49.95

HO SCALE

SAVE 

15%
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Trains   Steam Locomotives 

                                                        Big Boy 
                                      Locomotive Kit
                    This HO scale kit contains 87 pieces and features a 
one-piece boiler, separate butter� y damper, cab interior, movable pony trucks, 
detailed driving wheels and rods, cow-catcher, display track, and decals for two 
Union Paci� c versions. Assembly required. 18" long.  #R09503  $24.95

1/87 SCALE

2-6-6-2 Steam Locomotives
These DCC-ready, HO scale models – replicas of 2-6-6-2 locomotives, popular in 
the woods and on mine runs – feature a powerful motor and a brass � ywheel, 
metal handrails, posts and side rails, operational lighting, a 3-piece brass bell, a 
simulated coal load in the tender, and a lasersharp company paint 
scheme and markings. 12" long.                                           Reg: $189  $149 each

SAVE 

$40

HO SCALE

Norfolk and Western  
#R90143

Southern Pacific  
#R93505

Engineer Advice 
Metal Signs
Made of metal, these decora-
tive signs feature a funny quip 
and include mounting holes. 

“Do You Want to Talk to the Engineer…”  
This 24-gauge steel sign features a distressed 
look and measures 14"x 8".        #R69377  $14.95
“Don’t Argue with the Engineer” – Made of 
aluminum, this sign features a baked 

enamel � nish and measures 12"x 9".              #R69340  $17.95enamel � nish and measures 12"x 9

Made in 
the USA.

Manual for 
Enginemen
Volumes I-IV
These collections 
feature rare, full-
color technical � lms 
documenting the devel-
opment and operation 
of steam and diesel 
locomotives.                                    $19.95 each

Volume I – Includes a GE � lm on how to operate an AC6000CW; the Southern 
Paci� c � lm, Engineer’s Daily Locomotive Inspection; and Meet the EMD 
SD70AC. 2+ hours.                                                                                                 #RV7432
Volume II – Includes the Norfolk & Western � lm, The Modern Coal Burning 
Steam Locomotive; the New York Central � lm, The Steam Locomotive; and 
Operating a Steam Locomotive, from Nickel Plate Road. 2+ hours.         #RV7433
Volume III – Includes Conrail’s New EL106A, which details locomotive inspec-
tion; an EMD � lm on how to operate an SD80MAC; the CSX � lm, Steel 
Ribbons Through Time; and more. 2+ hours.                                                #RV7434
Volume IV – Includes a GE training � lm on starting and operating a Dash 
9-44CW; the UP � lm, North American Cab, which showcases the SD60; 
and the BN safety � lm, Path of a Giant. 1 hr. 37 min.                                    #RV7435

Running a 
Steam Locomotive
This amazing series takes you 
“under the skin” of a steam loco-

motive for a complete smoke-
stack-to-firebox look at its operation 

and maintenance.                                                   $19.95 each

Vol. 1: Basics of Steam Locomotive 
Operation – You’re a steam locomo-
tive apprentice in this detailed look 

at the anatomy, care and operation of a 
Baldwin engine. Better bring your engineer’s cap 
and some thick gloves – you’re going to get 
dirty! 1 hr. 30 min.                                           #RV5900

Vol. 2: Passenger Locomotive Road Operation – Join three veteran 
steam engine crews aboard a trio of fully restored locomotives: Nevada 
Northern Ten Wheeler #40, Southern Pacific 4-6-2 #2472, and UP’s 4-8-4 
#844. You’ll practically feel the wind in your face! 1 hr. 45 min.          #RV5901
Vol. 3: Freight Locomotive Road Operation – Learn how to operate 
three distinctly di� erent freight steamers: a narrow gauge Shay, a 
2-8-2 Mikado, and N&W’s A-Class 2-6-6-4. 1 hr. 15 min.                     #RV5902

All Three Volumes:  #RV5903  Separately: $59.85  $49.85

SAVE $10
ON THE SET!

Steam Tracks Audio CDs
Thrill to state-of-the-art digital 
sounds of some of the � nest steam 
locomotives to ride the rails. It’s like 
having a steamer in 
your stereo!                   $14.95 each

Volume 1 – N&W 2-8-8-2, SP 4-8-4 
Daylight, PRR 4-6-2, NKP 2-8-4, 
RDG 4-8-4, and more.       #RA0005
Volume 2 – CPR 4-6-4 & 2-8-0, CNR 2-8-2, 
UP 4-8-4, EBT 2-8-2s, and more.                 #RA0006
Volume 3 – AT&SF 4-8-4, Frisco 4-8-2, CPR 4-6-2, 
NKP 2-8-4, SP&S 4-8-4, and more.             #RA0007

Locomotive Engineer Caps
These quality caps resembling those worn 
by steam-era engineers and firemen are 
adjustable for maximum com-
fort.          #R11286  $12.95 each

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 

Operating a Steam Locomotive
Volume III –
tion; an EMD � lm on how to operate an SD80MAC; the CSX � lm, 
Ribbons Through Time
Volume IV –
9-44CW; the UP � lm, 
and the BN safety � lm, 

Adult – Blue or Pink       
Child – Blue or Pink

Steam Giants Across America 
Take a cross-country rail tour during the 1940s 
and ‘50s and witness awe-inspiring steam giants. 
You’ll see Union Pacific 4-8-8-4 Big Boys pound 

the Wyoming plains, Norfolk and Western Y-Class 
2-8-8-2s work heavy freights through the Northeast, 

Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range 2-8-8-4 Yellowstones 
muscle mile-long ore drags from Northern Minnesota 
mines to Lake Superior ship docks, and 
much more. 1 hour.  #RV6610  Reg: $24.95  $11.95

SAVE 

50%
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Diesel Locomotives    Trains

This computer 
simulation 
replicates 
actual train 
handling and 
locomotive 
response on 
real North 
American 
rail lines. 3D 
out-of-the-

cab graphics and realistic sounds provide the sense of operating a train, 
and with 22 trains and six routes to choose from, there’s always a new 
challenge. Windows 98-XP & Windows 2000, and requires a 
Pentium 400MHz or faster.                                                     #R06690  $19.95

DVD-ROM

The TrainMaster Locomotive Simulator

RailDriver Cab 
Control Unit
Designed for use with Trainz 
Simulator and The Train
Master Locomotive Simulator, 
this 1/3 scale replica of a 
modern diesel locomotive 
control console puts realistic 
levers, switches, and buttons 

at your � ngertips as you navigate your train across the screen. 
For Windows 98 – Windows 7.                                                     #R06032  $229

SD40-2 Survivors
Among the most reliable and e�  cient locomotives ever 
produced, the EMD SD40-2 was introduced in January 
1972, today � nding itself primarily used for local short-
run operations. Captured in HD, this two-part program 
follows these increasingly scarce engines in the 
Midwest with trains from BSNF, Canadian Paci� c, 
Union Paci� c, and others! 2 hours.                                                                              $19.95 each
Volume 1 – Minnesota and Wisconsin action including 
First Union and Iowa Chicago & Eastern trains.   #402080
Volume 2 – SD40-2s found in Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio including those run by 
Norfolk Southern and Illinois Central.                   #402247

Historic Westinghouse
Works Film Collection
Showcasing the turn-of-the-century operations of the elec-
trical industry pioneer that invented the railroad air brake 
in 1869, this collection of 21 silent � lms takes you on a 1904 
tour of Westinghouse factories. You’ll view the exteriors and 
interiors of the factories, visit the streetcar motor room, witness 
how a turbine is assembled and tested, and more. 
B&W, 1 hr. 4 min.                                                #RV9241  $14.95

Images of America
Wilmerding and the Westinghouse 
Air Brake Company
When George Westinghouse, Jr., founded the Westinghouse 

Air Brake Co. in Wilmerding, PA, his air brakes, railroad 
equipment and pneumatic devices revolutionized rail 
travel. This book o� ers a historic look at the factories and 
industry-changing products that made Westinghouse a 
world leader. 128 pages, 200 B&W photographs, 
6½"x 9¼", softcover.                                      #R01351  $21.95

First and Second 
Generation Diesels
These thrilling recordings of � rst 
and second generation diesel 
locomotives provide ideal 
background sounds for your 
train room. Stereo, 
40 minutes.                               $14.95 each

Volume 1 – Includes Santa 
Fe F units, a Southern Paci� c GP9 and FM 
Trainmaster, Rock Island E units, Illinois Central 
Geeps, SD9s and Alco, Baldwin and GE switchers, 
and many more.                                                               #RA0025
Volume 2 – Includes California Zephyr F units, New Haven FL9s with 
their unique Hancock air whistles, Lackawanna Es and Geeps, New York 
Central and Sierra Baldwins, D&H and SantaFe PAs, RS units and 
H12-44 switchers, and many more.                                                     #RA0026
Volume 3 – You’ll hear Nathan and Leslie horns used on � rst- and 
second-generation SP, WP and UP diesels; doppler meets; M5s, 
P5s, S3s, and S5s, and many more.                                                      #RA0032

SD40-2 Diesel Locomotive
                     This HO scale model – replicating a CSX SD40-2 – features illuminated 
number boards, an operating LED headlight, see-through cab windows, 
and a well-equipped interior. 9½" long.                      #402591  Reg: $209  $159

HO SCALE

SAVE 

$50

          Trainz
          A New Era

This state-of-the-art software allows you to drive
passenger and freight trains, create your own 3D 

 layouts, and download thousands of routes and loco-
  motives. This 2015 edition is the most realistic and 
  visually stunning train simulator to-date! You get a 

collection of routes, locomotives, and rolling stock, 
driving tutorials, real-time physics feedback and editing tools, and more. 
Requires 4 GB RAM, NVIDIA GT 430 or better video card, Windows XP or 
higher, and a DVD drive.                  #R02474  Reg: $49.95  $14.95

 layouts, and download thousands of routes and loco-
  motives. This 2015 edition is the most realistic and 
  visually stunning train simulator to-date! You get a 

collection of routes, locomotives, and rolling stock, 
driving tutorials, real-time physics feedback and editing tools, and more. 

CD-ROM

SAVE 

70%

GP40 Diesel Locomotives
Built between 1965 and 1971, the GP40 diesel engine saw more than 
a thousand units come o�  the production lines before being replaced by the 
GP40-2. These HO scale models are DCC-equipped and feature working 
head and backup lights, eight-wheel drive, and dynamic 
brake vents, fans, and handrails. 7¾" long.                                       $89.95 each

MKT      #402937         Union Pacific     #402936

HO SCALE
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50' Steel Reefers
With a plug door whose tight seal protected its chilled contents from tem-
perature changes, steel 50' reefers carried perishables from coast to coast. 
These HO scale models feature a � nely molded body, a separately applied 
brake wheel, RP25 metal 
wheels for smooth tracking, 
magnetically operated knuckle 
couplers, an authentic paint 
scheme, and more. 
5¾" long.  
    Reg: $29.95 $22.45 each

12

Trains   Freight 

Twin 
Oil 
Tanks 

Give your train display an 
industrial vibe with our HO scale model of these twin oil tanks! Featuring 
highly detailed moldings and a realistic paint scheme, this replica 
will bring any layout instantly to life. 3" tall.                          #404592  $49.95

industrial vibe with our HO scale model of these twin oil tanks! Featuring 

Twin 
Oil 
Tanks 

Give your train display an 

HO SCALE

B

C40' Steam Era Boxcars
Replicas of 40' boxcars as they appeared on
rails in the 1930s-1950s, these HO scale 
models feature classic railroad company 
markings and a realistic side door, roof 
walk, and ladders. 5½" long.    $27.95 each  

A: Santa Fe                                                 #401319
B: Union Pacific                                       #401320
C: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy   #401321
D: Nickel Plate Road                             #401322
E: Chesapeake & Ohio                          #401324

A

D

E

HO SCALE

A

B

C

D

E

50' Single-Door Boxcars
These HO scale models feature a � nely molded 
body with a sliding door on each side; stirrup 
steps, ladders, and a roof walk; an authentic paint 
scheme with razor-sharp lettering; and more. 
6¾" long.                  Reg: $34.95 $26.95 each

A: Atlantic Coast Line           #R74076
B: Union Pacific                   #R74077
C: Western Maryland              #R74078
D: Central of Georgia             #R00852
E: Santa Fe                   #R00855

A: Erie Lackawanna              #R04887
B: Tropicana Orange Juice      #R04790
C: Chicago & North Western    #401327
D: Union Pacific                    #R74119

SAVE 

25%

HO SCALE

Railroad tank cars, utilized in some variety 
since the end of the Civil War, are in service 
throughout the world to transport various 
liquid and gaseous commodities – as these 
models of 40' units with a detailed under-
frame and metal rail with plastic ladder 
replicate. 5½" long.                    $26.95 each

A: Clark                    #R04924
B: Texaco                 #R97091
C: Gramps                 #R04848
D: Tidewater             #R04850
E: Quaker State  #R04849

40' 
Single-Dome 
Tank

B
C

D

A

E

HO SCALE

1960 Ford Tanker Truck 
Available in your choice of vintage Marathon or Valvoline Oil graphics, each 
of these HO scale models is a replica of a 1960 Ford Tanker Truck and features 
clear windows, full cab interior, rubber-like tires, and optional 
user-applied mirrors. 3¼" long.                                                               $19.95 each

Marathon Oil   #404800                 Valvoline Oil    #404801

will bring any layout instantly to life. 3" tall.

1960 Ford Tanker Truck1960 Ford Tanker Truck1960 Ford Tanker Truck

HO SCALE

Marathon Oil   #404800                 Valvoline Oil    #404801

1950s Truck 
with Gas Pump
Draped in vintage 
Chevron graphics, 
this 1/18 scale, die cast 
model – a replica of a 1950
GMC 150 – comes with its own classic gas pump, complete with a hose and 
gauge display! The truck also features an opening hood and doors, a well-
appointed interior (including bench seating and a shifter), an open-style bed, 
a lifting tailgate, real-working steering, treaded rubber tires, and 
collectible packaging. 10½" long.                 #403462   Reg: $69.95  $47.95

1/18 SCALE

SAVE 30%

SAVE 25%

HO SCALE

A

C

B

D
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Railroad Operations    Trains

Grand 
Avenue 
Yard Office 
Kit
Resembling a 
typical support 
building found 
in yards through-
out North America, 
this HO scale, 
laser-cut wood kit 

features glazed windows; 
cast resin parts, including 
tie stacks, a wood crate, 
trash barrel, and smoke-
jack, full-color signs, and 

more. Designed for easy, tab-and-slot assembly, it measures 
2" tall with a 3½"x 2½" footprint.                                   #R66328  $15.95

HO SCALE

To speed 
priority 
shipments, 
the Railway 
Express 
Agency built 
its own trans-
fer buildings 
alongside the 
coach yards 
of most ma-
jor terminals. 
This HO scale 

plastic kit of one such REA transfer building features simulated brick 
construction, glazed windows and skylights with turbine ventilators, 
two loading docks with canopies, two sets of stairs, a choice of mark-
ings to represent di� erent eras, and more. Assembly 
required. 13"x 4½"x 6¼".                                                  #R90355  $49.95

Railway Express Transfer 
Building Kit

      Railway Express Agency 
          Metal Sign
                This aluminum sign, which includes 
           mounting holes, is stylishly weathered to 
      create that unique vintage 
look. 12"x 12".                        #402857  $19.95

                                  REA Express 
                              Step Vans 
Make sure your deliveries are 
on time with our delivery vans! 
These 1/48 scale models are the perfect 
addition to your layout to keep things 
moving and fresh. Each van
features realistic logos, see-
through windows, side 
mirrors, and detailed paint. 
                            $24.95 each
A: Wrigleys Gum  #404593 
B: Benjamin Moore Paints  #404594     C: REA Express Silver Bullet  #404595

                                                 HO Scale – ¾" tall              N Scale – ½" tall            O Scale – 1½" tall

A: Engineers                #R88281  $15.95    #R88282  $14.95    #R88283 $23.95
B: Train Mechanics  #R88290  $15.95    #R88291  $14.95    #R88292 $23.95
C: Track Workers       #R88284  $15.95    #R88285  $14.95    #R88289 $23.95
D: Rail Workers          #R88286  $16.95    #R88287  $15.95    #R88288 $25.95

Each set includes 
six plastic figures 
that are finely 
detailed and 
painted by hand.

Railroad Workers Includes a 
hand cart!

D

C

BA

50' Steel Reefer
“REA Express” adorns 
the side of this HO scale 
model replicating a 50' 
refrigerated reefer which 
also comes with an au-
thentic color scheme, 
a realistic side door, and a roof-walk and ladders. 7" long.          #401326  $28.95

HO SCALE

                                  REA Express                                   REA Express 

These 1/48 scale models are the perfect 

                                  REA Express 

REA Truck Kits
During the 1930s and ‘40s, Railway 
Express Agency delivery trucks 
hustled freight throughout the 
company’s maze of routes. These HO 
scale, cast resin kits feature glazed 
windows, metal details, vinyl tires, 
and authentic markings. Assembly 

required.       
3" long.                                  
$19.95 each

1/87 SCALE

A

B
  A: 1937  #R59535     
  B: 1948  #R60338

1/48 SCALE

36' Wide Vision Cabooses
These HO scale models feature a � nely molded body 
with simulated rivets, a ribbed roof, � ne detail parts 
such as grab irons, ladders, and brake wheels, 
blackened metal wheels, body mounted knuckle 
couplers, non-magnetic axles, and an authentic 
paint scheme. 
5" long. 

  $26.95 each

A: Rio Grande  #402869
B: Chessie Orange  #402870 
C: Santa Fe  #402867                D: Chesapeake & Ohio  #402868

A

B C

Made in 
the USA.

HO SCALE

36' Wide Vision Cabooses
HO SCALE

A B

C

D
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Resembling 
a backwoods 
lumber com-
pany logging
camp, this 
HO scale, 
craftsman 
kit features 
a rail shed, 
company 
store, dining 

hall, water tower, kitchen, and three bunkhouses, all made of quality bass-
wood stripwood with � nely textured surfaces; scenery details; instructions; 
and more. Measures approximately 1¾" tall with a 7"x 12" footprint 
depending on your choice of layout; assembly required.   #R86320  $79.95
N Scale – ¾" tall with a 3¾"x 6½" footprint.                         #R86321  $39.95

Boyd Lumber Company
                 Logging Camp Kit

14

Industry   Logging

1860 Log Cars
The rugged early 
loggers of the 19th 
century relied heavily 
on freight cars to 
transport their 
heavy loads across 
the country. These HO scale 
replicas of 1860 log cars feature 
a realistic wood load, 
authentic paint scheme 
and markings, and a 
realistic under frame. 
5" long.                $17.95 each

A: Denver & Rio Grande 
      Western                #402348
B: Weyerhaeuser   #402349                              
C: Pennsylvania     #R90980
D: Union Pacific     #404425

B

C

A

HO SCALE

D

This was Logging
Andrews.  This book, featuring the incredible wet 
plate work of famed photographer Darius Kinsey, 
captures Northwest logging in its heyday, from 
1890 to 1925. You get a behind-the-scenes look 
at life as a logger: the � eld equipment, geared 
locomotives, incline railway operations, and more. 
157 pages, 200 B&W photos,
8½"x 11", softcover.                     #R02168  $14.95

Caterpillar IT18 
Log Carrier Kit
Replicating a Caterpillar IT18 
Integrated Tool Carrier with a 
frontend loader designed to 
transport logs, this HO scale kit 
features a detailed interior 
with a driver figure and 
realistic loader hydraulics. 3" long.               #R86057   Reg: $39.95  $29.95

50-Ton Two Truck
Climax Locomotives
Ready to run and equipped with 
DCC, these HO scale replicas of 
a 50-ton two-truck steam 
locomotive feature metal gears, 
a factory-installed speaker, all-wheel electrical pickup, a detailed cab interior, 
an LED headlight and backup light, separately applied parts including stack, 
domes, and cab, and a detailed bell, whistle, 
and handrail. 7" long.                                                               Reg: $399  $299  each

A: Moore Keppel Company   #R85293        B: W.M. Ritter   #R85294

A

B

HO SCALE

SAVE $100

Gears in the Woods
Journey to eleven di� erent steam logging railroads to 

view every kind of steam locomotive ever conceived 
to haul logs: Shays, Heislers, Climaxes, articulated 
rod and rigid frame engines. You’ll see Feather 
River Shays high on S-curved trestles, � reworks 

pin-wheeling o�  Climaxes tackling 6% grades, 
Heislers dancing around the log dump, two versions 
of the McLeod operation, and 

 more. 1 hr. 28 min.                           #RV3101  $39.95

The Model Railroader’s Guide 
to Logging Railroads 
Coleman.  This heavily illustrated guide provides 
you with clear, concise descriptions and illustra-
tions of American logging railroads, locomotives 
and equipment along with tips, tricks and tech-
niques that will help you model a logging layout 
in any scale, no matter your skill level! 80 pages, 
150 color and B&W photographs and 
5 illustrations, 8¼"x 10¾", 
softcover.                                    #R04178  $18.95

Time to saw those 
massive logs into 
usable planks with this 
premium quality HO 
scale sawmill craftsman 
kit, which uses real pine 
and basswood board-
by-board construction 
over timber framing. It 
includes the mill, log 
deck, machine shop, 

racks, benches, lumber, scenery detail and more. Assembled kit 
measures 4" tall with a 13¼"x 7" footprint.                        #R04779  $74.95

Lucas Sawmill
                 Kit

HO SCALE

SAVE $10

Lumberjack 
Figure Set
With their colorful clothing 
and unique poses, these 
six � nely detailed and hand 
painted plastic lumberjack � gures are the perfect way to add 
additional realism to your HO scale logging layout!.            #R92445  $14.95

HO SCALE
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Coal / Electricity    Industry

Reddy Kilowatt Metal Sign
This laser cutout metal sign is custom-made to 
give a unique look to any space! It is constructed 
out of heavy-duty, 22-gauge steel for long-
lasting use. Includes mounting
holes. 14"x 24".                           #404596  $39.9539.95

Made in 
the USA.

B

D

C

40' Quad 
HoppersA

HO SCALE

E

F

A: Southern                                                       #R04863
B: Rock Island                                                  #R04864
C: Norfolk & Western (#12968)    #R09135
D: Norfolk & Western (#12986) #402865
E: Pennsylvania                                 #402863
F: Baltimore & Ohio                         #402864

SAVE 

20%
Sporting distinctive company 
paint schemes, these HO 
scale models replicating 
40' quad hoppers feature 
a finely molded body with 
simulated rivets, a detailed 
coal load, and added weight 
for optimum tracking. 
5¾" long.  
Reg: $26.95  $21.45 each

Diamond Coal 
Corporation Kit
Perfect for both steam- 
and diesel- era layouts, 
this incredibly detailed, 
HO scale kit of the 
“Diamond Coal 
Corporation” is right out 
of blue collar Americana 
and has all the features 
of a traditional coal-load-
ing operation. You get 
simulated corrugated 
metal siding and roo� ng, 
glazed windows, a con-
veyer and supports for 
above- or below-ground 
operations, a separate 

stack bin, clearance for two loading tracks, intricate walkways and stairs, 
printed signs, and more. 7½" tall with a 19½"x 13¼" footprint; 
assembly required.                                                                           #R11061  $49.95

HO SCALE

Northern Light & 
Power Kits
Generate some power in your HO 
scale layout with these quality plastic 
kits – replicas of a Northern Light 
powerhouse and substation! 
Assembly required.
A: Powerhouse – Features a realistic 
brick � nish, a large smokestack, a coal 
dump pit, and separate doors. 7" tall 
with a 12¾"x 6½" footprint. 
                                #R78971  $39.95
B: Substation – Features transformers, steel framework, a chain-link 
fence, and warning/billboard signs. 6" tall with a 
12½"x 8½" footprint.                          #R78972  $34.95

A

B

“Reddy 
Kilowatt” 
Animated Sign                    
Perfect for your steam- or diesel-era layout, 
this limited edition, N scale, simulated neon 
sign features pre-wired, working sequential 
lights; photo-etched stainless steel supports 
to make a free-standing billboard; and 

more. Measures 2½" wide x 2½" tall and requires 3 AA batteries 
(not included). Minor assembly required.                         #R98413  $29.95

N SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

The Anthracite Railroads in the 70s 
The backbone of many regional economies, the anthracite 
industry was struggling mightily by the 1970s and, by 
1976, the once thriving railroads – which, for a variety 
of reasons, including the decreasing demand for coal 
– could no longer function independently and were 
absorbed by Conrail. This in-depth series tracks the 1970s 
timeline and examines the � nal years for several 
branches of the Reading and Lehigh Valley 
Railroads. Color.                                                    $29.95 each  
Vol. 1: Wilmington & Northern Branch –  50 min. #RV7696   
Vol. 2: Lehigh Valley Railroad – 1 hr. 15 min.   #401452   
Vol. 3: Lehigh Valley Railroad: 
    Treichlers to Lockwood, NY – 1 hr. 24 min.   #401878  
NEW! Vol. 4: Reading Lines – 1 hr. 16 min.        #404802

This hand 
painted, 
HO scale, plas-
tic model of a vintage coal delivery truck features a 
� nely molded body; a detailed interior with a driver 
� gure and glazed windows; separately applied 
detail parts, including plenty of simulated chrome; 
a realistic coal load with coal bin door and a coal 
chute; free-rolling wheels with treaded tires; 
and a � gure of Lumpy with a shovel. 
3½" long.                                              #R95279  $34.95

Lumpy’s 
Coal 
Company 
Truck
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Industry   From the Farm 

SAVE 

60%

The Big Book of Farmall 
Tractors
The Complete Model-by-Model 
Encyclopedia
Pripps.  Filled with performance comparisons 
and hundreds of color photographs, this lavishly 
illustrated book examines Farmall tractors from 
1923, when International Harvester began to 
produce them, through the mid-1970s, when 
the last model rolled o�  the assembly line. 
208 pages, 250+ color and B&W photographs 
and illustrations, 9"x 12", softcover. 

#R10328  $25.95

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Farmall 200 Tractor Model
The Farmall 200 was the best-

selling tractor in the two-plow 
25-hp class from 1955-56. This 
1/16 scale, die cast model features 
rubber tires, a steerable wheel, 
and a standard stitch compatible 
with most 1/16 scale implements. 

                      7½" long.        #404786  $79.95

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Farmall 200 Tractor Model
The Farmall 200 was the best-

selling tractor in the two-plow 

rubber tires, a steerable wheel, 
and a standard stitch compatible 

                      

Ford and Fordson Trucks 
and Tractors Metal Sign
This reproduction of a classic Ford and 
Fordson garage sign features a snowy 
farm scene and an aged, vintage look. 
Aluminum. Includes mounting 
holes. 9"x 12".                  #404787  $19.95

Ford and Fordson Trucks 
and Tractors Metal Sign
This reproduction of a classic Ford and 

1958 Fordson Dexta 
Tractor Model
The three-cylinder Dexta had 
been launched to compete 
with the success of the Massey 
Ferguson 35, which shared the basic 
engine, gearbox and di� erential casings 
as well as many other parts. This 1/16 scale, die cast model is a replica of the
1958 Fordson Dexta Tractor and features a working steering wheel, an open-
ing engine bonnet to show interior engine detail, and rolling
wheels with authentic tire tread design. 7½" long.           #404788  $89.95

holes. 9"x 12".                  #404787  $19.95

1958 Fordson Dexta 1958 Fordson Dexta 

with the success of the Massey 
Ferguson 35, which shared the basic 
engine, gearbox and di� erential casings 
as well as many other parts. This 1/16 scale, die cast model is a replica of the

1/16 SCALE

1/16 SCALE

John Deere 
One of the most recognizable agricultural vehicle manufacturers on the 
planet, John Deere has been in business for well over a century, producing 
machinery with their signature green and yellow paint schemes.

A: 4020 Tractor – The 4020 tractor – reproduced 
here in HO scale – was manufactured for a decade 

beginning in 1963. 2" long.     #404235  $9.95
B: 8200 Tractor – This HO scale model is a re-

production of an 8200 tractor: produced in 
                                 the mid- to late 1990s. 2" long.                   #404236  $14.95
                                                 C: 9510 Combine
                                                    Featuring realistic front 
                                                    machinery and 
                                                 an enclosed 
cab, this HO scale model replicates a 
9510 combine. 3" long.   #404237  $29.95                                                                               

A: 4020 Tractor –
here in HO scale – was manufactured for a decade 

beginning in 1963. 2" long.     

B: 8200 Tractor –
production of an 8200 tractor: produced in 

A

                                 the mid- to late 1990s. 2" long.                   

                                                 C: 9510 Combine
                                                    Featuring realistic front 
                                                    machinery and 
                                                 an enclosed 
cab, this HO scale model replicates a 

B

                                                 C: 9510 Combine
                                                    Featuring realistic front 
                                                    machinery and 
                                                 an enclosed 

29.95                                                                               

C

Made in 
the USA.

1941 Chevy ½ Ton 
Pickup Truck Kit       
                        #404793  $14.95

 1941 GMC Long Box 
½ Ton Pickup 
Truck Kit
                        #404794  $14.95

1941 Willys Pickup 
Truck Kit
                         #404795  $14.95

   1949 Studebaker 
Pickup Truck Kit  
                                        #0R74468  $14.95

                    Pickup Truck Kits 
Build one of these 1940s-era pickup truck kits for your showcase of classic 
vehicles! Each HO scale, cast resin kit features a � nely molded body, 
black rubber tires, and more. Assembly required. 2½" long.

HO SCALE

American Farm Tractor Dealerships
Rukes.  Filled with period advertisements, rare archival 
photographs, and personal stories, this book chronicles
               the evolution of farm equipment dealerships from
                 the earliest days to modern times. 192 pages, 
                 139 color and 81 B&W photographs and illustra-
                tions, 8"x 10½", softcover.           
                                                #R01671  Reg: $24.95  $9.95

International Harvester 666 Tractor with Disk 
Model
The International 
Harvester 
Company 
was a U.S. 
manu-
facturer of 
agricultural 
machinery, construction 
equipment, and trucks. The company started manufacturing tractors in the 
1910s, and the International Harvester 666 was designed in 1972 to replace 
the long-running 656. This 1/16 scale, die cast model features a 
narrow front, � at-top fenders, a disk, and more. 10" long.  #404789  $89.95

Model
The International 

was a U.S. 

facturer of 
agricultural 
machinery, construction 

1/16 SCALE
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To the Table    Industry   

Railroad Spike 
Bottle Opener
A must-own accessory for the thirsty 
railfan, this wrought-iron bottle opener – 
featuring a balanced weight for easy usage – is fashioned 
from a genuine metal railroad spike! 7" long.                          #403565 $19.95

A must-own accessory for the thirsty 
railfan, this wrought-iron bottle opener – 

Livestock
No rural layout would be 
complete without a diverse 
selection of realistic farm animals! 
These HO scale plastic models – 
finely molded and hand-painted 
– represent a colorful assortment 
of livestock including pigs, cows, 
horses, and more! 
                                                $15.95 each

A

B

C

D

E

F

Old Time Horse Cars
Replicas of freight cars from the 
1860s, these HO scale models 
feature a � nely molded body, 
brass truss rods and brake 
wheel shafts, added weight 
for smooth tracking, opening 
doors and metal ladders, 
authentic markings, and 
more. 4" long.      $17.95 each

A: Union Pacific    #R90966
B: Pennsylvania   #R91837

A

B
HO SCALE

A: Yorkshire Pigs  
     12-pack                     #R04694
B: Hampshire Pigs
     12-pack                     #R95066
C: Hereford Cows
     7-pack                       #R00550
D: Black Angus Cows
     7-pack                        #R04591
E: Holstein Dairy Cows
     7-pack                        #R74125
F: Horses – 6-pack     #R88297

Down by the Feed Mill
Hanks.  Featuring hundreds of evocative photos, 
this title is a comprehensive examination of feed 
mills and grain elevators – and their imprint on 
the American townsfolk and economy. Track the 
evolution of these institutions, in usage for more 
than 150 years, and get insight on three speci� c 
mills which o� er a microcosm of the technological 
and social conditions that have changed over 
their century-plus lifecycle. 208 pages, 240 color 
and B&W photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.  
                                                          #403575  $34.95

H&H Feed Mill 
Swarming with hungry pigeons, this HO scale 
model replicates a small-town feed mill from the 

early to mid-20th century complete 
with a number of premium 

features – a positionable grain 
chute, a detailed dumping area 

(with cyclone), two docks, a
   Coke machine, colorful

signage, and warm 
LED lighting (both 

interior and exterior). 
8" tall with an 8"x 6" 

footprint.
           #404057  $129

model replicates a small-town feed mill from the 
early to mid-20

with a number of premium 
features – a positionable grain 

chute, a detailed dumping area 
(with cyclone), two docks, a

   Coke machine, colorful
signage, and warm 

interior and exterior). 
8" tall with an 8"x 6" 

footprint.
           #404057             #404057  

signage, and warm 
LED lighting (both 

model replicates a small-town feed mill from the 
early to mid-20

with a number of premium 
features – a positionable grain 

chute, a detailed dumping area 
(with cyclone), two docks, a

   Coke machine, colorful
signage, and warm 

interior and exterior). 
8" tall with an 8"x 6" 

footprint.

HO SCALE

Grain Truck Kits
Haul your grain or other crops with 
these trucks! Replicas of mid-twen-
tieth century American-made grain 
trucks, these HO scale, cast resin kits 
feature a � nely molded body with a 
detailed grille and glazed windows, 

an open bed, separately applied metal detail parts, vinyl tires, 
and authentic markings. 2½" long. Assembly required.                  $21.95 each

A: 1941-47 Ford COE  #R60333
B: NEW! 1956-72 International C-190  #404790
C:  NEW! Diamond T-734  #404791

A B

C

1/87 SCALE

Beer- 
Lover 
Metal 
Signs
Featuring a 
frosty brew, 
these tin 
signs would 
make great 
additions to 
your bar or 
man cave! 
Includes 
mounting holes. 
16"x 12½".                       $14.95 each

B

A: “Ice Cold Beer…”          #404089
B: “Hold My Beer…”         #403558
C: NEW! Bucketlist            #404792

signs would 

additions to 

mounting holes. 

A

C

Milwaukee Beer & Ale 
Brewery Kit
Expand your industrial zone! A replica 
of a trackside brewery that � ts right 
in with your steam- and diesel-era 
architecture, this HO scale plastic kit 
features simulated brick and stone 
siding; a chimney; arched, glazed 

windows; dock doors; colorful signage and decals; and more. 
12½"x 10" footprint; assembly required.                                   #R74358  $79.95

HO SCALE
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Industry   Great Lakes / Tug Boats / Fire Boats

Know Your Ships 2017
Field Guide to Boats & Boatwatching, 
Great Lakes & St. Lawrence Seaway
The 58th installment in what has become a must-own for 
nautical fans, this 2017 edition of Know Your Ships in-
cludes everything you need to know about the vessels 
that pass our shores! Get photographic insight into not 
only the ships themselves – including freighters, tugs, 
barges, cutters, saltwater visitors, and others – but also 
locks, cargos, museums, and more! 184 pages, 

color photos, 5"x 8¼", softcover.                                                  #402933 $18.95

Harbor Sounds
Vintage Ambiance
Enjoy the classic sounds of a big city harbor 
during the steam era! This CD features continuous 
sounds from steam whistles and fog horns to ocean 
liners, freighters, tugboats, � shing boats, bell buoys, 
seagulls, lapping water, and more. 1 hr. 12 min.         #RA2401  $14.95

American Fire Boats
The History of Waterborne 
Fire� ghting and Rescue in America
Mutza.  Though � re-� ghting water vessels have 
a lineage dating back to the 19th century, no 
complete history of their designs and capabilities 
exists – until now! This illustrated title, featuring 
more than 500 time-spanning images, travels 
the country for a look at everything from small 
water-jet-powered machines to behemoth 
battleship-sized � reboats. 256 pages, 570 color 
and B&W photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.                                      #402305  $49.95

Tugboats Illustrated
History, Technology, Seamanship
Farrell.  Bursting with diagrams and 
photos, this illustrated pro� le on 
tugboats follows their entire lifespan 
from the � rst steam-powered vessels 
to today’s hyper-specialized work-
horses. Learn how the fascinating 
ships maneuver between tight 
harbor piers, push rafts of forty up 

the Mississippi, tow enormous oil rigs, and deliver huge piles of gravel to 
local river ports. 192 pages, 300 color photos, 12"x 11", hardcover.                                                     

#402302  $49.95

Resembling a diesel 
tugboat, this easy-to-
assemble, 1/82 scale 
(HO compatible) 
plastic kit features a 
prototypical hull, a 
detailed deck with 
bitts and a towing 
machine, a pilot 
house with a wheel, 
a smokestack and a 

vent, front and side bumpers, a searchlight, a horn, and a raft, crew � gures, 
a � ag, and a display stand. Assembly required. 50+ parts, 
skill level 2. 14" long.                                    #R85000  Reg: $46.95  $26.95

Diesel 
Tugboat

Kit

1/82 SCALE

SAVE 

$20

Steaming Through
Smoke and Fire, 1871
True Stories of Shipwreck and 
Disaster on the Great Lakes
Donahue.  Once home to a thriving shipping industry, the 
Great Lakes area was also the site of hundreds of disas-
ters. You’ll learn about the incidents of 1871 that reveal 
the dangers inherent in the industry, from the night � re 
aboard the J. Barber on Lake Michigan to the strange 
curse on the hoodoo ship Maine, which burned three times, sank once, and 
then blew up, and many more tales nearly too astonishing to 
believe! 161 pages, 6"x 9", softcover.                 #R03597  Reg: $14.95  $9.95

Great Lakes Shipping
Ports and Cargoes
Lapinski.  In this lavishly illustrated photo-
history examining Great Lakes shipping ports 
and industrial cargo operations, you’ll view giant 
ships at primary loading and unloading ports 
from Lake Superior to Lake Erie, and at “down 
below” locations such as the Cuyahoga River, the 
Ford Plant on Detroit’s Rouge River, and the U.S. 
Steel Works in Gary, Indiana. 160 pages, 1,650 
color and 160 B&W photos, 8½"x 11", 
softcover.                                                    #R10144  Reg: $34.95  $17.45

SAVE 

50%

SAVE 

30%

Great Lakes in Depth 
Originally airing on PBS as part of 
their heralded Great Lakes in Depth 
series, these programs get to the 
bottom – literally and � guratively 
– of Lake Superior, Michigan, and 
Huron. Learn all about the lakes' 
most infamous wrecks including 
the loss of the Edmund Fitzgerald, 
Carl D. Bradley, and Nordmeer, 
while also visiting 
historic sites along 
their shores. 
                $19.95 each

  Lake Superior  #401223
  Lake Michigan  #401224      
  Lake Huron  #401225

A replica of a 350' freighter used on 
the Great Lakes to haul industrial 
materials, this premium quality, HO 
scale compatible (1/96) kit is nearly 
4-feet long when assembled! You get 
laser-cut and die cast parts, an intri-
cate superstructure, lifeboats, stacks, 
a � ag, and other detail parts; color 
decals, and more. Assembly required. 
46" long.   #R74433  $235

Great Lakes Freighter Running Hardware Kit  
Includes a brass propeller, 
steel shaft, and couplings.
           #R74725  $64.95

A replica of a 350' freighter used on 

Great Lakes Freighter Kit

Nearly 4-Feet in Length!

1/96 SCALE
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Passenger Ships    Industry

The Titanic
The Complete 

Miniseries 
The Titanic – a two-part miniseries 

from 1997 – sets sail on a collision course with 
destiny in this spellbinding epic adventure, featuring 

outstanding performances by Peter Gallagher, 
Catherine Zeta-Jones, and Tim Curry. Titanic melds 
together the heart-wrenching stories of people whose 
lives, loves, and fortunes were irrevocably 

changed the night of April 14, 1912. Color. 2 hr. 54 min.    #404735  $12.95

SS President 
Wilson Kit
This 1/350 scale 
plastic kit is a de-
tailed replica of 
the SS President 
Wilson – a passen-
ger ship ordered during World War II, ultimately delivered in April of 
1948. It features an authentic-style deck (with masts and rigging line), simu-
lated portholes, � ags, and a display stand. Assembly required. 
Skill level 2. 17½" long.                                      #403576  Reg: $29.95  $19.95

SS President 

plastic kit is a de-

the SS President 
Wilson – a passen-
ger ship ordered during World War II, ultimately delivered in April of 

SS President 

plastic kit is a de-

Wilson – a passen-
ger ship ordered during World War II, ultimately delivered in April of 

1/350 SCALE
SAVE 

30%

RMS Titanic
Owner’s Workshop Manual
Hutchings & de Kerbrech.  A detailed, “inside and 
out” review of the famous White Star ocean liner 
RMS Titanic, which sank on her maiden voyage in 
1912, this heavily illustrated manual provides a
unique perspective on its engineering and con-
struction as well as wonderful insight into what it 
took to operate the massive transatlantic liner. 
160 pages, B&W photos and color illustrations, 
8¼"x 10½", hardcover.                                                         #R10602  $27.95

Southern Belle 
Paddle-Wheel 
Steamship Kit
A great addition to any 
Civil War-era showcase, 
this 1/64 scale plastic kit 

                                          – a reproduction of a Southern Belle-style steamship – 
features a rear paddle wheel, detailed decks, realistic accessories, authentic 
decals, and a display stand. Assembly required. 186 pieces. 
Skill level 3. 8" long.                                                                      #104167  $34.95

American Queen
St. Louis to St. Paul on the Upper Mississippi River
Come aboard the world’s biggest steam riverboat 
for a 685-mile cruise along the scenic upper 
Mississippi River from St. Louis to St. Paul. The 
program includes details about the boat, complete 
with an engine room tour; an interview with the 
captain; “locking” through three of the 27 locks and 
dams on the river; stops at several famous river towns; 
a visit to three steamboat museums; and more. Color, 
1 hr. 44 min.                                                                                  #RV6208  $29.95

“Night on the 
River” Jigsaw 
Puzzle
Roberta Wesley.  
Depicting a 
steamboat 
paddling down 
the Mississippi River 
near New Orleans on 
a peaceful, moonlit 
night, this 1,000- 
piece puzzle meas-
ures 27"x 20" when assembled.         #R67206  $15.95

“Night on the 
River” Jigsaw 

near New Orleans on 

ures 27"x 20" when assembled.         #R67206  $15.95

.  

Record 
Breaker
Stan Stokes.  
The SS United 
States – the 
fastest of the 
Transatlantic 
ocean liners – 
sets another 

record as it cruises the North Atlantic at more than 35 knots in 1952. 20"x 9". 
Signed and numbered by the artist!            #R77605  Reg: $125  $62.50

LIMITED EDITION

“White Star Line RMS 
Titanic” Metal Sign
Featuring the ill-fated Titanic as it carved its 
way through the frigid North Atlantic, this 
24-gauge steel sign is made in the USA, 
has smooth rolled edges, and includes 
mounting holes. 12"x 16".

#R68673 $19.95

Passenger Ships    Industry

 – a two-part miniseries 

Featuring the ill-fated Titanic as it carved its 

19.95

Titanic 
Colorized 
$2 Bill 
 Commemorating 
the Titanic’s famous 
nighttime iceberg collision, 
this genuine U.S. $2 bill is enhanced 
with a special colorization process. 
Each bill is in fresh, crisp, 
uncirculated condition, and 
was directly removed from untouched wrapped Federal Reserve sealed 
packs. Each U.S. $2 bill is handsomely showcased in a blue, 
two-sided display folio.                                                                   #404734  $16.95

Made in 
the USA.

Replicating the 
legendary ship, this 
1/400 scale plastic 
kit of the RMS Titanic 
features pre-painted 
parts, a one-piece 
hull (with plate and 
porthole details), a 
simulated wood grain 
deck, realistic accents 
(including lifeboats, benches, bollards, 
capstans, and a compass platform), 
anchors and propellers, rigging thread, 
and a nameplate display base. Assembly 
required. 430 pieces. Skill level 4. 
26¼" long.                      #R85109  $88.95

RMS Titanic Kit

SAVE 50%

Made in 
the USA.

1/64 SCALE

1/400 SCALE

nighttime iceberg collision, 
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Industry   World's Fair / Circus 
Images of America 
St. Louis
The 1904 World's Fair
Sonderman and Truax .  
Explore the greatest Victorian- 
era world's fair in American his-
tory: the 1904 St. Louis event, 
which featured technological 
exhibits unlike anything seen 

before! This Images of America guide tracks the en-
tire seven-month tenure of the incredible attraction 
including a look at the electric lights, automobiles, 
aircraft, and moving pictures many guests experi-
enced for the � rst time in their lives. 128 pages, 
200 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼",
softcover.                                            #400396  $21.95

The Greatest Show on Earth
Directed by Cecil B. DeMille and � lmed in cooperation with the Ringling 
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey circus, this star-studded movie – featur-
ing Charlton Heston, Betty Hutton, and James Stewart – about a three-
ring railroad circus won Academy Awards for Best Picture and 
Writing. 2 hrs. 32 min.                                                                      #RV4014  $9.95

                                                   Ringmaster Train Set
This colorful, HO scale Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus train set includes 
everything you need to take your show on the rails. You get an 0-6-0 steam loco-
motive with a powerful motor, a working headlight, and separately applied detail 
parts; a combine passenger car for your circus performers, a water tank car, a stock 
car, and a bobber caboose, all dressed in a vibrant Ringling Bros. paint scheme; a 47"x 38" oval of E-Z 
Track, a power pack/speed controller, and a lifetime limited warranty. 
29" long.                                                                                                                          #R04643  Reg: $279  $229

HO SCALE

                 Train Units 
A variety of wildly colorful HO scale units are featured in this assortment of quality 
models, together making up a nearly complete Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey circus train! 
In addition to their eye-catching branding, they also feature a realistic interior or load, separately 
applied detail parts, and – in the case of the F7A engine and coach – operating lighting.

A

A: Baggage Car – 5" long.                                                 #402610  Reg: $32.95  $25.95
B: Elephant Stock Car – 5½" long.                          #404028  Reg: $32.95  $25.95
C: Tiger Box Car – 5½" long.                                    #404029  Reg: $37.95  $29.95

B C

HO SCALE

SAVE $50

SAVE 20%

Circus Advertising Metal Signs
Come one, come all! Resembling vintage ads for popular traveling 
circuses, these aluminum signs have an aged appearance to give 
them more of an authentic look. Made in the USA. 
Includes mounting holes. 12"x 18".                               $21.95 each

NEW! Bu� alo Bill             #404732
NEW! Kelly Miller            #404733
Cristiani Bros.                   #404603
Ringling Bros.                  #404027

Circus Advertising Metal Signs

Ringling Brothers and 
Barnum & Bailey Circus $2 Bill
“The Greatest Show on Earth!”  This colorized 
$2 bill, full legal tender, celebrates the circus 
with a series of performing elephants printed 
behind President Je� erson. Arrives in a 
handsome blue folder.                                #404026  $14.95

                              21.95 Ringling Bros.                  #404027

Images of America
Seattle’s 1962 
World’s Fair
Cotter.  The country’s � rst 
World’s Fair in 22 years, Seattle’s 
1962 event was held during the 
height of the Space Race, when 
cities competed against one 
another to bring new aerospace 

commerce to their regions. This Images of America 
volume explores the wildly successful fair that 
wowed crowds with futuristic exhibits and pavilions, 
including the unveiling of the legendary Space 
Needle. 128 pages, 231 B&W, 6½"x 9¼", 
softcover.                                            #400399  $21.95

Images of Modern America
The 1964-1965 
New York World’s 
Fair
Cotter and Young.  More than 
50 million visitors attended the 
“Billion-Dollar Fair,” the 1964-
1965 event – a celebration 
of modern industry – held in 

Queens, New York. More than 150 never-before-pub-
lished color photos are featured in this complete 
reference guide which explores the entire breadth 
of the impressive spectacle including a look at the 
most elaborate structures ever built for an American 
fair. 96 pages, 161 color photos, 6½"x 9¼", 
softcover.                                            #400400  $22.95

Knoxville’s 1982 
World’s Fair 
Woodward.  Examine the 
entirety of the incredible 
spectacle with this Images of 
America volume, bursting with 
more than 200 images of the 
1982 World's Fair that hosted 
22 nations, more than 11 

million people, and a series of parades, exhibits, and 
displays � tting its "Energy Turns the World" theme. 
128 pages, 205 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", 
softcover.                                             #400398  $21.95

Academy Award
for Best Picture!

Made in the USA.
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The General
On April 12, 1862, Union scout James J. Andrews led 
a military raid in Northern Georgia to hijack a Confederate 
4-4-0 locomotive – “The General” – and take it northward toward 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, damaging vital railways along the way. 
The South responded by sending numerous locomotives after 
them on an incredible 87-mile chase.

    Train Set 
Take home your own “General” with this complete 
HO scale train set featuring a 4-4-0 with an operating 
headlight, a tender with a simulated load, a box car, a 
gondola, a combine, two o�  ce buildings, a 56"x 38" 
oval of E-Z track, a speed controller, and an instruc-
tion manual. 24½" long.
                                            #R74140   Reg: $295  $249

HO SCALE

SAVE
OVER

$45

The General
“Gu� aw-inducing gags and pratfalls.” – Entertainment Weekly. 

Based on a true Civil War incident, this comedy classic stars Buster 
Keaton as a southern railroad engineer whose beloved train 
(with fiancée Helen Mack on board) is hijacked by Union forces. 
His rescue of both leads to a classic locomotive chase and some 

hilarious stunts. One of the finest railroad movies ever made, this 
1927 silent film is accompanied by a musical score. 

B&W, 1 hr. 18 min.                                #RV6072  Reg: $24.95  $9.95SAVE 

60%

Civil War RR Story 
“The General” 
Learn the story behind the Union 
Army’s attempt to steal the 
Confederacy’s General steam loco-
motive in 1862! Enjoy a pair of 
documentary-style films, a silent 
movie starring Buster Keaton, a making-
of featurette, and more! 1 hr. 54 min.              #RV9820  $19.95

Civil War Flags
These flags are made of polyester with 
reinforced edging and brass 
grommets. 5'x 3'.                     $16.95 each

A: 34-Star Flag 
(Round)       #M601647
B: Battle Flag 
                       #M601631

A: 34-Star Flag

BA

Gettysburg 1938
The Last Reunion of the Blue & Gray
This DVD contains newsreel and radio broadcasts that were 
recorded live during the 75th Anniversary of the Battle of 
Gettysburg, June 30-July 4, 1938. Almost 2,000 surviving 
veterans gathered for that final reunion on the battlefield. 
Sharing memories, the old veterans prayed for “Peace Eternal 
in a Nation United.” Also includes the free bonus program, 
Twilight of the Blue and Gray.  
1 hr. 35 min.                                               #MV52551  $24.95

Civil War Replica Currency Sets
Conversation-starting 
additions to any 
Civil War 
showcase, 
these 
currency 
sets 
are re-
creations of 
coins and notes 
conceived and circulated by both the 
Union and Confederacy during the 1860s!

A: 5-Piece Coin Set – Includes proposed 
one-cent, half-dollar, five-dollar, 
and twenty-dollar Confederate 
coins as well as a commemorative 
medal.                                      #M650975  $9.95
B: 18-Piece Note Set – Includes 12 
Confederate and 6 U.S. notes.           #103748  $16.95

Civil War Replica Currency Sets

conceived and circulated by both the 
Union and Confederacy during the 1860s!

 Includes proposed 

#M650975  $9.95
 Includes 12 

Civil War Replica Currency SetsCivil War Replica Currency Sets
Conversation-starting Conversation-starting 
additions to any additions to any 

showcase, 

creations of 
coins and notes 

Civil War Replica Currency Sets

A
B

Consisting of full-color resin Union and 
Confederate chess pieces, this set 
includes Abraham Lincoln and 
Je� erson Davis as opposing kings. 
You even get a 17"x 17" glass board! 
Figures measure up to 3" tall.
                                         #M519114  $99.95

Civil War Chess Set with Glass Board
Consisting of full-color resin Union and 

Je� erson Davis as opposing kings. 
17" glass board! 

                                         #M519114  $99.95

Civil War Chess Set with Glass Board

Glass Chess 
Board Included!

  Armoured Trains 
  An Illustrated Encyclopedia 1825-2016
  Malmassari.  Almost immediately after the advent of
the railway, governments began using trains for 
militaristic purposes – � rst as a means of transport and
then as a weapon unto themselves, a mobile battle-
ship. Organized by nation, this lavishly illustrated 
guidebook tracks the nearly two century-long lifespan 
of armored trains from the pre-Civil War days through 
the 21st century. 528 pages, photos and 
drawings, 10"x 11½", hardcover.   #402715  $74.95
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                                                        Missile Force Train Set
                                    Send your train to war with this exciting 170-piece, HO scale set! 
You get an EMD F2 diesel locomotive (with a working headlight and all-wheel drive), 
� ve military freight cars (a � atcar with a tank, a drop-side anti-aircraft gun car, a railway 
gun car, a boxcar that “explodes” apart when hit, and a caboose), a missile launcher 
(with three missiles and 144 infantry � gures), a 45"x 36" oval of 
E-Z track, and a power pack.                                                      #R09026  Reg: $269  $229

A: 40' Gondola –   5½" long.         
                                        #404302  $17.95
B: Army Q Car (With Hidden Gun) 
 7" long.                        #R95013  $29.95
C: Box Car  
5½" long.                     #R86299  $17.95
D: 40' Flatcar (With Searchlight) 
5½" long.                     #R92712  $19.95                 

E: 40' Flatcar (With Crates) – 5½" long.          #402350  $16.95
F: 51' Flatcar (With Containers) – 7" long.   #402352  $19.95           

G: Caboose (With Crane) – 5" long.  #402351  $18.95
H: Caboose – 4" long.                               #402353  $17.95

Rolling Stock
In addition to their era-appropriate paint 
schemes and markings, these HO scale 
rolling stock models also feature realistic 
accessories – including weaponry, 
equipment, freight, and cranes.

F

D

E
G

18.95
17.95

H

A

B

HO SCALE

C

                                                                                                              This detailed 
                                                                                                            1/18 scale, die cast
                                                                                                         replica – including a
                                                     trailer with an accompanying fuel barrel – features 
an opening hood revealing a detailed “Go Devil” engine, a well-equipped 
interior including a dashboard-mounted ri� e, a rotating rear machine gun, 
free-rolling wheels, and a host of realistic accessories. 
13" long with the trailer.                                                                         #93033  $349

Willys 
Jeep with 

Trailer

      Jeep Hat
            This olive drab jeep hat – based on the type issued 
                  by the U.S. Army in 1942 – provides extra padding
                       and warmth underneath heavy combat helmets.
                      Made of 100% acrylic.                                                                          #M401506  $12.95

      Jeep Hat
            This olive drab jeep hat 
                  by the U.S. Army in 1942 
                       and warmth underneath heavy combat helmets.
                      Made of 100% acrylic.                                                                         

                       and warmth underneath heavy combat helmets.

12.95

                       Vintage 
                      Army    
                      Shirt
                                “Army” is     
                             stylishly faded  
                            on the front 
       of this olive drab t-shirt,  
      made of a 60% cotton/
      40% polyester blend.
                                          #101942

M, L, XL:    $14.95   2XL, 3XL:  $16.95

                                                                                                              This detailed 
                                                                                                            1/18 scale, die cast
                                                                                                         replica – including a

                                                                                                              This detailed 
                                                                                                            1/18 scale, die cast                                                                                                            1/18 scale, die cast
                                                                                                         replica – including a                                                                                                         replica – including a                                                                                                         replica – including a                                                                                                         replica – including a
                                                     trailer with an accompanying fuel barrel – features                                                      trailer with an accompanying fuel barrel – features                                                      trailer with an accompanying fuel barrel – features                                                      trailer with an accompanying fuel barrel – features 
an opening hood revealing a detailed “Go Devil” engine, a well-equipped an opening hood revealing a detailed “Go Devil” engine, a well-equipped 

Willys 
Jeep with 

Trailer

SAVE $40

HO SCALE

“Military & 
Hardware” 
Metal Sign
With an enticing
invitation to 
“Give the lady a 
lift,” this vintage- 
style metal sign 
features a sultry 
model posed 
next to a 

       classic Army Jeep. 
                         Includes mounting holes. 18"x 12".          #100186  $24.95

“Military & 
Hardware” 
Metal Sign
With an enticing

       classic Army Jeep. Made in 
the USA.
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A replica of “Dora,” 
one of two massive 
railway siege guns em-
ployed by Nazi Germany in WWII, 
this premium quality, 1/72 scale 
plastic kit measures more than 3½-feet 
long when assembled! You get a dual hull 
superstructure, four bogie span bolsters, a real-
istic control room, an intricate gun carriage with an 
elevating barrel, photo-etched metal detail parts, shells, 
charges and ammunition elevators, authentic markings, a 
double track section with realistic roadbed, and more. 
1,000+ parts, assembly required. 43½" long.               #R86352  $325

1/72 SCALE

Mean Military 
Machines 
These replicas of armored 
vehicles used during World 
War II would make a perfect 
addition to your HO scale 
military layout! From the 
tanks, tractors and howitzer 
used by the U.S. Army, to 
German armored and cargo 
carrier vehicles – these 
replicas have your collection 
needs covered. Each plastic 
model features realistic 
details and authentic 
markings. 2¼"- 3¾" long. 

vehicles used during World 
War II would make a perfect 

tanks, tractors and howitzer 

A

G

E
F

B CHO SCALE

MILITARY WATCHES
Keeping accurate time in the harsh 

conditions of battle has been a priority 
for armed forces since the dawning of the 

20th century – and many nations in turn produced resilient 
wristwatches for use by their soldiers. This collection salutes these 

designs by o� ering eight such timepieces replicating ones used 
by a variety of militaries dating back to World War I, featuring 

  stainless steel construction, a water-resistant design, and a  
 rugged strap. Battery operated.

A: U.S. Army  
     1970.     #97486
B: German Luftwa� e   
     1940.     #97489
C: Japanese Army 
     1940.     #97497
D: Israeli Naval 
     Commander
     1969.       #97493

20th century – and many nations in turn produced resilient 
wristwatches for use by their soldiers. This collection salutes these 

designs by o� ering eight such timepieces replicating ones used 
by a variety of militaries dating back to World War I, featuring 

  stainless steel construction, a water-resistant design, and a  
 rugged strap. Battery operated.

E: Italian Diver – 1940.  #97492      F: Russian Tanker – 1980.  #97494     
G: U.S. Expeditionary Force – 1917.  #97495

A

B C D E

F G

$2495
Each

German Armored Trains
1904-1945: Technical, Organization, Operations
Sawodny.  This lavishly illustrated book presents the 
de� nitive history of German military armored trains, 
from their � rst use in the early 1900s through World 
War I, the Reichswehr period, and the end of World 
War II. Includes detailed information on construc-
tion, armament, captured trains, personnel, 
and operations in Poland, France, the 

Balkans, Italy, and Russia. 428 pages, 1,000+ B&W photos and 
illustrations, 9"x 12", hardcover.  #R10357  $99.95

D

German 
800mm K(E) 
“Dora” 
Railway  
Gun Kit

I

H

J

A: Howitzer M114 – U.S. Army.                              #R78796  $24.95
B: M47 Patton Tank – U.S. Army. #400991  $12.95
C: M41 Walker Bulldog – U.S. Army.                          #404404  $14.95
D: Dodge 4 x 4 Truck with Canvas – U.S. Army.         #400721  $14.95
E: M901 Recovery Tank – U.S. Army.                                         #400717  $17.95
F: M4 Tractor – U.S. Army.                                             #404403  $15.95
G: M35 Guntruck with Quad – U.S. Army.            #404609  $29.95
H: NEW! Canvas Covered Truck – German Army.    #404729  $39.95    
I: NEW! Tiger I Tank – German Army. #404730  $44.95
J: NEW! Steyr RSO/01 –  German Army. #404731  $29.95
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HO SCALE

Baggage

Combine

Baggage

Coach

Coach

Combine

B

A

19th Century Rolling Stock
Ensure your layout’s passengers and precious luggage get 
where they’re going! Featuring colorful paint schemes and company 
markings, these HO scale models – replicas of mid-19th century coach, 
combine, and baggage cars – also feature a round-ended clerestory roof 
(with see-through windows), and realistic platforms 
and handrails. 5" long.                                         Reg: $32.95  $19.75 each

                                                                 Baggage               Combine                    Coach          
A: Western & Atlantic             #402601            #402604             #402607    
B: Northern Central                #402603            #402606           #402609

SAVE
UP TO

 40%

Blacksmith Car
A terri� c � t with your 4-4-0 
American or other 19th century 
locomotives, this HO scale 
model uniquely replicates a
mobile blacksmith car! It fea-
tures an entire open-air work-
shop (including an anvil, broom, 
barrel, a tool box, and more), 
a textured tin-style roof, authentic Western & Atlantic markings, magnetically 
operated knuckle couplers, and RP25 metal wheels with added 
weight for smooth operation. 5" long.           #402845  Reg: $58.95  $49.95

HO SCALE

SAVE 15%

Diesel Electric Passenger Trains
Enjoy spectacular footage of diesel passenger 
trains traveling throughout the nation! Learn 
about Santa Fe’s e� orts to better serve the coun-
try, hop on a B&O train to the west, tour a Santa 
Fe Chief, and trace the evolution of hi-speed 
rails, from streamline to diesel to maglev. 
1 hr. 45 min.                                               #RV2527  $19.95Steam Engine Passenger 

Trains
A railfan’s delight, this collection is � lled 
with footage of American steam power 

from a bygone era! Ride the Southern 
  Paci� c’s X4449 along the “Shasta Route,”

      which traveled from Oakland through the 
Carquinez Strait to Redding, California, and on to Portland, Oregon, then 
watch a rare 1932 feature � lm about a phantom train that starts derailing 
rolling stock and threatens a railway company’s value, and � nally, view 
two turn-of-the-century silent shorts. 1 hr. 37 min.             #RV2526  $19.95

The Best of Passenger Trains 
of the 50s and 60s: The West
Relive the glory days of the great passenger trains of 
the Santa Fe, Union Paci� c, CB&Q and the Rio Grande 
through the lens of famed rail photographer Emery 
Gulash. You'll thrill to gorgeous, full-color scenes – both 
inside and out! – of passenger trains such as the Super 
Chief, the California Zephyr and UP's City Liners in the 
west in the 1950s and '60s. 1 hour.       
                                                                    #RV7750  $24.95

Made in 
the USA.

Passenger Warning Signs
Set up your own passenger car with these
aluminum signs reminding travelers of the 
rules and dangers of riding the rails – 
including those on � ushing, snoring, 
pickpockets, and fancy women. 
Includes mounting holes.

A: Attention Do Not Flush – 14" diameter.                 #R66414  $16.95
B: Pickpockets and Fancy Women – 11½"x 11½".   #R69374  $21.95
C: Snoring – 11½"x 11½".                                                    #R69376  $21.95

A

B

C

American Passenger Train 
Equipment: 1940s-1980s 
Dorin.  See the huge variety of American passenger 
cars in operation from the 1940s through the arrival of 
Amtrak and beyond, including cars built by Pullman 
Standard, American Car and Foundry, Budd, and many 
others. 126 pages, 230 B&W and color photos and 
illustrations, 8½"x 11", 
softcover.                   #R10330  Reg: $34.95  $17.45

SAVE 

50%

McKinley Explorer Train Set
Treating passengers to 
breathtaking views of 
the Alaskan wilderness in 
special vista-dome cars is the 
McKinley Explorer. This ready-
to-run, HO scale train set includes EMD GP40 locomotive with directional headlights; two 89' Colorado Railcar 
full-dome passenger cars; body-mounted E-Z Mate couplers; 63"x 45" oval of snap-� t E-Z Track including 
16 pieces of 22" radius curved track; 3 pieces straight track, and 1 curved plus-in terminal rerailer; 
and a power pack and speed controller. 89" total train length.                                                                 #401421  $279

McKinley Explorer Train Set
HO SCALE

279
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Austin 
Streamline
John Win� eld.  The 
Texas Special – a 
jointly operated 
passenger train 
on the Katy and 
Frisco – personi� ed 
the streamline and 
chrome era of the 
mid-20th century. 
Here, the handsome 
streamliner is seen 
departing Austin, 
Texas on the last leg of its journey from St. Louis to San Antonio. 
24"x 18" Signed by the artist!.                                                      #R07317  $49.95

Travel by 
Train 
John Winfield. 
A beautiful E8, 
hauling two 
extra units to 
accommodate 
the Christmas 
mail surge, waits 
to depart Denver 
Union Station 
for La Junta, 
Colorado, where

               it will connect with Santa Fe's transcontinental streamliners. 
24"x 18". Signed by the artist!                                                        #R78200  $49.95

The Coast 
Mail at 
Seacli� 
John Winfield. 
A classic 
Southern Paci� c 
GS-3 "Daylight"
    locomotive
      powers 
Los Angeles-
bound mail train 
#72 down the  

                             California coastline. 24"x 18". Signed by the artist!                      
                                                                                                                #R78202  $49.95

25

   Rail Art

Three Hours 
to Amarillo
John Win� eld.  4-8-4 
Northern #2929, the 
last in its class of 
high speed steam 
power, was capable 
of reaching speeds in 
excess of 100 mph. 
Here, she pauses 
brie� y from her dash 
across Santa Fe's 
high iron, her big 80" 
drivers towering over 
the road crew as they compare watches during a mail 
stop 24"x 18". Signed by the artist!                                                    #R07488  $49.95

Cab Forwards 
on Tehachapi 
John Win� eld.  
Tehachapi Loop 
quakes beneath 
the mass of three 
powerful Southern 
Paci� c Cab Forward 
steam locomotives. 
24"x 18".  Signed by 
the artist!
      #R07089  
                 $49.95

B&O on 
Sand 
Patch 
Grade
John Win� eld. 
Working one 
of the most 
challenging 
grades on 

the East coast, Baltimore & Ohio EM-1-class 2-8-8-4 steam locomotive 
#7602 rolls past a drag freight led by an FA diesel and a "Big 6" 2-10-2 steam 
doubleheader near Mance, Pennsylvania, in the late 1940s. 
24"x 12". Signed by the artist!                                                       #R78214  $49.95

Black 
Widows 
on the 
Coastline
John Winfield.   
Running on the 
Coast Daylight 
route to San 
Francisco, three 
of Southern 
Paci� c's famous 
"Black Widow" 
F-units haul 

intermodal and mixed freight along California's beautiful Paci� c coast. 
24"x 18".  Signed by the artist! #R74033  $49.95

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

N&W Class J 
Locomotive
John Win� eld.  
Norfolk and Western 
Class J #611 pulls 
train #16 – The 
Cavalier – to a stop 
alongside a West 
Virginia passenger 
station. 24"x 18". 
Signed by the 
artist! 
                      #R07578  $49.95

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION
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Vintage 
Chessie System 
Railroad Sign
This vintage-style sign 
displaying the Chessie 
System herald is made of 
aluminum and includes 
mounting holes. 12"x 12".
             #R62056  $19.95

Made in 
the USA.

Chessie System 
in Color
Withers.  Operating independently 
from 1973-1980, the Chessie System 
controlled the C&O, B&O, and Western 
Maryland Railroads, covering all of their 
trains with the recognizable blue and 
yellow kitten logo. This illustrated guide 
examines the many colorful engines 
of the era and how the famous feline 
design was branded on everything 

from shirts to belt buckles. 128 pages,  color photos, 
8½"x 11", hardcover.                                              #R11393  $59.95

 Chessie & Family Shirt
You'll feel as cozy as a kitten in this soft, 100% 
cotton, pink t-shirt featuring a screen-printed 
image of Chessie, the Chesapeake and Ohio 
Railway mascot, dreaming about Peake 

and her kittens.     
                             #R11298M, L, XL:  $14.95    2XL:  $16.95

A natural successor to the classic 4-4-0 steam engine, the 4-6-0 locomotives – known as the
“Ten Wheeler” – were manufactured in large numbers during the latter half of the 19th and 
early part of the 20th centuries. These HO scale models are DCC & Sound-equipped (including 
prototypical chu� , bell, air pump, steam release, blower, and short and long whistles) and
 also come with a tender with a simulated coal load, an 

operating headlight, a realistic smoke unit, 
and see-through cab windows. 
 7½" long with tender. 
                        #401364  Reg: $399  $299

Baldwin 
4-6-0 Steam Locomotive

HO SCALE

SAVE $100

B&O Classics: 1936-1972
More than a dozen di� erent locomotives are captured 

in action on this dramatic program – an exciting look 
at operations along the B&O during the transition 
period from steam to diesel. Enjoy recognizable 
units in locations from Akron to Chicago including 
4-6-0s, 4-6-2s, 4-6-4s, Pacifics, E units, F units, 

Geeps, Alcos, and so much more! Optional narration. 
1 hr. 17 min.                   
       #403473  $39.95

Baltimore & Ohio 
Laser Cut Metal Sign
A celebration of the Baltimore & Ohio, this
steel sign is cut in the shape of the company's
 classic logo. Includes a mounting hole. 
15¾" diameter.                        #402536  $29.95

steel sign is cut in the shape of the company's

29.9529.9529.95

Made in 
the USA.

52' 6" Flatcar with 
35' Trailer
Providing piggyback service to 
a removable trailer with free-
rolling wheels and opening 
rear doors, this HO scale � atcar features a painted, simulated wood deck; 
movable ramps; authentic Baltimore and Ohio/Railway Express Agency mark-
ings; and more. The � atcar measures 7¼" long 
while the trailer is 4¾" long.               #R04760  $49.95

HO SCALE

E7A Diesel Locomotive
Draped in a striking B&O 
paint scheme, this HO 
scale model of an 
E7-A is DCC & 
Sound-equipped 
(with 16-bit 
polyphonic 
audio including prime mover, air horn, and bells) and features illuminated 
number boards, an operating LED headlight, see-through cab windows, a 
well-equipped interior, a realistic underframe, magnetically operated knuckle 
couplers, and RP25 metal wheels with added weight for 
smooth operation. 9¾" long.                                      #402656  Reg: $299  $174

SAVE $125

HO SCALE

Made in 
the USA.B&O Lighted Clock 

This stunningly bright, backlit, neon clock is
made in the USA and features a crystal-clear,
scratch-resistant outer lens, classic-style 
printing, an easily accessible on/o�  switch on
the cord, and precise quartz movement. 
Requires one AA battery (not included). 
14" diameter.       #R61142  Reg: $150  $130

Prairie 2-6-2 
Steam Locomotive 
Featuring a Baltimore & Ohio paint scheme and markings, this HO scale 
model is DCC-ready and includes a � nely cast body, a tender with a simulated 
coal load, an operating headlight, a realistic smoke unit and bell, see-through 
cab windows, a well-equipped interior, a detailed undercarriage, magnetically 
operated knuckle couplers, and RP25 metal wheels with added weight 
for smooth operation. Minimum radius of 18". 
8" long.                                                                              #401372  Reg: $149  $129

SAVE $20 HO SCALE

SAVE 

$20

Old-Time Tank Car
This HO scale model features 
authentic railroad markings, a 
realistic top hatch, and blackened 
metal wheels. 5½" long.  
                         #401060  $36.95 HO SCALE
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WM / L&N / CSX    Railroads   
CSX

F7 Diesel 
Locomotives
Used in both freight 
and passenger 
service, the EMD F7 
was the most 
popular cab unit 
throughout the 
1950s and ‘60s. 
Replicas of those ubiquitous 
locomotives, these HO scale models 
feature a powerful motor with a 
� ywheel, a die cast chassis, a � nely 
molded body with glazed windows and separately applied windshield wipers 
(A unit only), all-wheel drive and electrical pickup, an authentic 
paint scheme, and a lifetime limited warranty.       Reg: $99.95  $79.95 each

A: F7A – 7" long.   #R04792               B: F7B – 6¾" long.   #R04793

B

SAVE 

$20
HO SCALE

A

L&N Metal Sign 
Distressed for a vintage look, our 
Louisville and Nashville railroad 
sign is a must-have wall decora-
tion for any true railfan! Its high-
quality aluminum construction 
and bright red background 
makes it easy to hang in any 
space you seem fit. Includes 
mounting holes. 14"x 8".             #404611  $16.95

Distressed for a vintage look, our 

tion for any true railfan! Its high-

#404611  $16.95

Images of Rail
Louisville & Nashville Railroad 
in South Central Kentucky
Comer.  This photo-history examines the Louisville and 
Nashville Railroad from its charter in 1850 to its eventual 
acquisition of 7,000 miles of track. You’ll view L&N steam 
and diesel work-horses, freight services, “Old Reliable” 
passenger trains and the railroad’s facilities throughout 
southern Kentucky and northern Tennessee. 

128 pages,  200 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.                 #R37125  $21.95

CSX Diamond
The CSX Diamond in Lima, Ohio – previously the cross-
roads of Pennsylvania’s Pittsburgh to Chicago Mainline 
and the B&O’s Toledo to Cincinnati Subdivision – 
remained a hot spot for modern tra�  c action! This 
program posts up at the historic site in 2015 and 
o� ers viewers footage from the Norfolk Southern, 
CN, CP, and more! 1 hr. 20 min.
                                    #400702  Reg: $24.95  $12.45 SAVE 50%

 CSX Heritage T-shirt
  This premium-quality, 100% pre-shrunk 

  cotton, ash-colored t-shirt features a
  screen-printed image of the CSX herald,
  a CSX ES44AC diesel locomotive, and 

the road’s predecessor logos.           
                                             #R11303  $14.95

each

B

 CSX Heritage T-shirt
  This premium-quality, 100% pre-shrunk 

  cotton, ash-colored t-shirt features a
  screen-printed image of the CSX herald,
  a CSX ES44AC diesel locomotive, and 

the road’s predecessor logos.           
                                             M, L, XL, 2XL 

EMD E7A Diesel 
Locomotive
Draped in a striking
Louisville & Nashville
paint scheme, this 
HO scale model of 
an E7-A features 
illuminated number boards, an operating LED headlight, see-through cab win-
dows, a well-equipped interior, a realistic underframe, magnetically operated 
knuckle couplers, and RP25 metal wheels with added 
weight for smooth operation. 9¾" long.                  #402659  Reg: $199  $149

         Mugs 
These 11-ounce ceramic 
mugs feature the road’s 
famous heralds on both sides. 
Microwave and dish-
washer safe.                $7.95 each       
A: L&N   #R69638        B: CSX Heritage   #R69678

famous heralds on both sides. 

each       
A: L&N   #R69638        B: CSX Heritage   #R69678

A

B

HO SCALE SAVE $50

Images of Rail
The Western Maryland Railway
Puzzilla.  Though it was never a Class I railroad, the 
Western Maryland was an e�  cient and reliable railway 
from 1852 to 1983. This Images of Rail volume takes 
readers through its 131-year history that included freight 
transportation, coal-hauling, and passenger service. 
128 pages, 171 B&W photographs, 
6½"x 9¼", softcover.                                 #400619  $21.95 GP38-2 Diesel Locomotive

A replica of a GP38-2 diesel locomotive, a type built by EMD from 1972 to 
1986, this HO scale model features a powerful can motor and all-wheel drive, 
a die cast chassis, � nely molded body and truck details, a working headlight, 
separately applied detail parts, RP25 metal wheels, magnetically operated 
knuckle couplers, an authentic CSX "Dark Future" paint scheme, 
a lifetime limited warranty, and more. 7½" long.                  #R04882  $99.95

HO SCALE

50' Outside Brace 
Box Car
A track-powered � ashing LED 
   light is a�  xed to the rear end 
       of this HO scale model – a replica of a 50' outside brace box 
       car – which also features a colorful paint scheme and 
       an operating side door. 7" long.                  #404290  $47.95

CSX 50' 100-Ton 
4-Bay Hopper
Used to move coal and 
other bulk loads all 
over the U.S., these 
hard-working hoppers were in service from the mid-1960s to mid-2000s. 
This model is highly detailed and ready for service on your HO railroad with a 
die-cast metal underframe, sloped sheet braces, updated brake gear, correct 
36" turned metal wheelsets and Proto MAX metal 
knuckle couplers. 7¼" long.                            #404727  $27.95

HO SCALE
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Railroads   NYC /  LIRR

Alco FA-2 Diesel Locomotive
This HO scale, DCC and sound equipped model features a 5-pole motor 
with dual � ywheels; separately applied detail parts such as metal handrails, 
windshield wipers, and horns; a full cab interior with glazed windows; 
directional constant lighting; a die cast chassis; and an authentic 
New York Central paint scheme. 7¼" long.            #R04501  Reg: $229  $199

           NEW YORK CENTRAL

Hudson 
on the 
Hill
Peter Lerro.  
Pulling 
New York 
Central's 
Southwest-
ern Limited,
a J1d 4-6-4 
Hudson steam locomotive passes through the Indianapolis and Sandusky 
division at Bellefontaine Station on its way to St. Louis. 27"x 14".  
Signed and numbered by the artist!                                           #R78418  $39.95

LIMITED EDITION

Hudsons Along The Hudson
This compilation of high-speed action along the 

Hudson River was shot by the New York Central itself! 
You'll enjoy passenger operations with the streamlined 
Mercury, Empire State Express, Pacemaker and 20th 

Century Limited as they shoot across the iron raceway 
between New York and Chicago, switching and hump yard 

action, and branchline trains headed by steamers such 
as the beloved 2-6-0.   
35 minutes.       #RV3104  $29.95

Streamlined Beauty 
Pin-Up Metal Sign
Featuring one of the world's most beautiful 
locomotives – a bullet-nosed Class J3a 4-6-4 
Hudson on the point of New York Central's 
luxurious 20th Century Limited – along with its 
equally streamlined engineer, this 24-gauge 
steel sign resembles the look of aged metal 
and paint. 12"x 18". Includes 
mounting holes.                 #R66778  $19.95

Hudsons Along The Hudson

 Century Limited – along with its 

19.95

Made in 
the USA.

The New York Central Collection
This collection includes three fantastic programs – 
The Water Level Route, Within the Oval: The NYC 
System, and The 20th Century Limited on TV. You’ll view 
an intriguing mix of New York Central steam power, 
including Paci� cs, Niagaras, Mohawks and Hudsons; 
first-generation diesels and early electrics; and pas-
senger trains and stations. You’ll even enjoy an in-depth, 
1955 examination of the 20th Century Limited and a cab ride aboard 
the famous train. 1 hr. 47 min.                                                     #RV9512  $29.95

40' Stock Car 
This HO scale stock car features a � nely 
molded body with ventilation slats and 
meticulous rivet details, stirrup steps, 
ladders, and a roof walk, a realistic 
brake wheel and a detailed underframe, added weight and metal wheels for 
smooth tracking, body-mounted magnetically operated knuckle 
couplers, and New York Central markings. 5½" long.               #R78681  $19.95

HO SCALE

The Long 
Island Rail 
Road in Color
Erdman.  These heavily 
illustrated volumes 
examine the trains and 
operations of the Long 
Island Rail Road – “The 
Route of the Dashing 
Commuter” – from 
its 1949 bankruptcy through its 1966 
purchase by the MTA and beyond. 
128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.                     $59.95 each

Volume 1: 1949-1966 – You’ll view the displacement of steam by 
Fairbanks-Morse C-liners and Alco RS-3s in the 1950s and the 
introduction of Alco Century 420s in the mid-1960s.                         #R05471
Volume 2: 1966-1990 – You’ll view the LIRR after its 1966 takeover to see 
changes brought about by the new management, including the replace-
ment of its entire electric passenger � eet with M1 and M3 cars.       #R01048
Volume 3: Facilities and Equipment Color Guide – Take a tour of the 
stations, bridges, towers, yards, shops and other facilities used by the LIRR, 
as well as the rolling stock used for freight, passenger and
non-revenue operations.                                                                              #R02597
Volume 4: The Photography of William J. Brennan – Take a mid-1960s 
tour of the LIRR, where “gray and orange” dominate both 
passenger and freight service.                                                                    #R77755
Volume 5: Freight Operations – This volume covers an extensive mix of 
locomotive paint schemes, and features a look into freight destined to and 
from Long Island, and brie� y examines the New York 
& Atlantic operations.                                                                                      #404104

PS-2 Covered Hopper
A reproduction of a PS-2 covered 
hopper used by New York Central, this 
HO scale model features a textured 
         roof walk, wire grab irons, and 
         realistic side ladders. 
         6½" long.        #402920  $48.95HO SCALE

HO SCALE

EMD E7A Diesel 
Locomotive
Draped in a 
striking New 
York Central 
paint scheme, 
this HO scale 
model of an E7-A is DCC & Sound-equipped (with 16-bit polyphonic audio 
including prime mover, air horn, and bells) and features illuminated number 
boards, an operating LED headlight, see-through cab windows, a well-
equipped interior, a realistic underframe, magnetically operated knuckle 
couplers, and RP25 metal wheels with added weight for smooth 
operation. 9¾" long.                                                     #402655  Reg: $299  $199

SAVE $100HO SCALE

SAVE $30
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Pennsylvania Railroad    Railroads   

Pennsylvania 
Railroad T-Shirt
The recognizable 
Pennsylvania Railroad 
logo is screen-printed 
above the words 
“Standard Railroad of 
the World” on this 100%
pre-shrunk cotton, ash 
gray t-shirt.      #400321

M, L, XL:  $14.95   
2XL, 3XL:  $16.95

19th Century 
Rolling Stock
Ensure your layout’s 
passengers and 
precious luggage 
get where they’re 
going! 
Featuring 
colorful 
Pennsy 
paint 
schemes, 
these 
HO scale models – replicas of mid-19th century 
coach, combine, and baggage cars – also feature 
a round-ended clerestory roof (with see-through 
windows) and realistic platforms 
and handrails. 5" long.                           $32.95 each

 Century  Century 
Rolling Stock
Ensure your layout’s 
passengers and 
precious luggage 
get where they’re 

Combine

CoachBaggage

HO SCALE

Combine     #402605 
Baggage     #402602                  
Coach           #402608

“Pennsy 
Line-Up 
at JFK”
Jigsaw 
Puzzle
Larry Fisher.  
An impressive 
roster of vin-
tage Pennsy 
engines – 
including 
GG1s, E8s, 
EP54s, and 
Silverliners 
– awaits the 
100,000+ fans about to rush out of the Army-Navy football game in 
November of 1964. 1,000 pieces. 30"x 19".                                 #404308  $15.95

Made in 
the USA.

                                                       E7A Diesel Locomotive
The recognizable E7 engine was built by EMD from 1945-1949 and was the 
first locomotive to feature the signature “Bulldog nose” – a popular look from 
the dawning days of diesel. This HO scale model of a Pennsy-operated E7A 
features operating LED headlight/ditchlights, a powerful motor, and DCC & 
Sound (including 16-bit polyphonic audio, such as air horn and bells). 
9¾" long.                                                                           #402652  Reg: $299  $199

   Pennsylvania Railroad 
 Vintage Movies

Take a nostalgic ride along the rails of Pennsy! 
This exciting program includes two PRR-produced 
� lms from over sixty years ago including one 

celebrating the company’s 100th anniversary in 
1946 and a � re safety video released in 1955. 

As an added bonus, enjoy highlights of a GG-1 trip 
from Penn Station to South Amboy! 
B&W and color. 1 hour.                        #402778  $29.95

F2A Diesel 
Locomotive
This HO scale model 
replicating an F2A 
diesel engine – built 
as a transitional 
locomotive in 
1946, before the arrival of the F3 – features intricate trucks, a working 
headlight, eight-wheel drive and electrical pickup, and an 
authentic company paint scheme. 6¾" long.                          #R60506  $54.95

HO SCALE

40' Box Car
This HO scale model features 
a � nely molded body and 
underframe, simulated rivets 
and brake details, operating 
side doors, a roof walk with 
engraved grates, added weight 
for smooth tracking, non-
magnetic blackened brass axles, an authentic Pennsylvania 
Railroad paint scheme, and more. 5¾" long.                           #R93520  $27.95

HO SCALE

SAVE 

$100

and handrails. 5" long.                           and handrails. 5" long.                           $32.95 each

                                                       E7A Diesel Locomotive

SAVE
$100

HO SCALE

GG1 Electric LocomotivePennsylvania Railroad 
  “Truc Train” Metal Sign
   This aluminum sign makes an eye- 
    catching addition to any railfan’s 
    collection. Includes mounting holes. 
  14" diameter.                            #404418   $24.95

Pennsylvania Railroad 
  “Truc Train” Metal Sign  “Truc Train” Metal Sign
   This aluminum sign makes an eye- 
    catching addition to any railfan’s 
    collection. Includes mounting holes. 
  14" diameter.                            

Pennsylvania Railroad 
  “Truc Train” Metal Sign
   This aluminum sign makes an eye- 
    catching addition to any railfan’s 
    collection. Includes mounting holes. 
  14" diameter.                            

HO SCALE

                                                                                               The famous GG1 electric was 
                                                     originally developed by the Pennsylvania Railroad 
                       for freight and high-speed passenger service along its electri� ed 
        Northeastern rail lines between Washington, D.C., New York City, and 
      Harrisburg. Sporting a streamlined body and twelve 385-hp motors, it 
    reached speeds of 100 mph! This premium quality, HO scale model of a 
  Pennsy GG1 is DCC-ready and features a fully out� tted cab, working head-
lights, wire grab irons, electrically operating pantographs, all-wheel drive and 
electrical pickup, detailed trucks, and an authentic PRR paint 
scheme.                                                                                                 #R74748  $209

Made in 
the USA.
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Railroads   Conrail / Reading
Conrail Metal Sign
Conrail's famous "can-opener" logo 
is featured on this blue and white 
aluminum sign. Includes mounting 
holes. 12"x 9".        #402376  $15.95

Conrail Metal Sign
Conrail's famous "can-opener" logo 
is featured on this blue and white 
aluminum sign. Includes mounting 
holes. 12"x 9".        

Made in 
the USA.

 Trackside
  in the

                                          Mohawk Valley 
                                               1955-2015 with Jack Wright
Wright.  Stunning photographs over the last half century-
plus are featured in this full-color reference guide 
examining railroading hotspots in the picturesque 
Mohawk Valley region in upstate New York. Move from 
one railroad to another during this historic era including 
the days of New York Central, Penn Central, and Conrail. 
128 pages, 200+ color photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.             #402045  $59.95

Trackside Around Harrisburg 
1968-1988 with Thomas F. Seaman
Seaman.  This wonderfully illustrated volume 
presents a fascinating look at Pennsylvania 
Railroad, Delaware & Hudson, Reading, Penn 
Central, and Conrail operations in and around the 
crossroads at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. You'll view 
a variety of diesel locomotives and trains, stations 
and infrastructure, beautiful scenery, and more. 
128 pages, 200+ color photos, 
8½"x 11", hardcover.                    #R01086  $59.95

ES44AC Diesel Locomotive
Draped in a striking Conrail 
paint scheme, this HO 
scale model of an 
ES44AC is DCC & 
Sound-equipped 
(with 16-bit 
polyphonic audio 
including prime mover, air horn, and bells) and features illuminated number 
boards, operating LED ditchlights, see-through cab windows, a well-equipped 
interior, authentic handrails and steps, a realistic underframe, magnetically 
operated knuckle couplers, and RP25 metal wheels with added 
weight for smooth operation. 10" long.                #401392   Reg: $319  $244 

SAVE $75

HO SCALE

HO SCALE
                                                               50                                                               50                                                               50                                                               50'6" Drop End 
                                                                 Gondola                                                                 Gondola
                                                                                                Carrying five giant steel coils,                                                                                                Carrying five giant steel coils,
                                                                  this HO scale model is an authentic replica of a                                                                  this HO scale model is an authentic replica of a
                                50'6" drop end gondola in service with Conrail. In addition to its                                 50'6" drop end gondola in service with Conrail. In addition to its 
load, it also features a � nely cast body, an open-top design, authentic markings 
and color scheme, a realistic underframe, magnetically operated knuckle 
couplers, and RP25 metal wheels with added 
weight for smooth operation. 7" long.            #401416  $45.95

Reading Lines 
Metal Sign 
This red aluminum sign featuring
the Reading Lines emblem 
includes mounting holes and 

measures 12"x 9".                  
                 #402396  $15.95

Made in 
the USA.

Reading Company Facilities 
in Color
Volume 2: North of Philadelphia
This wonderfully illustrated volume features 
vintage color photographs and narrative 
detailing Reading Company's extensive network 
of lines in the area north of Philadelphia. You’ll 
view a wide variety of stations, towers, round-

houses, bridges, yards, Reading trains, and more. 
128 pages, 200+ color photos, 
8½"x 11", hardcover.                   #R11398  $59.95

      Volume 1: East of Philadelphia    #R02596  $59.95

Reading Company Power 
in Color
Davis Jr.  Examining an exciting era of transition, 
these titles on the Reading Company takes a look 
at their motive power during the first and second 
generation of diesel. 128 pages, softcover.
Volume 1 – Steam and First Generation Diesels.     
                                                           #402732  $59.95
Volume 2 – Second Generation Diesels. 
                                                           #404114  $59.95

 GP7 Diesel 
   Locomotive
       A replica of a GP7 
       operating with 
    Reading Lines, this 
HO scale model 
features built-in 
DCC & Sound – including prime mover, air horns, and a bell – a powerful 
motor with dual � ywheels, working headlights, separately applied detail 
parts such as handrails and metal cut levers, a die cast chassis, see-through 
cab windows, all-wheel electrical pickup and drive with blackened RP25 
metal wheels, magnetically operated knuckle couplers, and 
a lifetime limited warranty. 7½" long.                      #401395   Reg: $229  $199

HO SCALE

SAVE $30

                                   SD70ACe Diesel Locomotive
Draped in a striking Reading paint scheme, this HO scale model of an 
SD70ACe is DCC & Sound-equipped (with 16-bit polyphonic audio 
including prime mover, air horn, and bells) and features illuminated 
number boards, operating LED ditchlights, see-through cab windows, a 
well-equipped interior, authentic handrails and steps, a realistic under-
frame, magnetically operated knuckle couplers, and RP25 metal wheels 
with added weight for smooth operation. 10" long.  
                                                                                  #401398   Reg: $319  $269 

                                   SD70ACe Diesel Locomotive
The Conrail Reading Line: Volume 1
When the Northeastern anthracite railroads � led for bankruptcy 
in 1976, Conrail acquired many of their tracks including the 
Reading Line between Allentown and Reading, Pennsylvania. 
This � rst volume in a series of programs dedicated to the 
subject examines Conrail and D&H operations on the line, 
including the Temple Hill Track, between 
1980 and 1984. 1 hr. 14 min.                          #401455  $29.95

SAVE 

$50

HO SCALE
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Nickel Plate Road / Wabash / Norfolk Southern    Railroads   

Nickel Plate Locomotive 
Portfolio 1954-1969 
Timko.  This nostalgic title examines the 
Nickel Plate locomotives of the 1950s and 
’60s including late-era steam as well as the 
transition to first- and second-generation 
diesel. 96 pages, softcover.                                                           #404296  $39.95

Nickel Plate Road
This documentary produced in the 1950s by the 
Nickel Plate not only takes you trackside with 
roaring steam and early diesel footage, but it also 
gives you a scenic tour of the picturesque Nickel 

Plate route. You'll view trackside action with power-
ful steam and screaming diesels. Color and B&W, 
40 minutes.                                             #RV6063  $24.95

          WABASH

2-6-0 Steam Locomotive 
Known for their intense speed, this Wabash steam locomotive could go 
as fast as 70 miles per hour, making them rather useful when it came to 
transporting light freight or passengers. The 2-6-0 HO scale model is a great 
choice for your mainline or branchline railroads! It features die cast cylin-
ders, metal valve gear and side rods, operating LED headlight and backup 
light, metal-cut levers, metal handrails, and E-Z Mate
Mark II couplers. 9" long.                                          #404615  Reg: $265  $219

HO SCALE

Norfolk Southern in Color 
Volume 1: 1982-1999
Plant.  The earliest years of Norfolk 
Southern’s existence are catalogued 
in this book featuring more than 200 
color photos! Travel back to the early ’80s to wit-
ness the Norfolk & Western and Southern Railway 
merger, ride along its entire system from the 
Middle Atlantic to the Deep South and Midwest, 
and � nish up with a look at the 1999 Conrail split. 
128 pages, 220+ color and 

B&W images, 8½"x 11", hardcover.                                              #402309  $59.95

Norfolk Southern 
Locomotive Directory
2015-2016
Withers.  The impressive engine fleet of the Norfolk 
Southern includes a diverse selection of modern loco-
motives. This illustrated guide – which features a full-color 
assortment of rare photographs – examines each one 
using a comprehensive unit-by-unit listing, offering 
readers incredible insight into all of the nearly 4,000 differ-
ent units on their 2015-2016 roster. 208 pages, 
color photos, 6"x 9", softcover.                         #401437  Reg: $34.95  $17.95

SAVE 

50%

Norfolk Southern
Veterans Tribute 
Shirts
Join Norfolk Southern in 
showing respect for 
America’s veterans!
These screen-printed, gray shirts 
feature SD60E #6920– a locomotive 
painted in a special paint scheme to
honor those who have served 
in the military.

These screen-printed, gray shirts 
feature SD60E #6920– a locomotive 
painted in a special paint scheme to
honor those who have served 

feature SD60E #6920– a locomotive 
painted in a special paint scheme to

T-Shirt – 100% pre-shrunk 
cotton.                                   #R11310
M, L, XL:                               $16.95
2XL:                                       $18.95
Sweatshirt – 50% cotton/ 
50% polyester blend.       #R11311
L, XL:                                  $35.95
2XL:                                     $37.95

Made in 
the USA.

                                                                                                      Thoroughbred Train Set
This complete HO scale train set will have you running a Norfolk Southern freight train in no time! You get an F7A diesel 
locomotive with a powerful motor and an operating headlight, a gondola, an open quad hopper with a coal load, 
a wide-vision caboose, a 47"x 38" oval of E-Z Track, a power pack, a lifetime limited warranty, and more.                                             #R95462  Reg: $139  $109

HO SCALE

Wabash Railroad
Color Pictorial 
Ingles.  Created by nationally known editor and 
photographer J. David Ingles, this book features 
over 450 exclusive color photos! Coverage begins 
in the mid-1950s, taking readers through the 
Norfolk & Western merger of 1964, and includes 
destinations such as Bu� alo to Kansas City with 
an emphasis on Detroit, Central Illinois, and 
St. Louis. 144 pages, 453 color photos, 
8½"x 11", hardcover.               #404614  $69.95

SAVE $30

SAVE $45
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Switchin’ Along the Rio Grande 
Denver & Rio Grande Narrow Gauge
The overwhelming popularity of Emery Gulash’s 
previously released Rio Grande Narrow Gauge 
footage has led to this “sequel” of sorts, a
program o� ering captivated viewers a chance to 
see more action along the 1960s rails including 
locations at Alamosa, Chama, Antonio, 
and more! 1 hr. 20 min.
                                #400350  Reg: $24.95  $12.95

50s Memories of the Rio Grande 
Narrow Gauge
Travel back to the 1950s and see steam freights 
from Alamosa to Durango, Chama to Alamosa, 
and through the Black Canyon, then move to 
Marshall Pass where you’ll catch the scrap train; 
enjoy rare scenes of limestone operations at 
Monarch Pass; watch a 2-8-2 “Mike” pull switching 
duties at the Farmington branch; and more. 
Color, 1 hour.        #RV6922  Reg: $24.95  $12.95

32

Railroads   Untitled Railroads   Untitled 

Steam on the Northern Pacific
Travel back to the 1940s for classic steam like you’ve 
never seen before! Transferred from 8mm film and 
digitally enhanced, this video features crisp footage 
of Northern Pacific’s iron horses in regular service 
all across the system, showcasing steam favorites 
ranging from ten-wheelers to massive articulateds. 
Color and B&W, 1 hour.    
                                #RV6615  Reg: $24.95  $12.45

Midwest Trains of the 90’s
Volume 1
An exciting era of mega-mergers and railroad “renais-
sance,” the 1990s remains one of the most captivat-
ing decades in which to view diverse train action! 
Go back in time 20 years and witness now-classic 
trains in the American Midwest – from companies 
such as Union Paci� c, Wisconsin Central, Gateway 
Eastern, Soo Line, CP Rail, Conrail, and more – and 
their new locomotives and rejuvenated 
infrastructure. Optional narration. 
2 hours.                   #402079   Reg: $19.95  $14.95

CSX Indianapolis Line
Volume 2
The second release examining the CSX Indianapolis 
Line, this volume begins at Sydney Junction and 
covers the 35 miles of double-tracked railroad to 
Union City, Indiana. A black and white bonus � lm 
on classic steam along this route accompanies 
the primary footage of intermodal, ballast, iron ore, 
automotive, grain, and general freight trains. Viewers 
will also appreciate the unique aerial shots of the rails 
that accompany its ground footage. Optional narration. 
1 hr. 16 min.           #402077  Reg: $24.95  $17.95

Train Mountain Oregon
This program includes two � lms about southern 
Oregon’s famous 1-½ gauge steam engine opera-
tions! You get Train Mountain Museum, which takes 
you to the 1996 Train Meet at Train Mountain, where 
more than 200 acres are home to a massive track 
operation; and Train Mountain 2000, detailing the 
massive expansion of Train Mountain, which now has 
75,000 feet of track and a 10-mile main line. 
1 hr. 45 min.           #RV7805  Reg: $24.95  $12.95

Western Railroad Review
This HD program journeys through middle America 
in search of western train hot spots. Take a voyage 
from St. Louis through Missouri and Arkansas 
along the Kansas City Southern mainline, see 
BNSF and Union Paci� c operations in Oklahoma 
and Texas, and savor the sights and sounds of other 
iconic trains from Amtrak and Norfolk Southern. 
Optional narration. 1 hr. 37 min.   
                                   #402078  Reg: $24.95  $17.95

Union Pacific Odyssey
Volumes 1 & 2
Renowned cinematographer Emery Gulash 
headed west numerous times from 1952-1980 
to capture the UP in all its glory. This 2-DVD set 
shows you the transition from steam to diesels in 
the 1950s and early ‘60s, and jumps to the ‘60s and 
‘70s when big power still reigned supreme.
4 hours.                     #RV3385  Reg: $39.95  $19.95

Electric Railways of Chicago 
Part 1
Get an incredible look at the electric railways 
that shuttled passengers from Chicago to 
Milwaukee between the 1950s and early 1980s. 
Enjoy dramatic trackside footage of nonstop 
electric action where you’ll see Electroliners, 
steeple cabs, EL cars, Bullets and Stra� ord cars. As a bonus, 
this program includes a 1920s promotional � lm of the 
Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee. Color 
and B&W. 1 hour.                        #RV5432  Reg: $29.95  $14.95

The Pennsylvania Railroad 
Famed cinematographer Emery Gulash takes you for a 
Pennsy tour from 1952 to 1969, a period when their 
trademark steam, diesel, and electric locomotives 
shared the limelight. Visit hot spots that include 
Tunnel Hill, Horseshoe Curve, Hollidaysburg, and 
The “Corridor,” and get a heavy dose of blistering 
passenger action from name trains such as The 
Duquesne,The Detroit Express, The Red Arrow, 
The Broadway Limited, and others. 
1 hour.                    #RV6636  Reg: $24.95  $12.45
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HUGE DVD SALE!

Santa Fe Odyssey
Volumes 1 & 2
This 2-DVD set takes you to the mid-20th century, 
for a special look at the operations of the Santa 

Fe Railroad. You’ll begin your tour in the 1950s 
and thrill to the last vestiges of steam, famous 
passenger trains, and “hotshot freights” from the 
West Coast to Chicago. Then, step into the 1970s 
to watch the AT&SF align itself for the future. Footage 
begins in Illinois and wanders west where you’ll see 
scenery ranging from dust-bowl plains to jagged 
mountains. Color, 3 hrs. 58 min.        #RV3386  Reg: $39.95  $19.95

Special Multi-Disc DVD SetsSpecial Multi-Disc DVD SetsSpecial Multi-Disc DVD SetsSpecial Multi-Disc DVD SetsSpecial Multi-Disc DVD Sets

Santa Fe Odyssey
While covering various western railroad action over 
his storied career, Emery Gulash captured enough 
ancillary footage of Santa Fe trains to complete 
this four-DVD set! Both passenger and freight 
trains are featured, with a thrilling chronology of 
various paint schemes throughout the era (includ-
ing the celebrated “Warbonnet” 
design). 3 hrs. 58 min.  
                           #401835  Reg: $39.95  $19.95

Rails Nebraska
This five-DVD collection explores all of the most 
exciting railroads in the state of Nebraska! BN 
trains are the primary attraction – as they traverse 
the 2.2% grade at Crawford Hill and negotiate a 
� ve-train meetup at Cairo – though other recog-
nizable railroads including the Union Paci� c and 
Santa Fe also get in on the action! 
5 hrs. 48 min.   
                            #401837  Reg: $34.95  $19.95

The DT&I Grand Trunk Collection
This 5-DVD collection – which includes DT&I  Volumes 
1-2 and DT&I/ Grand Trunk Series Volumes 1-7 – ex-
amines operations on the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton 
Railroad’s lines from 1920, when it was purchased by 
Henry Ford, through its 1980 acquisition by Grand 
Trunk Western Railroad and beyond. You’ll view � rst 
and second-generation diesels, DT&I’s integration 
with Grand Trunk Western, plenty of post-
merger footage, and more. 
9 hrs. 16 min.   #RV6254  Reg: $59.95  $29.95

BNSF Western Spectacular
You’re in for a beautiful ride on the BNSF with this 
5-DVD set! Visit the spectacular Cajon Pass and Canyon 
Diablo, travel along the Columbia River Gorge of the 
Pacific Northwest, and head on over to the western 
plains at the foot of the Rocky Mountains. Filled with 
breathtaking scenery and a variety of motive power! 
6 hrs. 15 min. on 5 DVDs.
                            #RV9076  Reg: $59.95  $29.95

The Milwaukee Road
This 2-DVD set takes you to the Paci� c Northwest 
in the 1950s, ‘60s, and ‘70s for a special look at 
Milwaukee Road operations. You’ll climb aboard 
an SD40 at the lead of train #200 – a hot shot that 
shu�  es everything from containers to import 
cars to pigs – and learn all of the details of the 
engineer’s “typical” workday -including a 15-car 
derailment, a reefer “crisis” that threatens a million 
dollar shipment of fresh crab; watch Little Joes, 
steeple cabs, box cabs, and diesels in various consists; 
and more. B&W and color, 2 hrs. 50 min.    #RV3390  Reg: $39.95  $19.95

Top Frog Series Volume 1-8
The Best of Green Frog Collection
In response to an overwhelming demand from rail-
fans, Green Frog has released this best-of collection: 
8 DVDs featuring fan-favorite train footage dating 
back to the 1950s! Viewers will be treated to 
programs on the Rio Grande narrow gauge, iconic 
mid-century passenger trains, famous vintage and 
modern steam, early generation diesels, CB&Q opera-
tions, and the best of the enduring B&O! 
7 hrs. 30 min.      #402441  Reg: $59.95  $34.95

Penn Central
This 4-DVD collection – which includes all six volumes 
of Penn Central Heritage Series: From the Camera of 
Emery Gulash – examines Penn Central operations 
from the company’s 1968 formation through its 
1976 absorption (along with six other northeastern 
railroads) into Conrail. You’ll view a variety of diesel 
motive power, including predecessor New York Central 
and Pennsylvania Railroad locomotives; visit famous 
locations throughout the system; and more. 
8 hours.                    #RV7705  Reg: $59.95  $34.95

Chicago Rails
A nostalgic two-volume program on 2 DVDs, 
Chicago Rails travels back in time to the 1950s, 
’60s, and ’70s for a peek at one of the coun-
try’s most traveled railroad hot spots! Witness 
� rst-generation diesels, changes in commuter 
line equipment, and the introduction of Amtrak, 
while also catching glimpses of the recognizable 
Chicago skyline. 4 hrs. 30 min.
                              #RV3388  Reg: $34.95  $19.95

European Rails Spectacular
This 5-DVD set is the go-to guide for every-thing 
relating to European railroad travel! Climb aboard 
the trains in Portugal, Turkey, Germany, and more, 
as you learn the history of these rails – including 
steam, coal, and electric locomotives – from the 
early 20th century through today. Color and B&W. 
7 hr. 23 min.
                         #RV7815  Reg: $59.95  $34.95
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    Burlington Route

EMD E7A Diesel Locomotive
Draped in a CB&Q paint scheme, this HO scale model of an E7A features illuminated num-
ber boards, an operating LED headlight, see-through cab windows, a well-equipped 
interior, and a realistic underframe. 9¾" long.                                                                                                 #402654  Reg: $299  $249

Draped in a CB&Q paint scheme, this HO scale model of an E7A features illuminated num-
ber boards, an operating LED headlight, see-through cab windows, a well-equipped 

HO SCALE

                                        Danger Lights
This 1930 film features perhaps the greatest footage 
of the Milwaukee Road in existence today – almost 
every scene has tremendous steam action with 
mighty 4-6-2s, 4-6-4s and 2-8-2s. Stars Louis 
Wolheim, Jean Arthur, and Robert Armstrong. 
B&W, 1 hr. 14 min.                                    #RV6065  $9.95

    Silver Streak 
Zephyr Starter Set
This N scale CB&Q Silver Streak Zephyr 
passenger train includes a DCC-ready EMD E5A locomotive #9909 Silver 
Bullet (with a 5-pole motor, dual brass flywheels, and front and rear 
lights), matching Budd RPO, baggage, two coaches, observation cars, a 54"x 24" oval 
of track with grade crossing/rerailer track, and a power pack.                            #R78114  $325

54"x 24"

                Silver Streak
This action-packed 1934 film stars 
Charles Starrett, Sally Blane, William 
Farnum, and the Pioneer Zephyr, 
which, after early mechanical dif-
� culties, gets a chance to prove 
itself by high-balling from Chicago 
to the Boulder Dam Project in Colorado 
to save the life of the railroad’s president. 
B&W, 1 hr. 13 min.                     #RV6073  Reg: $24.95  $14.95

The Milwaukee Road in Montana
The Last Days of the Electrics

This program examines the last four days of 
Milwaukee Road electric operations in Montana be-
fore the line switched to full diesel operation in June 

1974. You'll ride in the cabs of Little Joe electrics 
traveling through Sixteen Mile and Je� erson Canyons, 

view action between Deer Lodge and Harlowton, wit-
ness heavy freight being pulled by electrics across the 
beautiful mountain landscape, and more. 

Includes music and narration. 1 hr. 12 min.                             #RV9053  $29.95

S3 4-8-4 #261 Steam Locomotive
One of ten S3 class Northerns built during WWII, the
#261 hauled heavy freight trains for the Milwaukee 
Road from 1944 through its 1954 retirement. 
A newly tooled replica of the legendary engine – 
which returned to excursion service in 1993 – 
this HO scale model comes with its own sub-
woofer (perfectly synchronized to the locomo-
tive’s movement, and able to detect distance 
and amplify low frequency sound). It is also 
DCC & Sound-equipped and features Rolling 
Thunder audio, synchronized pu�  ng smoke, 
factory-installed figures, and operational light-
ing. 16½" long.                                  #402362  Reg: $850  $549

HO SCALE

Colorado & Southern

Images of Rail
Colorado & Southern Railway
Clear Creek Narrow Gauge
Lewis.  This pictorial history presents the evolution of 
the Colorado & Southern Railway and the mineral-rich 
Clear Creek Mining District that it served. You’ll visit the 
mining towns of Black Hawk, Central City, Idaho Springs 
and Silver Plume; learn about the railroad mergers that 
created Colorado & Southern in 1898, follow the demise 
of both the region and the railroad by the early 1940s, 

and see how tourism revitalized the area. 128 pages, 215 B&W 
photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.                                                         #R01370  $21.95

1860 Coal 
Gondola 
Freight Car
Replicating a 
wooden coal gondola as it would’ve appeared in the Civil War-
era, this HO scale model features an authentic Colorado & Southern paint 
scheme and markings, a prototypical open-top design, and a 
textured bed. 5" long.                                                                     #402347  $16.95

HO SCALE

Milwaukee Road 
Facilities in Color
Yanosey.  Follow the Olympian Hiawatha 
westward from Chicago Union Station to 
the western edge of Iowa with this pictorial 
exploration of the Milwaukee Road, then on 
through the Twin Cities and Seattle. 128 pages, 
hardcover.                                                                 $59.95 each

Volume 1 – Chicago to Iowa.  #402316
Volume 2 – Twin Cities to Seattle.  #402311

 Includes a  
 subwoofer 
 and wireless 
 receiver 
 ($250 retail) – creating realistic, 
 pulsating sound that synchronizes 
 with the locomotive’s movements! 

 Includes a  

 and wireless 

250 retail) – creating realistic, 

SAVE 

$300

SAVE 

$50

N SCALE

SAVE 

$10
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2-8-0 Consolidation Steam Locomotive
The 2-8-0 “Consolidation” was introduced just after the Civil War 
and became a staple of many domestic railroads by the 1870s and 
’80s. A replica of the vintage steam engine, this DCC-equipped, HO scale 
model features a tender with a simulated coal load, an operating headlight, 
a realistic smoke unit, see-through cab windows, and an authentic 
Union Pac� c paint scheme. 11" long.                  #404361  Reg: $239  $184

             SOUTHERN PACIFIC

    California Sur� n’
Stan Stokes.  A trio of California surfers 
pauses to catch a glimpse of the Southern 
Paci� c’s striking Daylight passenger train.   
  21"x 14". Signed and numbered by the 
artist!  
                 #R07097  Reg: $195  $97.50

LIMITED EDITION

  This backlit clock includes a bright 
� uorescent bulb controlled by an on/o�  
switch on the cord, a quartz movement 
(which requires one AA battery, not 
included) a clear, scratch-resistant pro-

tective cover, and a 1-year manufacturer 
warranty. 14" diameter.

                             #R61111  Reg: $150  $130
warranty. 14" diameter.

                             Made in 
the USA.

 Union Paci� c Herald 
 Lighted Clock  

Big Boys & 
Challengers
Union Pacific is 
well known for 
operating the 
largest steam 
locomotives ever 
built. This program 
presents thrilling 
footage – captured 
on 8mm and 16mm film – of 4-6-6-4 
Challengers and the famous 4000 series 
4-8-8-4 Big Boys at work during the 1950s, 
including a Big Boy “on � re” as it exits 
Hermosa Tunnel, 1982 footage of the 
test runs, and first excursions of rebuilt 
Challenger #3985. Color and 
B&W, 1 hr. 8 min.          #RV7184  $29.95

Union Paci� c 
Challenger 
3985 Shirts
These stylish black 
shirts feature the 
massive Union 
Paci� c #3985 
steam locomotive, 
an image that uniquely 
glows in the dark!

 T-Shirt:  #400387
 M, L, XL:  $14.95

 XXL:   $16.95
Sweatshirt:  #400388

 L, XL:  $25.95
 XXL:   $27.95

GS-4 4-8-4 Steam 
Locomotive
DCC-equipped, this HO scale 
model features a powerful motor, detail parts such 
as wire railings and coupler cut levers, working 
head and backup lights, a realistic tender, and an 
authentic Southern Paci� c paint scheme. 
15½" long.                   #R93544  Reg: $299  $234

SAVE 

$65
HO SCALE

SAVE 

50%

HO SCALE

SAVE 

$20

                                        E7A Diesel Locomotive
Draped in its colorful silver and yellow paint scheme with red accents, this 
HO scale model represents a Union Paci� c-operated, EMD E7A diesel loco-
motive from the 1940s. It features an operating LED headlight, illuminated 
numberboards, see-through cabin windows, and a well-appointed interior.
                                            9¾" long.             #402658  Reg: $199  $149

SAVE 

$50
HO SCALE

      Union 
        Pacific 
         Sign
               This 
                 colorful 
                   alumi-
                     num 
                   sign 
      features the
UP #808 cruising 
through Rocky 
Mountain 
National Park. 
Includes mount-
ing holes. 
12"x 18".                      #400736  $21.95

Glows in the Dark!

Union Pacific Power 
1965-2015 in Color
Timko.  Covering a 50-year time period from the 
mid-1960s through today, these guides track UP’s 
switchers, slugs, and turbines as well as its � rst 
generation freight and passenger units. 
128 pages, hardcover.                                                                    $59.95 each
Volume 1 – Switchers, Slugs & Turbines.                                             

#402319
Volume 2 – First Generation Freight and 
Passenger Units.                                               #404294
Volume 3 – Second Generation and Newer 
B-B Power.                                                           #404113

Made in 
the USA.

SAVE 

$55
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Railroads   Regional 
Vintage Eastern Rails 1960s
Witness the � nal years of many iconic Northeastern 
railroads with this DVD featuring footage from 
the1960s. Travel to New Jersey, New York, and 
Pennsylvania for a peek at classic trains from Erie, 
Lackawanna, Reading, Jersey Central, and Delaware 
& Hudson with highlights including a trip over the 
CNJ from Elizabeth and a Reading T-1-led journey from 
Philadelphia to Hershey. 50 minutes.
                                                                     #402783 $29.95

Railroads Through 
The Coeur d'Alenes
Wood.  An updated re-release of the popular � rst 
edition, this second volume features a new sel-
ection of photographs of the scenic Coeur d'Alenes 
region of northern Idaho. The incredible railroads 
of the area are a testament to generations past who 
forged ahead in di�  cult terrain to build necessary 
infrastructure for the state's rich mines. 304 pages, 
400 photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover.
                                                           #402617  $49.95

Inland Empire Electric Line 
Spokane to Coeur d'Alene and the Palouse
Carter.  This lavishly illustrated book examines the 
history of the interurban electric Spokane & Inland 
Empire Railroad from its formation in the early 1900s 
through its near abandonment by Burlington North-
ern 70 years later. You'll view locomotives and rolling 
stock, learn about the road's � nancial performance 
and its competition with rival railroads, and much 
more. 248 pages, 308 B&W photos and illustrations, 
8½"x 11", hardcover.                                                                                                               #R02473  $39.95

The Spokane 
International Railway 
Idaho's Main Line into Canada
Carter.  The Spokane International Railway 
stretched 141 miles between Spokane, 
Washington, and the Canadian border and 
operated motive power, passenger train 
service and a variety of freight tra�  c over a 
demanding route. View the road's construction, equipment, and infrastructure, 
and learn about its di�  culties, successes, and its eventual absorption into the 
Union Pacific. 224 pages, 316 images, 8½"x 11", hardcover.                                                                                                               #R02906  $49.95

White Pine Route
The History of the Washington, 
Idaho & Montana Railway Co.
Burg.  This book details the history of the WI&M 
railway, a line built between Palouse and Bovill 
to access the region's white pine. Follow the 
WI&M through its periods as an independent, 
a Milwaukee Road subsidiary, a BN branch line, 
and as industrial lead of the Palouse River & 
Coulee City Railroad as you learn about its 
operations, rolling stock, and transition to 

diesel. 400 pages, 400+ B&W images, 8½"x 11", hardcover.            
                                                                                                                #R01543  $49.95

Eastern Oregon  
Shortline Railroads
Moore.  Eastern Oregon, an inhospitable terrain with 
little to interest early railroad builders, has since 
developed a small collection of interesting shortlines. 
Learn how these tracks – built in conjunction with 
the timber industry or to connect small towns with 
the regional mainline – have boosted economies and 
o� ered railfans a new scenic favorite. 176 pages, 
174 photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.  
                                                                 #402183  $32.95

Images of Rail 
Lake Tahoe’s Railroads 
Drew.  A growing appetite for Lake Tahoe’s pine forests 
fueled the railroad industry in the 1870s, and led to 
prosperous communities. 128 pages, 
215 B&W photos.                                 #402068  $21.95

                                                                         Images of Rail
                                    Bu� alo Railroads
Myers & Connor.  As a growing city on Lake Erie, 
Bu� alo, New York was the second largest railroad hub 
in America in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. This 
photo-history examines the roads that brought the city 
to prominence as grain, steel, auto, and other industries 
established themselves in the area. 128 pages, 
216 B&W photographs, 6½"x 9¼", softcover.
                                                                   #R37024  $21.95

Today’s Chicago Railroads
When you visit Chicago, the country’s 

railroading capital, you can expect the un-
expected. In this exciting 1991 video, you’ll 
see fallen � ags such as the Conrail, Illinois 
Central, Soo Line, and many others while 

you enjoy everything from Santa Fe Warbon-
nets to time-worn North Western Geeps. Also 

includes special treats such as BN E-units, a Belt 
Railway of Chicago Alco C-424, and 

high-speed Amtrak passenger trains. 2 hours.     #RV5776  $29.95

St. Louis Sojourn
You’ll take the Norfolk and Western’s night train – 
the St. Louis Limited – from Detroit to St. Louis, 
where you’ll see a variety of motive power, 
rolling stock and paint from the likes of B&O, 
Mopac, Penn Central, C&EI, Southern, GM&O 
and many more! Dolby 
Digital 2.0, 1 hour.                    #RV7756  $24.95

Kansas City – 
The Bottoms 

Kansas City is home to some of the most 
intense railroading anywhere, with upwards 
of 400 trains a day passing through. This 
program visits the old industrial area of “The 

Bottoms” to show you the motive power and 
trains of BNSF, UP, Norfolk Southern, and Kansas 
City Terminal, and takes you to BN Crossing, where 

you’ll  see continuous train action on 
three levels!  2 hrs. 37 min.                                                  #RV5182  $24.95
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Structures    Modeling   

Phillips 66 Gas Station Kit
A replica of an old-time, Phillips 66 full-service
gas station, this amazingly detailed, HO scale,
cast metal kit features a building with a 
shingled roof and a dormer, glazed win-
dows, a service island with gravity-feed 
pumps and an oil can rack, an air pump, a 
Phillips 66 sign, and more. Building stands
2¾" tall with a 4"x 2¾" foot-print; minor 
assembly required.                                               #R85097  $22.95

A replica of an old-time, Phillips 66 full-service
gas station, this amazingly detailed, HO scale,

pumps and an oil can rack, an air pump, a 
Phillips 66 sign, and more. Building stands

22.95

HO SCALE

Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Restaurant Kit
Add � avor to your layout with this 
amazingly detailed, HO scale, plastic 
kit! It features simulated rooftop 
spotlights, glazed windows and doors, 
intricate architectural detail, waste cans, three parking stalls, authentic 
Kentucky Fried Chicken signage including the famous KFC bucket, 
and more. 8¼"x 4¼" footprint; assembly required.              #R95281  $19.95

A replica of a country 
roadside fruit and vege-
table shop, this HO scale 
kit features laser-cut 
basswood walls; plastic 
windows and doors; 
plenty of cast metal 
detail parts, including 
fruits, crates, and bins; 
full-color signage; and 
more. 2" tall

               with a 2¼"x 5¼" footprint; assembly required.       #R86349  $29.95

                    Doobie Chase & Co. 
  Fruits & Vegetables Shop Kit

Carhop Metal Sign 
Order up! Visit the drive-in any 
time and see the cutest carhops 
in town with our vintage-style 
metal sign. Handmade in the 
USA from heavy-gauge American 
steel and powder-coated for  
a long-lasting � nish, the sign 
measures 14" diameter; includes 
mounting holes.      
                       #404824  $24.95

Donnie's Drive-In 
Kit 
Typical of the car-centric din-
ers with rollerskating carhops 
that � ourished in the 1950s 
and ’60s, this detailed, easy-to-
build HO scale plastic kit fea-
tures an interesting octagonal 
design and is molded in four 
colors so it needs no paint. The 
large glazed windows reveal a 
complete interior with tables, 

stools, and a counter. 5" tall with a 7"x 6" footprint; assembly 
required.                                                                                       #R77639  $39.95

The Co� ee Pot Kit 
The perfect "pick-me-up" stop along your 
highway layout, this HO scale, resin mod-
el of the "Co� ee Pot" is pre-painted and 
includes simulated doors and windows, 
signage, and a front step. 3½" tall with a 
2¾"x 3½" footprint.  #R74050 $51.95

         Red Umbrella 
         Co� ee Metal Sign 
This umbrella’s always open, rain or shine! 
This vintage-inspired metal sign features 
a bikini-clad brunette holding a red um-
brella – a nod to the co� ee shop’s name. 
Handmade in the USA from heavy-gauge 
American steel, the sign measures 
12"x 18"; includes mounting 
holes.                                 #404825 $26.95

Gone 
Bust 
Block Kit
Three down 
on their luck 
businesses 
make up this 
seedy block, 
an HO scale 
replica of the 
wrong part 
of town! In 
addition to an entire wrap-around sidewalk, the kit features a video store, 
a camera shop, and a burger bar – each one with colorful signage, board-
ed-up doors or windows, and realistic roof details. Minimal 
assembly required. 7" tall with a 12"x 6" footprint.               #404002  $69.95

HO SCALE

                                                    Red Owl Food Store Kit
                                                                        This HO scale plastic kit of a typical
                                                                          small town “Red Owl” food store
                                                                          features a two-story building with 
                                                                          separately colored windows and doors 
                                                                          molded in place to speed assembly; 
                                                                          simulated brick walls, glazed windows, 
                                                                          and authentic Red Owl exterior signage; 
                                             and a selection of colorful interior details and window 
                         treatments. You even get a set of Red Owl delivery truck decals for 
a tractor and trailer up to 53' long (truck not included). 3½" tall 
with a 4¼"x 3¾" footprint; assembly required.                        #R86392  $24.95

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

Made in 
the USA.

HO SCALE

Hot eats and cool 
treats – classic 
style! This HO scale 
Dairy Queen kit is a 
vintage replica of the 
restaurant’s original 
1950s design and 
features a full-color 
cone logo, a fully 

equipped interior, a realistic roof, and a wraparound sidewalk. 3" tall with 
a 5"x 3½" footprint. Minimal assembly required.                                                                                                                                   #R65302  $29.95

   Vintage Dairy Queen Kit   Vintage Dairy Queen Kit

HO SCALE

Made in 
the USA.

HO SCALE

HO SCALE
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Train Passengers & Workers 
Bring your train display to life with our wide 
selection of passengers and railroad workers! 
Our HO scale � gures feature extremely 
detailed characteristics using high-quality 

paint on durable plastic for a long-lasting look. Choose from our impressive collection of people, 
exhibiting di� erent poses, activities, and jobs to continue your fun layout!
                                                                                                                                                               $12.95 each

A B

C D

E

H

F

G

E: Sidewalk People                               #402899

A: Waist-Up Seated Passengers                #402897  
B: Standing Platform Passenger             #404530  
C: Civil Engineers                                       #402898  
D: Sitting Platform Passengers                #404531  

F: City People                    #404528  
G: Strolling People            #404529  
H: Maintenance Workers   #R95500  
I:  Construction Workers    #R95501  

I
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Modeling   Figures / Structures 

   Trailers
      Pack up the family and head into 
     the great unknown with these 
       HO scale models – reproductions
              of two fully-equipped trailers! 
               Each features LED lights, 
  multiple doors, a TV antenna, a trash 
        can, and an 
           exterior table.        $79.95 each

        A: Double Decker – 4½" long.   
                                                       #404631

               Each features LED lights, 

   Trailers
      Pack up the family and head into 
     the great unknown with these 
       HO scale models – reproductions
              of two fully-equipped trailers! 
               Each features LED lights, 
  multiple doors, a TV antenna, a trash 
        can, and an 
           exterior table.     
        A: Double Decker – 
                                                       

               Each features LED lights,                Each features LED lights, 
  multiple doors, a TV antenna, a trash 
        can, and an 

HO SCALE

A

B

Annie’s Country 
Store & Bakery
Molded in four eye-
catching colors, this 
quality model repli-
cates Annie’s Country 
Store & Bakery – pro-
viding necessary 
goods and 
delicious treats to 
citizens in your layout! It features bright signage, a textured roof, 
two entrances, and realistic windows and doors. 4" tall with a 
6"x 5" footprint.                                                        #404025  Reg: $49.95  $44.95

Annie’s Country 
Store & Bakery
Molded in four eye-
catching colors, this 
quality model repli-
cates Annie’s Country 
Store & Bakery – pro-
viding necessary 

delicious treats to 
citizens in your layout! It features bright signage, a textured roof, citizens in your layout! It features bright signage, a textured roof, 

Annie’s Country 
Store & Bakery
Molded in four eye-
catching colors, this 
quality model repli-
cates Annie’s Country 
Store & Bakery – pro-
viding necessary 

delicious treats to 
citizens in your layout! It features bright signage, a textured roof, 

HO SCALE

SAVE 

10%

Benson’s House
No layout is complete without a selection of 

unique trackside structures, including this 
HO scale model – a quality reproduction 

of the old “Benson House.” It features � nely 
molded pieces, a realistic front entryway, 

see-through windows, warm 
interior lighting, two � gures, 
and colorful decals. 4" tall with 

a 4"x 3" footprint. 
   #404358

Reg: $45.95  $36.75

Benson’s House
No layout is complete without a selection of 

unique trackside structures, including this 
HO scale model – a quality reproduction 

of the old “Benson House.” It features � nely 
molded pieces, a realistic front entryway, 

see-through windows, warm 

   #404358

Aunt Lucy’s 
House 
This spacious home 
features LED interior 
lighting, � nely detailed 
          railings and eaves, 
          and a luxurious 
wrap-around front 
porch. 5½" tall with a 
4"x 5¾" footprint.
     #R11083  $34.95

This HO scale 
school would 
be a great 
� t in any 
collection! 
A realistic 
replica of 
one-room 
schoolhouses 
found in 
rural areas 
since the 
1870s, this 
kit features LED interior lighting, colorful decals, bell 
tower, and stone foundation with basement windows. 
Assembly and minimal gluing required. 7" tall with a 
3½"x 5½" footprint. 
                              #R11088  $44.95

A typical early-century church still 
seen in rural areas across the 
country, this model includes arched 
stained-glass windows, LED in-
terior lighting, and a stone 
foundation with basement 
windows. Measures 8" tall
with a 7"x 3½" footprint. 
  #R11087  
    $44.95

Cottage 
Grove 

Church

B: Sunny Days – 6" long.   
                                         #404632

SAVE 

20%

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

Cottage Grove 
School Kit

HO SCALE
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Expansion / Accessories    Modeling
Railpower 1370 Power Pack
Compatible with both HO and N scale models, this power 
pack features 300-degree extended range speed 
control – three times that of average power packs! 
– a main line direction switch for easy reversal, AC 
terminals for accessories, an LED light, 
                 and an 80" cord.                 #402227  $59.95

Compatible with both HO and N scale models, this power 

59.95

                                      Track and Power Pack Sets
                                                          These sets include an oval of Bachmann E-Z
                                                             Track with gray roadbed and nickel silver rails,
                                                              a wire hook-up track, and the Railpower 1300.
                                                             HO Scale – 63"x 45" oval (22" radius). 

 #R99968  Reg: $157  $127 
                                                        N Scale – 34"x 24" oval (11½" radius).

                                                                           #R99969  Reg: $90.75  $75.75

SAVE
UP TO

 $30

E-Z Command 
DCC Controller 
System
Take ultimate control of 
your DCC layout with this 
premium E-Z command 
controller system! Able 
to power multiple loco-
motives of all scales 
(5-Amp Power Boost required for O and large scale operation), 
it features plug-and-play compatibility, easy digital control (of speed, 
direction, lighting, and sound), on-track programming, 28-speed 
step control, and a 1-amp power supply.                                  #402721  $195

Expansion / Accessories    Modeling

DCC Controller 

Take ultimate control of 
your DCC layout with this 
premium E-Z command 

(5-Amp Power Boost required for O and large scale operation), 
it features plug-and-play compatibility, easy digital control (of speed, 

DCC Guide
Second Edition
Fiehmann.  This comprehensive volume will 
help you get the most out of your Digital 
Command Control (DCC) system! Diagrams and 
photographs show you how DCC works, from 
wiring and installation to decoder settings, 
throttle units, super capacitors and improved 
LEDs for lighting, and much more. You even get 
advanced instruction on decoder programming 
and how to control trains with computers, 
tablets, and other devices. 88 pages, 

250 color photographs, 8¼"x 10¾", softcover.                   #R02416  $19.95

        Track Pack
This 43-piece track pack includes everything you need to build 

the HO scale, 8'x 4' layout featured in the included instructional DVD hosted 
by actor and model railroad enthusiast Michael Gross. You get 37 pieces of 
easy-to-assemble E-Z Track, including straight pieces, a terminal/rerailer, 
18" radius curves, two left and two right remote switches, 
and a terminal wire. Assembles in minutes.       #R90858  Reg: $275  $199
N Scale Track Pack – 56"x 28" track layout.    #R00897  Reg: $250  $199

SAVE
UP TO

 $75

Train Storage Cases
Featuring a foam interior, these 
cardboard train storage cases 
safely and conveniently hold your 
valuable HO or N scale locomotives 
and cars. 28"x 12½"x 2½".

                                            $25.95 each

valuable HO or N scale locomotives 

each

A

A: HO Scale 
Holds 20 locomotives and cars.  #R66710
B: N Scale 
Holds 36 locomotives and cars.  #R66711

HO / N SCALE

Models not included.B

E-Z Track 
Turnout with Remote Switch
Switch your cars from one track to another with 
these HO scale turnouts. Each features an E-Z 
Track section with a turnout, steel alloy rails, and 
a pre-wired switch for manual or remote track-
moving operation. 10¾" long. $26.95 each

Left-Hand Turnout                #R95488
Right-Hand Turnout            #R95489

E-Z Track Sections
Expand your HO scale layout with these sets of four 
E-Z Track sections! Made of steel alloy rail mounted on 
realistic black roadbed, they snap together in seconds!
9" Straight − #R95182  $11.95
22" Radius Curve − Each measures 
8½" long.                                             #R95183  $13.95

HO SCALE

Display Cases
These HO scale, vacu-
form plastic cases 
include track.  
14":  #R09232  $24.95
18":  #R09231  $26.95
22":  #R09230  $27.95 HO SCALE

Wall Display 
Cabinets
Show o�  your 
HO scale train 
collection in 
these handsome, 
eight-shelf 
display cabinets.
Compatible with 
HO scale track 
(not included), 
each display unit 
features a clear 
acrylic frame 
and shelves, a 
sliding door, and a 
mirrored back.
3' – 36"x 24".

#R66702  $279
4' – 48"x 24".  #R66704  $329

Wall Display 

4'– 48"x 24".  

Models and track 
not included.
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Modeling   Accessories  
Building Vehicles 
for Model Railroads
Wilson.  On any model railroad, vehicles are 
important in establishing the era and location of 
the layout. In Building Vehicles for Model Railroads, 
expert modeler Jeff Wilson covers the many facets 
of modeling vehicles in HO scale with accuracy 
and realism, and describes how to add details to 
modify kits and assembled models – from paint-
ing and decaling to weathering and scratch-
building. 96 pages, 250 color photos, 
8¼"x 10¾", softcover.                 #404588  $21.95

Wiring Your Model Railroad
Plunkett.  The preeminent guide on model railroad 
electronics – and the only book published on the 
subject in the last 15 years – this volume is the first 
and only one needed for the serious modeler! Learn 
everything there is to know about wiring including 
both traditional and DCC-equipped railroads, with 
current, reliable, and easy to understand step-by-step 
illustrations. 128 pages, 140 color photos, 
8¼"x 10¾", softcover.                       #R03436  $21.95

Field Guide to Trains
Your Complete Guide to 
Everything on the Rails Today
Solomon.  A must-own reference guide for any modern 
railfan, this book is the preeminent source for compre-
hensive information on today’s locomotives and cars. 
Painstaking research and easy-to-digest organization 
help even the newest train enthusiast understand what 
they’re seeing on the rails including historic diesels, 
snowplow engines, and circus trains. 208 pages, 

160 color photographs, 6"x 9", flexibound.                               #401465  $24.95

Great Train Layouts 
5 Monster Train Layouts
This 3-DVD set examines five of the most lavish layouts 
around the world, from a late-1940s/early-1950s steam-
to-diesel era build focusing on the logging and mining 
operations of the Great Northwest, to a Stagg Lumber 
Co. set in the West Coast and three scenes constructed 
by master modeler Bruce Block – Dorrigo, Dorrish, and 
Downs. Includes in-depth interviews with each 
layout’s builders. 2 hrs. 30 min.              #RV9280  $44.95

Landscaping 
Learning Kit
This learning kit includes 
everything you need to create 
a beautiful landscape on your 
layout! You get realistic fine 
soil, grasses, and medium 
green coarse variations of turf; 
medium green clump foliage;
     an earth undercoat;
     a foam applicator; a scenic
     sprayer with cement; and
     detailed instructions to 
     build your very own

      2'x 2' surface.   
                         #R85147  $16.95

Landscaping Sheets
Tear through your landscaping tasks 
with these innovative, multipurpose 5"x 7" 
landscape sheets! Remarkably adaptable, 
these smooth, flexible paper sheets with pre-
installed landscaping can be cut or torn to 
size and shaped over contours. The material 
can be easily glued and the individual tufts 
can be removed and used else-
where on your layout, if desired.   $9.95 each

A: Green Grassland                        #R66211
B: Wild Grassland                           #R66212
C: Golden Grassland                     #R66213
D: Flowering Meadow (Red)      #R66214
E: Flowering Meadow (Yellow)  #R66215
F: Flowering Meadow (Purple)  #R66216

A

C
D

E
F

B

Decorative Plants
Create an instant garden on your layout with these packs of HO scale plants! 
Handmade with 
a twisted wire 
process for a 
detailed scale 
appearance, they 
arrive ready to 
“plant.” ¼" tall. 
           $9.95 each

A: Watermelon Patch 6-Pack                               #R86282
B: Detachable Flower Bushes 30-Pack            #R86283
C: Detachable Wheat Bushes 30-Pack             #R86284
D: Detachable Grass Bushes 30-Pack               #R86285
E: Flower Plants Assortment 12-Pack              #R86286
F: Potted Flower Plants Assortment 6-Pack  #R86287

A

B

C

D

E

F

Fall Color Tree Sets
Bring autumn to your layout! These sets include  
handcrafted deciduous trees, each with flexible  
armature, realistic clump foliage in a variety of  
fall colors, a base pin (for permanent placement)  
and a flat base (for temporary placement), and more.                 $34.95 per set

HO Scale – Includes 23 trees measuring 2" to 3" tall.                              #R00117
N Scale – Includes 38 trees measuring 3/4" to 2" tall.                             #R00118
O Scale – Includes 14 trees measuring 3" to 5" tall.                                 #R00119

Tree Sets
Add realism to your HO scale layout with these 
sets of 24 finely detailed, plastic trees, each of 
which has realistic colors and flocked armatures. 
Shade trees stand 3"- 4" tall while spruce trees 
are 4"- 6" tall.                                                                        $29.95 per set
Shade − #R95205      Spruce − #R95207 

N Scale Tree Sets − 36 finely detailed, plastic trees. Shade trees 
stand 2"- 3" tall, spruce trees are 2"- 4" tall.                                     $29.95 per set

Shade − #R95206        Spruce − #R95208
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HO Scale Vehicles    Modeling   

Classic Cars 
Take a stroll down memory 
lane with our collection of 
classic car models! From the 
1930s to the ‘60s, each automobile features unique 
characteristics that can only be found on these HO scale, 
die cast replicas. Showcasing bold, two-tone color schemes 
and extremely detailed bodies, these timeless vehicles 
make the perfect addition to any classic 
car fanatic's display! 1¾" -2½  " long.                $11.95 each

A: 1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick-Up                  #404009 
B: 1959 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe                     #404586  
C: 1936 Buick Special Convertible Coupe       #404011  
D: 1955 Buick Century                                              #404012 
E: 1961 Cadillac Deville Sedan                            #404584
F: 1961 Chevy Impala Convertible                     #404583
G: 1956 Continental Mark II                                  #R88526 

A

C

D

HO SCALE

E

F

B

Take a stroll down memory 

classic car models! From the 
1930s to the ‘60s, each automobile features unique 

F

1961 Lincoln Continental X-100 
Presidential Limousine 
A replica of the 
presidential parade 
vehicle – a 1961 
Lincoln Continental 
X-100 – in which 
President John F. Kennedy 
was riding on that fateful day in Dallas on November 22, 
1963, this HO scale, metal and plastic model features a 
well-equipped interior, a glazed windshield, separately 
applied detail parts, an intricate chassis, free-rolling wheels 
with realistically treaded tires, parade � ags, 
authentic badging, and more. 2½" long.  #R88531  $9.95

Presidential Limousine

presidential parade 

Lincoln Continental 

President John F. Kennedy 
was riding on that fateful day in Dallas on November 22, 

1960 Mobile Trailer Models
These colorful, 1960s-era, HO scale food trailers feature top- 
mounted signage, an open food-serving window, a detailed 
interior, a circular and transparent door window, trailer hitch, 
free-rolling wheels, and a black display base 
with a clear protective cover. 2¾" long.              $14.95 each

Alfonso’s   #402448                      Spicy Sanita’s   #402449

A B

D
 1953 Cadillac Eldorado 
   One of the most expensive cars of its era, the 
early 1950s Cadillac Eldorados were among the most 
coveted luxury cars of the era. 2¼" long.     $14.95 each

 1953 Cadillac Eldorado 
C

A: Baby Blue/White    #R10831
B: Pink/White                #R10832
C: Black/Red                   #R10833
D: Gold/Black                #R10834Buy Three Get One FREE!            #404783  $44.85

Half-Priced Vehicles
Available at 50% o�  their regular retail pricing, 
these discounted vehicles would make great 
additions to your HO scale town! They feature a 
well-equipped interior and dynamic moveable 
parts. 2¼" long. 

A

BReg: $19.85  $9.95 each

Color will vary.

C

Limited Quantities

A: 1964½ Ford Mustang Cabrio          #R10838
B: 1970 Plymouth Hemi-Barracuda  #R10841
C: 1964 Ford Mustang Convertible   #R85254

Delivery Trucks   
These colorful vintage delivery trucks make 
up this collection of HO scale models: 
each one featuring classic branding 
and free-rolling wheels. 3" long.
A: 1941 Chevrolet Delivery Truck
     Bird’s Eye Foods.    #R88607  $14.95
B: 1960 Ford Box Truck  
     Piggly Wiggly         #404645  $19.95
C: 1960 Ford Box Truck 
     Firestone                 #404646  $19.95
D: 1960 Ford Delivery Truck
     Armour                     #404204  $14.95

These colorful vintage delivery trucks make 

14.95

A

B

C

D

Complete your HO scale town 
with a selection of these 
tractor/trailer combinations 
featuring vintage authentic 
branding, color speci� c cabs 
and trailers, well-appointed 
interiors, and free-rolling 
tires. 6" long.   $29.95 each

A: 1960 Ford – TransAmerican                                 #404579 
B: 1960 Ford – Purina Chows Co.                             #404580
C: 1941-46 Chevy – Associated Transportation   #404650  
D: 1941-46 Chevy – Mushroom Transportation   #404651
E: 1941-46 Chevy – Ryder                                           #404652    

Complete your HO scale town 

Tractor & 
Trailer Sets

A

B

C

D

E
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New & Noteworthy
Chevrolet Trucks
100 Years of Building the Future 
Edsall.  In 1917 Chevrolet introduced its � rst truck, 
the Series 490, marking the company’s o�  cial 
entry into the dedicated truck business. Featuring 
interviews with key � gures involved with today’s 
truck program alongside hundreds of photos, 
Chevrolet Trucks: 100 Years of Building the Future
covers the entire Chevrolet saga. 224 pages, 
200 color & 100 B&W photos, 9½"x 11", hardcover.

#404672  $39.95

Willys
The Complete Illustrated History 1903-1963 
Foster.  While there have been many other Jeep 
books, this is the � rst complete history of the 
Willys-Overland passenger cars and civilian trucks 
(as well as civilian and military Jeeps). Author 
Patrick Foster examines the 60-year saga in Willys: 
The Complete Illustrated History 1903-1963, which 
features rare factory photographs and advertising 
materials from back in the day. 126 pages, 

200 color & B&W photos, 8½"x 11", softcover.                    #404673  $36.95

“Willys Americar” Metal Sign 
Display a piece of history with this repro-
duction of a Willy’s Americar garage sign. 
Proudly manufactured in the USA, the 
sign is round and made from aluminum. 
14"x 14"; includes mounting 
holes.                       #404674  $24.95

Peterbilt 352 
Pacemaker Cabover Kit 
The Peterbilt 352 is a tilt-cab cabover-
engine model that was formally nick-
named the “Pacemaker” by a sta� er at 
Peterbilt in 1969. A 352 Pacemaker 
traveled to TV screens across America in 
an episode of Knight Rider as the super-
truck Goliath. This 1/25 scale plastic kit 
features a super-detailed Detroit Diesel 
engine, chassis and interior, 10 vinyl 
truck tires, and full-color Coca Cola customizing 
decal sheet. Assembly required. 200+ parts. Skill level 3.   #404675  $39.95

Harley Davidson 
CVO Breakout ‘2014 

The Harley Davidson CVO (for Custom 
Vehicle Operations) motorcycles are a 
family of models for the factory custom 
market. For every model, Harley 
Davidson has chosen a small selection 

of its mass produced motorcycle models 
and created limited-edition customizations of those platforms with larger-
displacement engines, costlier paint designs, and additional accessories not 
found on the mainstream models. This 1/12 scale, die cast model 
features rolling and steering wheels. 8" long.                         #404679  $19.95

“America’s Greatest Ride!” 
Metal Sign 
Greg Hildebrandt.  Imagine you’re cruising 
down Route 66 any time with this shield 
metal sign, featuring a classic Harley 
Davidson and a leather-clad, pin-up 
style beauty. Handmade in the USA 
from heavy-gauge American steel and 
powder-coated for a long-lasting � nish. 
15"x 16"; mounting holes. 
                                         #404680  $26.95

The Roadmaster 
was built by 
Buick from 
1936 to 1958, 
then brought back 
from 1991 to 1996. A lower body 
graced the 1957 Roadmaster model, with an even more panoramic wind-
shield equipped with reverse slanted pillars. This 1/18 scale, die cast model 
features steerable wheels, rubber tires, and a detailed interior, 
exterior, and engine compartment. 10½" long.                      #404678  $49.95

Car Emblems
The Ultimate Guide to 
Automotive Logos Worldwide 
Chapman.  Over 125 car logos from around 
the world are examined in this compelling 
book, from the prancing horse of Ferrari 
to the three red diamonds of Mitsubishi. 
Every logo currently in use is included, alongside dozens of fascinating 
examples now found only on vintage and classic cars. Through 1,000 
illustrations, the logos are shown in detail and also after they’re 

applied to car design. 320 pages, 9"x 6", � exibound.           #400671  $14.95

Cuba’s Car Culture
Celebrating the Island’s 
Automotive Love A� air 
Cotter and Warner.  When 
Cuba fell to communist rebels 
in 1959, so ended the in� ow 
of new cars. Cuba is an auto-
        motive time warp, where 
the newest car is typically 
a 1959 Chevy. Cuba’s Car 
Culture o� ers a glimpse into 
a unique car culture, populated with cars that have been 
cut o�  from the world so long that they’ve morphed into 
something else. 192 pages, 160 color & 38 B&W 
photos, 9¼"x 11", hardcover.                     #404681  $34.95

truck tires, and full-color Coca Cola customizing truck tires, and full-color Coca Cola customizing 
decal sheet. Assembly required. 200+ parts. Skill level 3.   #404675  39.95

James 
Bond Models 

The James Bond � lm series is famous 
for showcasing iconic cars and aircraft. 
In GoldenEye, Bond (Pierce Brosnan) 
raced an Aston Martin DB5 against Xenia 
Onatopp’s Ferrari F355. And who can forget 
the scene in You Only Live Once when Bond 
(Sean Connery) � ies the “Little Nellie” Gyrocopter – using a � erce 
array of weaponry to attack four SPECTRE helicopters. Each 
1/36 scale, die cast model features realistic markings. 
4"- 5" long. 

   $39.95 each

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at www.HistoricRail.com

        motive time warp, where 
the newest car is typically 
a 1959 Chevy. 
Culture
a unique car culture, populated with cars that have been 
cut o�  from the world so long that they’ve morphed into 
something else. 192 pages, 160 color & 38 B&W 
photos, 9¼"x

(Sean Connery) � ies the “Little Nellie” Gyrocopter – using a � erce (Sean Connery) � ies the “Little Nellie” Gyrocopter – using a � erce 
array of weaponry to attack four SPECTRE helicopters. Each 
1/36 scale, die cast model features realistic markings. 

Harley Davidson 
CVO Breakout ‘2014 

The Harley Davidson CVO (for Custom 
Vehicle Operations) motorcycles are a 
family of models for the factory custom 
market. For every model, Harley 
Davidson has chosen a small selection 

of its mass produced motorcycle models 
and created limited-edition customizations of those platforms with larger-

exterior, and engine compartment. 10½" long.                      

1957 Buick 
Roadmaster

Bond Models 
 � lm series is famous 
Bond Models 

A: Aston Martin DB5  #404676      
B: Gryocopter  #404677

1/36 SCALE

B

A

Made in 
the USA.

1/12 SCALE

1/18 SCALE

Made in 
the USA.
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Auto Overview    Vehicles
Legendary American 
Automobiles
DeLorenzo.  A rich catalog of more than a century of 
automotive design, this pictorial pro� le examines 
the lifespan of the American car. Begin with Henry 
Ford and travel right up through present day while 
seeing all of the classics along the way! The book 
also provides insight on the social conditions and 
cultural shifts that e� ected the vehicular needs of each era. 
332 pages, 389 color photos, 8½"x 10", hardcover.                     #404365  $19.95

Lost Car Companies of Detroit
Naldrett.  More than 200 car companies, at one time or 
another, have tried their hand at manufacturing in the 
Motor City and while only three remain – Ford, General 
Motors, and Chrysler – the history of the failures is often as 
fascinating as the successes. This volume tracks the story of 
Detroit's most compelling forgotten auto companies and 
their enigmatic owners. 144 pages, 70 B&W 
photos, 6"x 9", softcover.                            #400617  $21.95

Studebaker 
14" diameter.    #404508

Sales & Service Metal Signs
Whether you’re an auto mechanic or a car fanatic, these vintage-inspired 
metal signs are perfect for your favorite spot to hang out! Choose from our 
large selection of signage, featuring classic automobile 

companies and � ctional service stations 
                         – each with a unique, eye-catching look.

Classic Collection 5-DVD Set
Follow automotive expert Dennis Gage – host of The 
Speed Channel's My Classic Car – as he visits museums, 
shops, and private collections on his never-ending 

hunt to � nd the most unique 
classic cars in the 

world! Each of the 
� ve DVDs focuses 

on a di� erent brand or 
theme including the most 

outrageous Fords, Mopars, 
and Foreigns. Get a look at a 

vintage � re truck, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari, 
Studebaker, and more! 10+ hours.                                                 #400684  $49.95

Classic Collection 5-DVD SetClassic Collection 5-DVD Set
Follow automotive expert Dennis Gage – host of 
Speed Channel's My Classic Car – as he visits museums, Speed Channel's My Classic Car – as he visits museums, Speed Channel's My Classic Car
shops, and private collections on his never-ending 

hunt to � nd the most unique 
classic cars in the 

world! Each of the 
� ve DVDs focuses 

on a di� erent brand or 
theme including the most 

outrageous Fords, Mopars, 
and Foreigns. Get a look at a 

vintage � re truck, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari, 
Studebaker, and more! 10+ hours.                                                 Studebaker, and more! 10+ hours.                                                 

Karl Benz Stamp 
Metal Sign 
Designed by German automobile 
engineer Karl Benz, the Benz Patent-
Motorcar – the � rst production auto-
mobile ever made – is commemorated 
on this reproduction of a German 
postage stamp. The sign features 
notches around its edges to give it 
the look of a real stamp! Made from 
aluminum in the USA. 9"x 12"; includes mounting holes.       #404682  $16.95

Morris Motors 
Sales & Service 
14" diameter.    #404683

$2495
Each

Bently Automobile 
12"x 18".    #404684

Blue Pontiac 
12"x 18".    #404685

Mercury Sales & Service 
12"x 18".    #404690

Kaiser Faiser 
Approved Service 
14" diameter.    #404687

Buick Authorized 
Service 
14" diameter.    #404686

Packard Automobile 
12"x 18".    #404688

1886 “Morgan Back” $5 Silver Certi� cate Banknote
A modern 
version 
of the $5 
“Morgan 
Back” – 
a silver 

certi� cate originally issued in 1886, 
the same year as the world's � rst 
automobile was patented – this 
colorized bill (full legal tender) 
features Ulysses S. Grant on the 

obverse, and comes with a certi� cate of authenticity and a blue 
presentation folder!                                                                             #404689  $29.95

1886 “Morgan Back” 

certi� cate originally issued in 1886, 

obverse, and comes with a certi� cate of authenticity and a blue obverse, and comes with a certi� cate of authenticity and a blue 

Made in 
the USA.

Made in 
the USA.
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                                             M1894 
                                                          Blank-Firing Rifle
                      Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, the 
Winchester M1894 – of which more than seven million were manufactured – is 
considered by many to be the “ultimate lever-action weapon”. This blank-� ring 
replica of the Wild West mainstay is crafted of quality hardwood and 
features a 17" blued barrel and real-working action. 36" long.     #103370  $259

                      Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, the                       Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                             M1894                                              M1894 
                                                          Blank-Firing Rifle                                                          Blank-Firing Rifle
                      Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, the                       Designed by John Browning just before the turn of the century, the 

Shipping 
restrictions apply.

Call for details.

                             1925 Ford Model T 
                             Models 
Generally regarded as the � rst a� ordable 
automobile, the Ford Model T opened 
travel to the common middle-class 
American at its 1908 intro-
duction. Positioned as reliable, 
easily maintained, mass-market 
transportation, it was a runaway 
success. Each 1/24 scale, die cast 
model features a � nely cast body, 
a hood that lifts to reveal a 
detailed engine, a well-equipped 
interior, opening doors, a detailed 
undercarriage, real rubber tires, 
and real-working steering. 
5½"-8" long.                     
                           $27.95 each

A: Touring Car    #404521
B: NEW! Runabout 
     Convertible       #404691

                             1925 Ford Model T 
                             Models 
Generally regarded as the � rst a� ordable 
automobile, the Ford Model T opened 
travel to the common middle-class 

A

detailed engine, a well-equipped 
interior, opening doors, a detailed 
undercarriage, real rubber tires, 

B

1848 Stage 
Coach Kit
The golden age of 
the stagecoach is 
considered to be 
from 1800-1830, as 
numerous functional 
improvements –
including a braking 
system – made it a 
popular and more 
durable vehicle. This pre-Civil War, 1/10 scale, stage coach kit 
features real-working lights, doors, and suspension, an authentic wood grain 
pattern, a well-equipped interior with realistic seating, free-rolling wheels, 
and a luggage rack with three pieces of vintage luggage. Assembly 
required. Skill level 4. 9½" long.                                                                #R74153 $199

numerous functional 

durable vehicle. This pre-Civil War, 1/10 scale, stage coach kit 
1/10 SCALE

The pinnacle of American 
luxury in the late 1910s, 
the Cadillac 
Type 57 
embodied 
style and 
class. With 
its open, 
phaeton body, it 
wasn't the most practical of 
early 20th century cars, but it more 
than made up for that with the amount of high-end features that it o� ered 
– including a powerful V8 engine and a spacious interior. 
This 1/32 scale, die cast model is 6" long.                         #K680010  $24.95

1919 Cadillac Type 57 
Phaeton

1/32 SCALE

    Cowboy Jack’s Metal Sign
This vintage-style metal sign – a perfect fit 

with any Western-themed décor – is a 
reproduction of a classic Cowboy Jack’s
Whiskey advertisement. Includes     

        mounting holes. 12½"x 16".
                                              #100404  $16.95

    Cowboy Jack’s Metal Sign
This vintage-style metal sign – a perfect fit 

        mounting holes. 12½"x 16".

Photography Books 
Discover the history behind of some of 
America’s biggest automobile manufacturers – 
Ford, General Motors, Chevrolet, and Chrysler 
– in these fully illustrated books. Featuring 
rare archival images, these photo-histories 
examine the founding, development, extra-
ordinary successes – and occasional decline 
– of these automotive 
powerhouses.                            $21.95 each

Ford Dynasty: A Photographic History  
128 pages, approximately 200 B&W photo-
graphs and illustrations.                            #R03731
General Motors: A Photographic History  
128 pages, approximately 200 B&W 
photographs.                                                #R37130
Chevrolet 1911-1960 – 128 pages, approx-
imately 200 B&W photographs.             #R37143
Chevrolet 1960-2012 – 128 pages, approx-
imately 200 B&W photographs.               #R37144
Chrysler Heritage: A Photographic History  
128 pages, 251 B&W photographs.        #R03732

1878-S Morgan 
Silver Dollar
Following the passage of legislation 
requiring the U.S. treasury to issue a 
new silver dollar, the Morgan Silver 
Dollar was struck from 1878-1904 (and again in 1921). Take home 
your own "Old West silver dollar" with this 1878 coin representing the � rst year 
of its release! It features an obverse image of Lady Liberty and a reverse image 
of an outstretched eagle. 90% silver. Lightly circulated condition. 
38mm diameter.                                                                                      #102673  $99.95

model features a � nely cast body, 
a hood that lifts to reveal a 
detailed engine, a well-equipped 
interior, opening doors, a detailed 
undercarriage, real rubber tires, 
and real-working steering. 
5½"-8" long.                     
                           

This scabbard would make a great addition to any Old West collection! Protect      
                                                                     your ri� e, or display it individually, with this  
                                                                     handsome suede leather scabbard. Features  
                                                                     an opening draw-string � ap and � ts most 
                                                                     ri� es up to 40" long.                                                                                                                 #M651871  $79.95

Wild West 
Ri� e Leather 
Scabbard

1/24 SCALE

1/24 SCALE
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Classic Chevrolet 
Automobiles
Build up your classic car 
collection! Resembling pre-World War II 
Chevrolet autos, these 1/32 scale, die cast models feature a detailed interior, 
a glazed windshield, opening doors and hood, simulated chrome, 
realistically treaded tires, and authentic badging.  4" long.                                                                                                                                  $19.95 each

A: 1933 5-Window Coupe                                                                     #K695010
B: 1937 Master Deluxe Town Sedan                                                 #K695011
C: 1938 Master Cabriolet                                                                       #K695012
D: 1941 Master Cabriolet                                                                       #K695014

1939 Lincoln Zephyr Die Cast Model
Introduced in 1936, the Lincoln-Zephyr was the lower-priced 
line of luxury cars in the Lincoln line, which bridged 
the gap between Ford’s DeLuxe and the pre-
stigious Lincoln K-series. A replica of one 
of those � ne automobiles, this 1/18 scale, 
die cast model features a well-equipped 
interior with a steering wheel, instruments, 
pedals, and opening doors; a glazed wind-
shield; a simulated canvas top; a hood that 
opens to reveal an intricate V12 engine; glazed head- 
and taillight lenses; plenty of simulated chrome; an opening trunk; 
real rubber tires; and authentic badging. 10½" long; includes a display base.     

Spinsters’ Speedsters
Stan Stokes.  Enjoying a scenic view by the water’s edge, two wealthy friends 
drive their cars – a 1934 LaSalle Series 350 cabriolet and 1936 Auburn 852 
supercharged cabriolet – to the San Francisco Bay. A wire-haired fox terrier 
goes along for the ride!  Signed and numbered by the artist! 
Regular Edition – 21"x 14".                             #K125031  Reg: $150  $74.95
Giclée Sheeted Canvas – 27"x 18".                        #400915  Reg: $450  $250

LIMITED EDITION

          Chevrolet       
         Garage T-Shirt 
            Flaunt your love of 
           Chevy with this 100% 
          cotton dark-heather 
         t-shirt, which features a 
distressed Chevrolet logo and 
lettering to give it a vintage 
look and feel.                                               #404739

1938 Buick Y-Job 
The Y-Job was the 
American auto 
industry’s 
� rst concept 
car, pro-
duced by 
Buick in 
1938. The car 
had power-
operated hidden 
headlamps, 
a distinctive 
“gunsight” hood 
ornament, 
electric windows, 
wraparound 
bumpers, � ush 
door handles, and many styling cues used by Buick 
until the 1950s. This 1/18 scale, die cast model 
features an opening hood, trunk and doors, detailed 
engine, steerable front wheels, and an accurate 
interior and chassis. 10" long.                             #404714  $89.95

1934 Ford Deluxe Fordor 
A replica of the 1934 Ford Deluxe 
Fordor, this 1/32 scale, die cast 
model features realistic fea-
tures and functional 
doors.  8" long.   
                          #401105  $19.95

1/18 SCALE

1/32 SCALE

A

1/18 SCALE

1931 Ford Model A Models
 The Ford Model A was the second 
huge success for the Ford Motor 
Company, after its predecessor, 

the Model T. From the mid-1920s 
to early 1930s, the limits of the 
mass production generation – 
epitomized by the Model T production 
system’s rigidity – became apparent. 
With the Model A, the era of “� exible 
mass production” had begun. 
Each 1/18 scale, die cast model is a 
 replica of a classic Ford Model A.
  9" long.  $99.95 each

A: Roadster                      #404712
B: Tudor                             #404713

SAVE
UP TO

 $200

A

1/18 SCALE

epitomized by the Model T production A

B

1931 Ford Model A Models
 The Ford Model A was the second 
huge success for the Ford Motor 
Company, after its predecessor, 

the Model T. From the mid-1920s 
to early 1930s, the limits of the 
mass production generation – 

B

C

collection! Resembling pre-World War II 
Chevrolet autos, these 1/32 scale, die cast models feature a detailed interior, 1934 Ford Deluxe Fordor 

With the Model A, the era of “� exible 
mass production” had begun. 
Each 1/18 scale, die cast model is a 
 replica of a classic Ford Model A.
  9" long.  

A: Roadster                      #404712
B: Tudor                             #404713

D

M, L, XL:  $16.95    2XL, 3XL:  $18.95

1/32 SCALE

1/32 SCALE

1939 Lincoln Zephyr Die Cast Model
Introduced in 1936, the Lincoln-Zephyr was the lower-priced 
line of luxury cars in the Lincoln line, which bridged 
the gap between Ford’s DeLuxe and the pre-

interior with a steering wheel, instruments, 
pedals, and opening doors; a glazed wind-
shield; a simulated canvas top; a hood that 
opens to reveal an intricate V12 engine; glazed head- 
and taillight lenses; plenty of simulated chrome; an opening trunk; 

1/18 SCALE

#M900829  
        $79.95
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   "My Garage, My Rules" 
Metal Sign
Featuring a vintage Ford coupe and an equally 
curvaceous pin-up girl, this tin sign has a 
distressed look. 12½"x 16". Includes 
mounting holes.                  #R66598  $14.95

   "My Garage, My Rules" 
Metal Sign
Featuring a vintage Ford coupe and an equally 
curvaceous pin-up girl, this tin sign has a 
distressed look. 12½"x 16". Includes 
mounting holes.                  

This amazingly detailed, 1/18 
scale, die cast model of a 1940 
Ford coupe features a fully 
out� tted interior with a working steering 
wheel and glazed windows, a hood that opens to 
reveal an intricate engine, an opening trunk and doors, glazed headlight 
lenses and plenty of simulated chrome, a spare tire in the trunk, free-rolling 
wheels with whitewall tires, and a factory spec paint scheme. 
10½" long; includes a removable display base.                       #R77313  $39.95

1940 Ford 
Coupe

1/18 SCALE

Packard
An Illustrated History 1899-1958 
Foster.  Follow the automobile history in this 
collectible book � lled with illustrated prints of the 
once luxurious car. 126 pages, 150 photos, 
8½"x 10¼", softcover.                  #404512  $36.95

1940 Packard Super Eight 
One-Eighty 
In 1940, the 180 limousine 
was the sleekest, most 
elegant Packard ever 
made. There was a 
time when stepping 
out of this limo meant 
you had truly arrived! 
Featuring the � rst fender mounted headlights, an authentic bold upright 
grille, chrome fender strakes, and spare tire mounted mirrors, opening butter-
� y-hood and trunk, and even four opening doors, this 1/18 scale
die cast metal model is replicated perfectly. 12" long.         #404513  $89.95

1948 
Chevrolet 
Aerosedan 
Fleetline
Available as both its own series and a 
subset of other vehicles from 1941-1952, 
the Chevy Fleetline was a stylish sedan 
with a 216-cubic inch engine. The two-door sedan released in 
1948 is among the nameplate's most successful models, with more 
than 200,000 units manufactured. A stunning red replica of the 1948
Chevy Aerosedan Fleetline, this 1/24 scale, die cast model features a 
� nely cast body, a two-piece windshield, an opening hood revealing 
a detailed engine, opening doors, a well-equipped interior including 
bench seating, real-working steering, an authentic undercarriage, 
plenty of simulated chrome, and realistically 
treaded tires. 8" long.                                                  #400476  $24.95

Available as both its own series and a 

1/24 SCALE

1/18 SCALE

Shore Leave 
Stan Stokes.  The beach-
parked Woodie, classic 
Harley Davidson, and 
iconic Hotel Del Coronado 
accent the fun of this 
sunny day as three sailors 
enjoy a rare afternoon o�  
in beautiful San Diego.  
21"x 14".  Signed and 
numbered by the artist!        
                             #K125026  Reg: $150  Now: $74.95

LIMITED EDITION

SAVE 50%

1/18 SCALE

Pin-up Metal Signs
These metal signs are made of 24-gauge steel,  
and resemble the look of aged metal 
and paint. Include mounting holes.   $24.95 each

A: “Big Kahuna Beach 
House” 12"x 18".  #R69042

B: Nude Beach
       22"x 6".  #6432536.95

1941 Ford Woody Kit
 This 1/25 scale plastic kit of a 1941 
Ford Woody features a fully detailed 
chassis and motor, a well-equipped 
interior, numerous chrome-plated 
parts, stock tires with whitewall 
inserts, authentic woodgrain and 
surfboard graphics decal sheet, and a 
bonus surfboard and mini display box. 
Assembly required. 7¼" long.                      #K710246  Reg: $28.95  $22.95
surfboard graphics decal sheet, and a 
bonus surfboard and mini display box. 
Assembly required. 7¼" long.                      #K710246  Reg: $28.95  $22.95

SAVE 20%

1/24 SCALE

1939 Ford Woody
A woodie is a car body style with rear body-
work constructed of wood framework 
with in� ll wood panels. Originally, 
wood framework augmented the 
car’s structure. As a variant of body-
on-frame construction, the woodie as 
a utility vehicle or station wagon 
originated from the early practice of manufacturing the 
passenger compartment portion of a vehicle in hardwood. 

This 1/18 scale, die cast model features � nely crafted detail and a 
 surfboard that � ts inside the wagon’s trunk. 10" long.    #404716  $129

Made in 
the USA.  Beach Girl Thermometer

  With sturdy metal construction that’s perfect for either indoor 
or outdoor use, this nostalgic thermometer displays the temper-
ature in both Fahrenheit and Celsius. 5"x 17".   #66942  $21.95

Pin-up Metal Signs

Made in 
the USA.

1949 Ford Woody Wagon 
This 1/24 scale, die cast model features a glazed windshield, 
an opening hood revealing a detailed engine, 
opening doors, a well-equipped interior, a rear-
mounted spare tire, an authentic under-
carriage, plenty of simulated chrome, and 
realistically treaded tires. 8" long.   #404841  $19.95

A

B
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Classic Automobile Commercials
From the tame and straightforward ads of the 
1950s to the more campy and absurd commercials 
of the 1960s, this fun program features a nostalgic 
assortment of classic automotive TV spots! See 
advertisements from Dodge, Volkswagen, Chevy, Ford, 
Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and Plymouth –which 
feature surprising guest appearances by everybody 
from Buster Keaton to King Kong – in addition to a 
selection of automotive accessory ads including 
ones for rain guards, snow tires, gasoline, 
and batteries. 1 hour.                                         $24.95 each

Vol. 1 – Enjoy special guest spots from famous celebrities and an 
assortment of automotive accessory ads!                                                   #401217
Vol. 2 – See some of the era’s most famous cars, from the 
’52 Desoto to the ’65 Rambler!                                                                        #401218
NEW! Vol. 3 – Includes classic ‘50s and ‘’60s Volkwagen Bug commercials and 
an Ovaltine ad with Pat Flaherty, the 1956 Indianapolis race winner.    #401219

1950 Ford Convertible
A replica of a Ford "soft 
top," this � nely detailed, 
1/18 scale, die cast metal 
model features a hood 
that opens to reveal a 
realistic engine, a fully out� tted 
interior with a glazed windshield and 
opening doors, glazed headlight lenses and plenty of simulated chrome, 
an opening trunk with a tilting "Continental" tire, free-rolling wheels with 
treaded rubber tires, authentic badging, and more. Measures 11½" long 
and includes a removable display base.                                   #R88165  $34.95

1/18 SCALE

Thunderbird Metal Sign 
Bob Miller.  This reproduction of a Ford 
Thunderbird rear tail light sign is a must-
have for collectors. Made in the USA from 
aluminum, this sign has an aged, vintage 
    look. 12"x 12"; includes 
    mounting holes.      #400371  $21.95

Made in 
the USA.

1956 Ford 
Thunderbird 
The 1956 Ford Thunderbird 
comes from the � rst generation of the 
automobile – when the Thunderbird was just � nding its ground. Inspired by 
the Corvette, Ford billed the car as a personal car to put emphasis on the car’s 
comfort and convenience features rather than playing up its inherit sportiness. 
This 1/24 scale, die cast model features steerable wheels, rubber tires, and a 
detailed interior, exterior, and engine 
compartment. 8" long.    #404717  $24.95

The 1956 Ford Thunderbird 
comes from the � rst generation of the 

1/24 SCALE

detailed interior, exterior, and engine 
$

detailed interior, exterior, and engine 
$

detailed interior, exterior, and engine 
24.95

Chevrolet Bel Air
The Bel Air was a full-size car 
produced by Chevrolet during 
the 1950-1981 model years. 
Here you’ll � nd two replicas 
from the second generation 
of Bel Air models: the 1955 
Chevrolet Bel Air Nomad 
and the 1957 Chevrolet 
Bel Air Convertible – the 
latter model being highly 
sought after by collectors and 
enthusiasts. Each die cast model 
features realistic detail and markings.

produced by Chevrolet during 

Here you’ll � nd two replicas 
from the second generation 
of Bel Air models: the 1955 

sought after by collectors and 
enthusiasts. Each die cast model 
features realistic detail and markings.

A

B

1/18 SCALE

1/24 SCALE

A: 1955 Chevrolet Bel Air Nomad
1/24 scale. 8½" long.    
                               #404718  $24.95

B: 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air 
Convertible – 1/18 scale.  
 11" long.             #404719  $49.95

A reproduction of a 1950 Olds 
    Custom, this 1/25 scale
       plastic kit features 
        realistic chrome 
accents, soft black tires,
lowered front and rear suspension, 
a tri-carb intake and dual exhaust, custom Fiesta hubcaps, 
and authentic decals. Assembly required. 
132 pieces. Skill level 3. 8" long.      #K710010  $24.95

A reproduction of a 1950 Olds 
    Custom, this 1/25 scale

lowered front and rear suspension, 
a tri-carb intake and dual exhaust, custom Fiesta hubcaps, 

1950 Olds Custom Kit

    Oldsmobile
1946-1960 Photo Archive
Olsen. Filled with factory photographs, 
including rare images of prototypes, this 
photo-history examines the venerable Olds-
mobile division – which GM actually used as 
a test bed for new technology – accompanied 
by detailed captions with information on 

concept cars, production models, motors (including the revolutionary “Rocket 
88”), options and costs, key identi� cation features, and more. 
128 pages, 140 B&W photos, 10¼"x 8½", softcover.              #R10654  $29.95

a tri-carb intake and dual exhaust, custom Fiesta hubcaps, 

24.95

a tri-carb intake and dual exhaust, custom Fiesta hubcaps, 

1/25 SCALE

 Cadillac 1948-1964 
 Photo Album
Patrick.  A comprehensive photo-history of 
the cars that de� ned the automotive styling 
for over a decade, from the � rst all-new post-
World War II models of 1948 through 1964. 
The classic ‘50s and ‘60s Cadillacs are included 
in this collection of photos from the National 
Automotive History Collection of the Detroit 
Public Library. 112 pages, 10¼"x 8½", softcover.                       #403034  $34.95

1958 Cadillac Eldorado 
Biarritz 
This amazingly detailed, 
1/18 scale, metal and 
plastic model features 
a hood that opens to reveal 
a detailed engine, a realistic 
interior with opening doors and a working steering wheel, a glazed wind-
shield with a rear-view mirror, plenty of simulated chrome, prototypical tail� ns, 
an opening trunk, a detailed underframe, free-rolling wheels with realistically 
treaded tires, and authentic badging. 12¼" long.                     #R91612 $49.95

1955 Mercedes-Benz 
300 S Convertible
The company’s most expensive and 
exclusive automobiles, the 300 S – 
produced by Mercedes-Benz between 
1951 and 1958 – and its successor, the 300 Sc, were the pinnacle of the 
Mercedes line of their era. This 1/18 scale, die cast model features an opening 
hood and doors, steerable front wheels, four-wheel suspension, 
and a detailed chassis.  8" long.                                                  #404720  $69.95

1/18 SCALE
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Muscle Car Source Book
All the Facts, Figures, Statistics, 
and Production Numbers 
Mueller.  Heavily illustrated with vivid 
color photography of all the muscle 
cars from the classic era (1963-1974) 
and full of data and historical facts, 
Muscle Car Source Book is a one-stop 
resource for muscle car fans. All of 
the manufacturers – Ford, Chevrolet, 
Pontiac, Buick AMC, Dodge, and 

Plymouth – are covered, and so are the cars, including the Camaro, 
Mustang, Charger, GTO, and many more! 240 pages, 
248 color & 140 B&W photos, 9¼"x 11", 
hardcover. #403092  $49.95

Muscle Cars & Girls Thermometer 
Made with a sturdy metal construction designed for 
indoor or outdoor use, this fun thermometer, which 
features a � irty brunette showing what’s under her 
hood, displays the temperature in both Fahrenheit 
and Celsius. 5"x 17"; made in the USA.
                #66934  $19.95

Made in 
the USA.

Muscle 
Cars & 
Fast Girls 
Metal Sign 
Meet this year’s Ms. Muscle 

Car! This vintage-
style metal sign 

features an auburn pin-up 
resting on a classic muscle 
car. Handmade in the 
USA from heavy-gauge 
American steel, the sign 
measures 12"x 18"; includes 
mounting holes.

 #404721  $24.95

Made in 
the USA.

Visible V8 Engine Kit
Learn how an internal combustion 
engine works as you build your 
own 1/4 scale replica of a 
V8! Featuring movable parts 
to demonstrate the engine’s 
features, this detailed, plastic 
kit features a hand crank that 
operates the pistons, camshaft 
rocker arms, and valves. Includes a 
display stand. 12" long; 314 
parts, skill level 3.   #R85163  $74.95

Visible V8 Engine Kit
Learn how an internal combustion 
engine works as you build your 

operates the pistons, camshaft 
rocker arms, and valves. Includes a 

  

Visible V8 Engine Kit
Learn how an internal combustion 
engine works as you build your 

operates the pistons, camshaft 
rocker arms, and valves. Includes a 

  $74.95

1964 Ford Fairline Thunderbolt
An experimental car released only in 
1964, the Ford Fairline Thunderbolt 
was a drag racer of which 
only 100 were 
manufactured. 
A striking 
maroon repro-
duction of the 
two-door vehicle, 
this 1/24 scale, die 
cast model features an opening hood (revealing a multi-colored V8 engine), 
opening doors, real-working steering, a personalized California license plate, 
and authentic badging. 7½" long.                                                               #K680062  $24.95

1/24 SCALE

Classic Muscle Cars Hawaiian Shirt 
Show your love of classic, ground-pounding Detroit muscle! 
Made in Hawaii of 100% cotton, 
these navy shirts feature 
a Dodge Charger,  
Chevrolet 
Corvette, 
Ford 
Mustang 
and Pontiac 
GTO – all 
parked in front 
of classic American 
diners. Cool, 
comfortable, and 
generously cut, the 
shirt includes a 
matching pocket 
and genuine 
coconut shell 
buttons.  #R41073

Made in Hawaii of 100% cotton, 
these navy shirts feature 
a Dodge Charger,  
Chevrolet 

and Pontiac 

parked in front 
of classic American 
diners. Cool, 
comfortable, and 
generously cut, the 
shirt includes a 
matching pocket 
and genuine 
coconut shell 

#R41073

M, L, XL:  $39.95    
2XL:  $44.95

1/4 SCALE

Carroll Shelby
The Authorized Biography
Mills.  Based on years of research and countless interviews, this com-
pelling biography chronicles the life and times of automotive builder 
and racer Carroll Shelby. Never-before-published photos from Shel-
by’s personal collection help tell the story of the man’s fascinating 
life including wartime service in the Air Force, 1950s racing victories, 
and a longtime partnership with Ford. 552 pages, 
illustrated, 6¼"x 9¼", softcover.                               #K110041  $21.95

1964 Shelby Cobra 
427 S/C 

A high-performance 
variant of the legendary 
Ford Mustang, the 
Shelby’s original produc-
tion run lasted only six 
model years – from 
1965-1970 – though the   
 nameplate was revived   
           in 2007. 8½" long.  
             #404178  
                 $39.95

1964 Shelby Cobra 1964 Shelby Cobra 
427 S/C 

A high-performance 

1/18 SCALE
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1960s / 1970s    Vehicles   
1967 Mustang 
GT500 Model 
The iconic ’67 Ford 
Mustang GT-500 set 
the standard for speed, 
style and overall coolness 
in the era when cool was king. 
From 1967 until 1973, the Mustang got bigger – giving the Mustang a more 
massive look overall and allowing a big block engine to be o� ered for the � rst 
time. This 1/24 scale, die cast model features an opening hood and 
doors and � ne interior detail. 9" long.                                       #404722  $24.95

Ford 
Pinstripe 
T-Shirt 
This 100% pre-
shrunk cotton, 
navy blue t-shirt 
features a Ford 
V8 emblem 
screen-printed 
across the chest 
and back.            
             #K105073 M, L, XL:  $19.95    2XL:  $21.95

1965 Chevrolet Corvette 
Sting Ray
A replica of a 1965 
Chevrolet Corvette 
Sting Ray coupe, 
this 1/18 scale, die 
cast model features a 
hood that opens to reveal a realistic engine, 
a fully equipped interior with opening doors and glazed windows, a side-view 
mirror and other separately applied plastic detail parts, a prototypical tapered 
rear deck, working steering with free-rolling wheels and treaded rubber tires, 
plenty of simulated chrome, authentic badging, and more. Measures 
9½" long and includes a removable display base.              #K680090  $44.95

1/18 SCALE

1970 Chevrolet Camaro 
This model replicates a meticulously restored, numbers-
matching, all original 1970 Chevy Camaro Z28 owned 
by Larry Greif, who’s showed o�  the classic 
car at several well-known events across 
the country. This 1/18 scale, die cast 
model features a detailed engine, 
steerable front wheels, accurate detail 
and chassis, and an opening hood 
and doors. 8" long.         #404723  $99.95

1964 Chevy Impala 
In 1964, the Chevy Impala 
was the best-selling car 
in America – with almost 
900,000 sold. In 1964, the 
Impala was restyled to a more 
rounded, softer look. The signature 
taillight assembled had an “upside-down U” shaped aluminum trim strip 
above the taillights, the individual lights were surrounded by a body-colored 
panel. This 1/24 scale, die cast model features opening doors 
and realistic exterior and interior detail. 8½" long.                #404724  $24.95

                                                                                      A compact car first introduced 
                                                                                  in 1962, the Chevy Nova saw five
generations of vehicles that were manufactured off and on until 1988. 
This 1/18 scale, die cast model is a red reproduction of a 1970 Nova SS Coupe 
– part of the nameplate’s third generation – featuring a glazed windshield, 
a well-equipped interior, authentic badging, treaded rubber tires, 
    and an opening hood, doors, and trunk. 10" long.            #400957  $44.95

                                                                                      A compact car first introduced 
                                                                                  in 1962, the Chevy Nova saw five
generations of vehicles that were manufactured off and on until 1988. 

1970 Chevy Nova 
SS Coupe
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Smokin' 
Dodge 
 Shirt
   This 100% pre-shrunk 
  cotton, black t-shirt 
features an iconic Dodge 
Charger smoking up a 
storm screen-printed 
across the chest.                        
                  #K105059

1/18 SCALE

    and an opening hood, doors, and trunk. 10" long.            #400957  44.95

    1973 Pontiac Firebird 
  Trans Am 
The 1973 
Pontiac 
Firebird 
Trans Am 
showcased 
several 
noteworthy 
changes that year: 
the � rst being the large 
“screaming chicken” hood graphic, which
   nearly covered the entire hood; and the
   second was the o� ering of the 455 Super 
Duty engine, which was shockingly close 
to a race engine. This 1/18 scale, die cast 
model features opening doors, real-working steering, 
authentic markings and realistic detail. 9½" long.                 #404725  $94.95

1/18 SCALE

800-261-5922

1970 Chevrolet Camaro 
This model replicates a meticulously restored, numbers-
matching, all original 1970 Chevy Camaro Z28 owned 
by Larry Greif, who’s showed o�  the classic 
car at several well-known events across 
the country. This 1/18 scale, die cast 

steerable front wheels, accurate detail 

99.95

Dodge 
 Shirt
   This 100% pre-shrunk 
  cotton, black t-shirt 
features an iconic Dodge 
Charger smoking up a 
storm screen-printed 
across the chest.                        
                  1/18 SCALE

1969 Dodge 
Charger R/T 
The Dodge 
Charger R/T 
was popular-
ized in the 1968 
      � lm Bullitt with 
              its notable 
               car chase scene alongside a 1968 Ford Mustang GT through the 
             streets of San Francisco, which has been regarded as one of the 
   most in� uential car chase scenes in movie history. This 1/24 scale, die 
cast model features rubber tires, an opening hood and doors, and a de-
tailed exterior, interior, and engine 
compartment. 7½" long. 
  #404726
         $24.95

1969 Dodge 
Charger R/T 

ized in the 1968 
 with 

              its notable 
               car chase scene alongside a 1968 Ford Mustang GT through the 

1/24 SCALE

M, L, XL:  $19.95    
2XL:  $21.95

1967 Mustang 1967 Mustang 

the standard for speed, 
style and overall coolness 
in the era when cool was king. 

1/24 SCALE

1964 Chevy Impala 
In 1964, the Chevy Impala 

in America – with almost 
900,000 sold. In 1964, the 
Impala was restyled to a more 
rounded, softer look. The signature 
taillight assembled had an “upside-down U” shaped aluminum trim strip 

changes that year: 
the � rst being the large 
“screaming chicken” hood graphic, which
   nearly covered the entire hood; and the
   second was the o� ering of the 455 Super 
Duty engine, which was shockingly close 
to a race engine. This 1/18 scale, die cast 
model features opening doors, real-working steering, 
authentic markings and realistic detail. 9½" long.                 

1/24 SCALE

Back
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Southern Speed & Marine 
P-38 Belly Tanker 
In the years following 
World War II, aircraft 
drop tanks – cheaply 
available due to war 
surplus – were cleverly 
being modi� ed into aerodynam-
ic racers, often called “lakesters.” 
This 1/18 scale, die cast model 
features a handsome green paint 
scheme (with a shark-mouth 
nose), a removable windscreen 
and engine cover, a wired and plumbed � athead engine, cloth 
seatbelts, metal wheel covers, detailed suspensions compo-
nents, and free-rolling Firestone tires. 8" long.            #404362  $159

50

Vehicles   Hot Rods

The � rst hot 
rods were old 
cars – most often 
Fords, typically Model Ts, 
1928-31 Model As, or 1932-34 
Model Bs – just like the models 
you see here. Typical modi� ca-
tions were the removal of convertible 
tops, hoods, bumpers, windshields, and/
or fenders, channeling the body, and 
modifying the engine. 
Each 1/18 scale, die 
cast model fea-
tures � ne 
attention to 
detail, authentic 
markings, custom 
decals, and so much 
more. 10" long. 

A: 1934 Blown Altered 
     Nitro Coupe   #401193  Reg: $149  $119
B: 1932 5-Window Coupe                     C: 1932 3-Window Coupe
              #402553  Reg: $129  $99                    #400955  Reg: $139  $109

“Still Plays with 
Cars” Metal Sign
Measuring 12"x 16", this colorful metal 
sign includes mounting holes. 

#K135096 $14.95

“Still Plays with 
Cars” Metal Sign
Measuring 12"x
sign includes mounting holes. 

Classic Hot Rods 
Hawaiian Shirt

Show your love of classic hot rods! 
Made in Hawaii of 100% cotton, this shirt 

features a ‘23 T-bucket, a ‘34 Ford convertible, 
and others. Cool, comfortable, and generously cut, 
it includes a matching pocket and genuine 
coconut shell buttons.                                     #R41076

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 

and engine cover, a wired and plumbed � athead engine, cloth 
seatbelts, metal wheel covers, detailed suspensions compo-

#404362  $159

Show your love of classic hot rods! 
Made in Hawaii of 100% cotton, this shirt 

features a ‘23 T-bucket, a ‘34 Ford convertible, 
and others. Cool, comfortable, and generously cut, 
it includes a matching pocket and genuine 
coconut shell buttons.                                     

M, L, XL:  $34.95
2XL:  $39.95

Southern Speed & Marine 
P-38 Belly Tanker 

surplus – were cleverly 
being modi� ed into aerodynam-
ic racers, often called “lakesters.” 
This 1/18 scale, die cast model 

1/18 SCALE

Hot Rod 
Gallery
A Nostalgic 
Look at Hot 
Rodding’s 
Golden 

                                         Years: 1930-1960 
Ganahl.  In hot rodding, the car you have isn’t 
truly yours until you’ve messed with it. Make 
it faster, cooler, or simply better than the next 
guy’s. Hot Rod Gallery tells the history of hot 
rodding from its beginning to 1960. See the creation of the custom car 
movement, hot rod B movies of the 1950s, as well as the engines, parts, 
and people who made rodding what it is today. 192 pages, color 
and B&W photos, 8½"x 11", softcover.                                   #403174  $34.95

Ford “T” Street Rod Kit 
For decades, the Ford Model T was 
one of the most popular cars in the 
world. Now, it’s back on the road 
with a new motor, styling, and a 
whole new purpose. This 1/24 scale 
plastic kit features chrome-plated 
parts, soft black tires, a separate 
soft top, pull-along trailer with 
stake sides or cover, choice of 
engine intake systems, and waterslide decals. 
108 parts. Skill level 2. 8" long.                                                 #404698  $29.95

Garage 
Metal Signs
Give your garage 
or favorite 
hangout space a 
vintage-inspired 
look with these 
garage art signs 
from the Steve 
McDonald col-
lection. Each sign 
features a classic 
pin-up beauty 
alongside the 
garage’s logos. 

                          14"x 19"; includes mounting holes.                 
 A: Shovelhead Garage  #404706
 B: “Get Your Rod Serviced Here”  #R69076

Hot Riders Figures 
  Give your hot rod a few 
     admirers! This set includes 
     four 1/18 scale, resin figures 
ready to pose with your favorite 
street racer! Standing figures
are 4" tall.
       #K660007
             Reg: $29.95  $14.95

Hot Riders Figures 
  Give your hot rod a few 
     admirers! This set includes 
     four 1/18 scale, resin figures 
ready to pose with your favorite 
street racer! Standing figures
are 4" tall.
       #K660007
             Reg: 1/18 SCALE

SAVE 

50%

Ford 
Hot 

Rods

The � rst hot 
rods were old 
cars – most often 
Fords, typically Model Ts, 

RodsRodsRods

1/18 SCALE

$29.95 each

1/24 SCALE

SAVE 

$30
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you see here. Typical modi� ca-
tions were the removal of convertible 
tops, hoods, bumpers, windshields, and/
or fenders, channeling the body, and 
modifying the engine. 
Each 1/18 scale, die 

detail, authentic 
markings, custom 
decals, and so much 

A: 1934 Blown Altered 
     Nitro Coupe   #401193  Reg: $149  $119
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Automotive Kits
These easy-to-assemble kits are striking replicas of their originals – ranging 
from rugged trucks and dirt bikes to convertibles and coups – all must-
haves for any collector’s showcase. Each kit features a well-equipped 
interior, soft treaded tires, and colorful decals. Assembly required. 

A: 1950 Chevrolet Pickup Kit – This kit’s able to be built as a factory stock 
version or old-timey Union 76 service truck. 6½" long.     #404313  $29.95
B: 1965 Lincoln Continental Kit – With its woodgrain panel, wagon-top 
option, this convertible’s in a class of its own. 8½" long.   #404700  $29.95
C: 1966 Pontiac GTO Kit – Features a detailed interior and exterior, open-
ing hood, authentic engine, and rubber tires. 7½" long.           #404701  $29.95
D: 1966 Chevy Suburban Kit – Featuring a detailed 283 engine, this 
� nished model’s sure to be a conversation-starting addition to any 
nostalgic automotive showcase. 7¾" long.                           #404070  $29.95

E: 1966 Chevy Fleetside Kit – Features detailed pieces, a detailed V-8 
engine, separate bed with positional tailgate, and complete 
spare tire assembly. 7¾" long.                                                   #404702  $29.95
F: 1970½ Chevrolet Camaro Z28 Kit – Add some classic muscle to your 
showcase with this kit, which features a striking orange color, a well-
appointed interior (including bucket seats). 7" long.         #404349  $19.95
G: Jeep Commando “Mount’N Goat” Kit – Features extra-large o� -road 
or knobby tires, two di� erent custom wheel options, and original expanded 
decal graphics with all-new factory stripes. 7" long.    #404703  $29.95
H: 1979 Pontiac Firebird Kit – Features clear T-tops, opening doors that 
expose the authentic interiors, Firebird hood decals, and a detailed 
engine compartment and chassis. 7" long.                           #404704  $44.95
I: 1986 Chevy El Camino with Dirt Bike Kit – Comes with a detailed mini 
trail dirt bike that can ride in the bed or get mounted to the rear 
bumper using the included optional rack parts. 7" long.  #404705  $29.95

51

Automotive Kits    Vehicles

Enamel Finishing Set
This complete set includes everything you 
need to finish your new kits! It features a 
hobby knife, a one-fluid-ounce bottle 
of clear parts cement and window 
maker, a bottle of modeling cement, 
three gluing tips, five sanding films, 
eleven ¼-fluid-ounce bottles of flat 
enamel paint, a bottle of paint thinner 
for cleanup, three paintbrushes, and a 
paint tray.                                          #83807  $29.95

need to finish your new kits! It features a 

29.95
Plastic Kit Cement

  #6023  $1.95

Model 
Display Case
Our durable two-
piece display case is 
designed to � t 1/25 
scale models for 
convenient storing 

or showing! The cover 
is made of a high-quality, 

clear Polystryene with a textured black base that is interlocking to 
allow additional cases to be stacked. 9¾"x 4¼".                    #404501  $13.95

Automotive Kits

1/25 SCALE

1/25 SCALE

1/25 SCALE

1/25 SCALE

1/25 SCALE

1/25 SCALE

1/25 SCALE
1/25 SCALE

1/16 SCALE
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Vehicles   Car Enthusiast Books 
Nash  

1936-1957 Photo Archive 
Olsen.  Although under-appreciated by 
collectors today, Nash was an innovative 

automobile manufacturer which intro-
duced many advances that have been 
universally adopted. Among the company’s 
many innovations were modern unit  

construction bodies in a low-priced, mass-produced car, reclining seats, and 
a combined air conditioning and heating system. The book’s 100+ black and 
white photos and descriptive captions capture this manufacturer’s incred- 
ible story. 128 pages, 125 photos, 10¼"x 8½", softcover.                                                                                                                  #403026  $29.95

Kaiser-Frazer  
1947-1955 Photo Archive 
Foster.  This nostalgic photohistory of one 
of the great collaborations in American 
motoring, pitting two engineers against 
America’s Big Three automakers, contains 
an outstanding collection of rare factory 
photographs and archival materials. 
You’ll view the K-F hardtops, sedans, convertibles – including an impressive 
fiberglass sports car! – a line of low-priced compact cars, and much more. 
128 pages, 121 B&W photos and illustrations, 10¼"x 8½", softcover. 
                                                                                                                #R10688  $36.95

Buick  
1946-1960 Photo Archive 
Olsen. Now, you can relive the days of 
“VentiPorts,” Dynaflow drive, sweeping  
spears of chrome and all of the other 
Buick trademarks that became part of the 
American lexicon! Filled with rare factory 
photographs, this photo-history examines 
General Motors’ oldest division during some 
of its most successful and exciting years, from the end of World War II  
through 1960. 128 pages, 150 B&W photographs, 10¼"x 8½",  
softcover.                                                                                             #R02434  $36.95

Crosley and Crosley Motors  
An Illustrated History of America's First  
Compact Car and the Company that Built It 
Banks.  Lavishly illustrated, this book examines the  
history of America’s first compact car, the Crosley,  
from its humble beginning as a mere sketch on the  
back of a napkin in 1937 to its life beyond pro- 
duction and its cult status in the 21st century. You’ll  
also learn of Crosley Motors’ other automotive 
innovations, including disc brakes, the first Sport 
Utility Vehicle, a do-it all farm vehicle, and much more! 128 pages, 
170 B&W and color photographs, 8½"x 11", softcover.         #R10689  $39.95

Weller Brothers  
of Memphis  
McCall. Weller Brothers was one of no 
fewer than four independent hearse 
and automobile conversion businesses 
that flourished in the 1950s and 1960s. 
This heavily illustrated book examines 
the astonishing variety of one-of-a-kind professional cars made by Weller, 
including Ford, Mercury, Lincoln, Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto, Chrysler, 
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, Oldsmobile and Packard conversions.  
128 pages, 110 B&W and 30 color photographs,10¼"x 8½",  
softcover.                                                                                             #R10331  $34.95

The Henney Motor Company
The Complete History
McPherson.  Examine Henney, the pioneering 
American company that mounted its quality 
hearse and ambulance bodies on such diverse 
chassis as Ford, Lincoln, Pontiac, Pierce-Arrow, 
Oldsmobile, and Packard. You’ll learn about its 
charismatic leaders and the wide array of prod-
ucts it offered. 288 pages, 50 color and  
200 B&W photos, 8½"x 11", hardcover. 
                                                          #R10648  $79.95

Hudson Automobiles   
An Illustrated History
Foster.  While hundreds of infant auto manufac-
turers competed with a bewildering number of 
models, the Hudson Motor Company rose above 
the fray to establish itself as one of America’s 
greatest automobile companies. Filled with rare 
archival photographs and vintage advertisements, 
this book examines Hudson and its famous cars – 
such as the legendary Super Six and Hornet racers 
– from the late 1900s through the 1950s. 128 
pages, 139 B&W and 52 color photographs and illustrations,  
8½"x 11", softcover.                                                                          #R10348  $34.95

Imperial 1955-1963
Photo Archive
Letourneau, ed.  In 1955, Chrysler spun off 
the Imperial as its own separate marque 
in an attempt to compete directly with 
Cadillac and Lincoln models offered by 
GM and Ford. This volume is a fascinating 
collection of factory, studio, and on-the-
road photos of Chrysler’s prestigious 
Imperial during its most popular period. 143 pages, 132 B&W  
photographs, 11"x 8½", softcover.                                              #R10702  $36.95

DeSoto Automobiles
David.  Filled with period advertisements and con-
temporary factory images, this volume explores 
the history of the DeSoto from its introduction in 
1928 to its demise in 1961. You’ll learn about the 
wonderful styling, vivid colors, and power to spare 
of this beautiful vehicle that was billed as “a lot of 
car for the money.” 128 pages, 60 B&W and  
60 color photos,  8½"x 11", softcover. 
                                                           #R10731  $42.95

Mercury Automobiles  
1939-1959 Photo Archive 
Moloney.  In this photo-history, which 
examines the iconic Mercury automobile
from 1939 to 1959, you’ll view rare 
archival images of the famous vehicles –
including heavy coverage of the “hot 
rod” years of ‘49 to ‘51 – accompanied by 
detailed captions with information on 

production, motors, options and costs, key identification features, and more. 
128 pages, 130 B&W photographs, 10¼"x 8½", softcover.                                                                                                                #R10656  $29.95
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Trucks    Vehicles   

Ford Tough
100 years of Ford Trucks
Foster.  Though the company had previously o� ered 
delivery vans and commercial cars, Ford � rmly entered 
the truck business in 1917 with the introduction of the 
Model TT. This visual timeline tracks a century’s worth of 
iconic Ford trucks including the proli� c F-Series, as well 
as a wide selection of individual nameplates such as the 
Bronco, Courier, Ranchero, and Econoline. 208 pages, 
color and B&W photos, 9½"x 11¼", hardcover.           
                                                                                                                          #404146  $59.95

1931 Ford Model A 
Delivery Truck
1931 Ford Model A 
Delivery Truck
There is no better way 
to deliver Genuine Ford 
Parts than in a genuine 
Ford! A replica of a 
1931 Ford Model A 
Panel Truck, this amaz-
ingly detailed, 1/18 scale, 
die cast model features a 
prototypical folding hood that 
opens to reveal a realistic engine, a fully equipped 
interior with opening front and rear doors, separately ap-
plied detail parts, plenty of simulated chrome, working 
steering with free-rolling spoked wheels and treaded 
rubber tires, authentic Ford badging and logo, 
and more. 10" long.                               #R88156  $59.95

1/18 SCALE

1953 Ford 
Pickup Kit
The second generation of 
Ford trucks added several 
interior improvements 
including a dome light, 
radio, lighter, sun visor, 
armrests – and also began 
o� ering an automatic 
transmission. This 1/25 

scale features an option to build three versions (stock, custom, or 
service), mag wheels or retro custom spinner caps, and two complete 
motors (stock Ford � athead or optional Chrysler with choice of intake 
setups). Assembly required. Skill level 2. 8¼" long.
                                                                                              #K710245  $29.95

scale features an option to build three versions (stock, custom, or scale features an option to build three versions (stock, custom, or 

1937 Studebaker
Coupe Express 
Pickup Truck
A burgundy replica 
of a 1937 
Studebaker 
Coupe Express 
pick-up truck – which 
combined Studebaker’s 
striking passenger car styling with a full size truck bed 
– this detailed, 1/18 scale, die cast model features a 
hood that opens to reveal a detailed, L-head six-
cylinder � athead engine, a fully equipped interior 
with opening doors, working steering with free-rolling 
wheels and realistically treaded rubber tires, an open-
ing rear bed, a fender-mounted spare tire, plenty of 
simulated chrome, authentic badging, and 
a removable display base. 
11" long.                          #R78483  $49.95

                                                                                                                          #404146  59.95

1937 Studebaker
Coupe Express 
Pickup Truck
A burgundy replica 

pick-up truck – which 
combined Studebaker’s 
striking passenger car styling with a full size truck bed 

1/18 SCALE

1950 Chevy 3100 
Pickup Truck 
Model 
The 1950 Chevrolet 
3100 Pickup was part of the 
Advance-Design truck series – 
produced between 1947 and 
1955 – Chevrolet’s � rst major redesign after World War II. The series 
was described as a larger, stronger, and sleeker design compared to its 
predecessor, the AK Series. This 1/25 scale, die cast model features opening 
doors on both sides, an opening hood and trunk, a detailed chassis, 
steerable wheels, and more. 7½" long.                                      #404694  $24.95

#R78483  $49.95

Advance-Design truck series – 
produced between 1947 and 

1/24 SCALE

  Red Truck & 
  American Flag 
  Metal Sign 
    With its red truck and 
 American � ag posted in 
front of a hilly forest back-
drop, this sign portrays 
vintage Americana at its 
� nest. Handmade from 
heavy-gauge American steel that’s powder-coated for a dur-
able � nish, the metal sign measures 18" x 12" and includes 
mounting holes.                                                                #404693  $24.95

Made in 
the USA.

White Trucks of 
the 1950s & 1960s
Bertram.  With its primary manufacturing facil-
ities in Cleveland, Ohio, White Motor Company 
produced trucks between 1919 and 1980. 
Filled with rare archival images, these heavily 
illustrated books examine White medium- and 
heavy-duty trucks in the 1950s and 1960s. 
128 pages, 10¼"x 8½", softcover.                                                                         $36.95 each

White Trucks of the 1950s – Coverage includes 
the WC, 3000, 4000, 5000 and 9000 series.121 B&W photographs.  #R10190
White Trucks of the 1960s – Coverage includes the1500, 4000, 5000, 
7400 and 9000 series.120 B&W and 20 color photographs.                 #R10167

White Tractor Kits 
Each 1/25 scale, die cast model kit 
features detailed pieces, chrome-plated parts, vinyl tires, a realistically 
detailed engine, waterslide decals, and illustrated instructions. 250-280 
parts. Skill level 3. 19" long. Assembly required.                          

A: White Freightliner Dual Drive                                      #404696  $39.95
B: White Western Star Semi                                               #404695  $37.95

A

features detailed pieces, chrome-plated parts, vinyl tires, a realistically 

B
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Harley-Davidson 
Sidecar and Servi-Car 
Models
In business since 1903, Harley-Davidson is one of the most 
iconic brands in motorcycle history with perhaps the world's most loyal 
following. Take home one of these unique o� erings from Harley-Davidson, 
which are replicas of the 1948 FL Sidecar and 1947 Servi-Car. Each 1/18 
scale, die cast model features realistic markings. 5½"-7½" long.          
 A: 1948 FL Sidecar     #403475
 B: NEW! 1947 Harley-Davidson Servi-Car     #403476

Sidecar and Servi-Car 

B
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Triumph Motorcycles 
in America
Brooke and Gaylin.  This book is a visual 
history of Triumph Motorcycles, which 
have been a part of the U.S. since before 
WWII. Filled with hundreds of images, most 
in color and some never seen before, it has a 
rich story written by award-winning journal-
ist and Triumph fanatic Lindsay Brooke! 
224 pages, 200 color and 100 B&W photos, 
9¾"x 12", hardcover. #404618 $59.95

Triumph Motorcycles 
Metal Sign 
This reproduction of a Black 
Triumph Motorcycle sign fea-
tures the company’s logo and 
is distressed for a vintage look. 
14"x 9"; includes mounting 
holes.                   #404707  $27.95

Triumph Motorcycles 

is distressed for a vintage look. 

27.95

Hell On Wheels
An Illustrated History of Outlaw 
Motorcycle Clubs
Hayes.  With origins tracing back to the late 1940s, 
motorcycle clubs have been a source of fascination 
and fear among everyday Americans. Featuring an 
assortment of both vintage and modern photos, 
this compelling historical volume tracks the 70-year 
timeline of gangs such as the Hell’s Angels, Bandidos, 
Outlaws, and Mongols. 192 pages, illustrated, 
9¾"x 11¼", � exibound.               #K110056 $29.95

WWII. Filled with hundreds of images, most 
in color and some never seen before, it has a 
rich story written by award-winning journal-

WWII. Filled with hundreds of images, most 
in color and some never seen before, it has a 
rich story written by award-winning journal-

2013 Harley-Davidson Models

FLHTK Electra Glide Ultra Limited 
A replica of a 2013 Harley-Davidson 
Electra Glide Ultra Limited motorcycle, 
this 1/12 scale, die cast model 
features large headlamps; a glazed 
windscreen; a detailed engine; 
mirrors, a front fender, and a 
kickstand; saddle luggage 
bags; wheels with realistically 
treaded tires; and more! 
8" long.                                     #K680029  $19.95

FLHTK Electra Glide Ultra Limited 
A replica of a 2013 Harley-Davidson 
Electra Glide Ultra Limited motorcycle, 

features large headlamps; a glazed 
windscreen; a detailed engine; 

#K680029 $19.95

                                                             Road King Classic Motorcycle – This 1/12
                                                                   scale, die cast model features large head-
                                                                     lamps; a glazed windscreen; a detailed
                                                                     engine; mirrors, a front fender, and a
                                                                   kickstand; saddle luggage bags; wheels
with realistically treaded tires; and more! 8" long.            #K680028  $19.95

1/12 SCALE

1/12 SCALE

1948 Ford F-1 Pickup 
with 1958 FLH Duo Glide 
Harley-Davidson 
Motorcycle
This 1/24 scale, die cast 
model of a Ford F-1 
features realistic 
markings, the classic 
Harley Davidson logo, rubber tires, 
an opening trunk, and a detailed interior and exterior. 8" long. 
                                                                      #404708  $29.95

1/24 SCALE

   1934 Indian Sport Scout
A replica of a classic Sport Scout, a fun
    and fast motorcycle that Indian

   introduced in 1934, this 1/12 
scale, plastic model features a 
detailed engine and exhaust 
system, a shift lever with a foot 
clutch, prototypical forks, a 
luggage rack with saddlebags, 

footboards, free-rolling wheels 
with treaded tires, and an authentic paint 
scheme with Indian logos on the fuel 

tank. 6" long.             #95822  $19.95

   1934 Indian Sport Scout
A replica of a classic Sport Scout, a fun
    and fast motorcycle that Indian

   introduced in 1934, this 1/12 
scale, plastic model features a 
detailed engine and exhaust 

footboards, free-rolling wheels 
with treaded tires, and an authentic paint 

   1934 Indian Sport Scout1/12 SCALE

tank. 6" long.             

1934 Indian Motorcycle 
Metal Sign 
A unique addition to your garage or 
man cave, this metal sign pays tribute 
to the stylish Indian Motorcycles of a 
bygone era. Includes mounting 
holes. 16"x 12½".        
                                #R65222  $14.95

Motorcycle Pin-Up Metal Signs
Pair your love 
of motorcycles 
and pin-up 
art with these 
vintage-inspired 
reproductions! 
Each sign is 
made from 
heavy-gauge 
steel and 
measures 
14"x 19"; 
includes 
mounting 
holes.
       $29.95 each

Get Your Chrome Polished Here    #R69073
NEW! Knucklehead Motorcycles   #404710

of motorcycles 

vintage-inspired 
reproductions! 

each

An Illustrated History of Outlaw 
Motorcycle Clubs
Hayes
motorcycle clubs have been a source of fascination 
and fear among everyday Americans. Featuring an 
assortment of both vintage and modern photos, 
this compelling historical volume tracks the 70-year 
timeline of gangs such as the Hell’s Angels, Bandidos, 
Outlaws, and Mongols. 192 pages, illustrated, 
9¾"x 11¼", � exibound

Get Your Chrome Polished Here    #R69073
 Knucklehead Motorcycles   #404710

Made in 
the USA.

Made in 
the USA.

19.95

1934 Indian Motorcycle 

man cave, this metal sign pays tribute 
to the stylish Indian Motorcycles of a 

A

$2195
Each

1/18 SCALE
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Buses / Limos    Vehicles   
Welcome Aboard the 
GM New Look Bus
McKane.  First appearing in 1959, GM's "New 
Look" bus became one of the most notable bus
designs on the highway and helped GM dom-
inate the bus building business. This heavily 
illustrated book examines how the New Look 
bus came to be, its construction, variations that 
comprised the series, and more. 128 pages, 145 
B&W and 85 color photos, 30 illustrations, 
8½"x 11", softcover.                   #R03156  $19.95

A: NYC 6                      #404132
B: NYC 5                      #404133
C:  Pacific Electric 
      Santa Monica     #404134
D: Pacific Electric 
     Los Angeles          #404135

GMC TDH3610 Transit Bus 
One of the most numerous “Old Look” 
transit buses, the TDH3610 was a popular 
city vehicle in the late 1940s 
and early 1950s. 4" long.      
                                                    $29.95 each

D

B

A: NYC 6                      #404132

C

A
HO SCALE

"Greyhound Bus Tickets" 
Metal Sign
This reproduction of an Atlantic Greyhound 
ticket o�  ce sign features faux rust for a 
distressed, aged look. Made from aluminum in 
the USA; 12"x 18"; includes mounting 
holes.                                                                                                                                                            #404711  $24.95

Look" bus became one of the most notable bus

bus came to be, its construction, variations that 
comprised the series, and more. 128 pages, 145 

19.95

"Greyhound Bus Tickets" 
Metal Sign
This reproduction of an Atlantic Greyhound 
ticket o�  ce sign features faux rust for a 
distressed, aged look. Made from aluminum in 
the USA; 12"x 18"; includes mounting 
holes.                                                                                                                                                

In o�  cial usage since the late 1930s, presidential limousines – 
used to take the executive-in-chief to important appointments 
or simply on parade routes – have seen numerous style and 
amenity evolutions over the years. Representing limos used 
from FDR to Reagan, these 1/24 scale, die cast models feature 
an opening hood revealing a detailed engine, opening doors, 
a well-equipped interior, plenty of simulated chrome, attachable 
presidential � ags, and steerable treaded tires. 10½" long.     $69.95 each

Presidential 
Limousines

A: 1956 Cadillac Covertible  #400869            B: 1972 Lincoln Continental  #92768

Presidential 
Limousines

A: 1956 Cadillac Covertible  #400869 B: 1972 Lincoln Continental  #92768

BA

1/24 SCALE

Made of cold cast resin, this 
HO scale model is an eye-
catching re-creation of a 
blue-painted Greyhound station from the mid-20th century featuring a 
marquee signboard, two awnings, and simulated doors 
and windows. 3½" tall with a 3"x 3" footprint.                  #404261  $49.95

holes.                                                                                                                                                            #404711  $24.95holes.                                                                                                                                                

Made of cold cast resin, this 
HO scale model is an eye-
catching re-creation of a 
blue-painted Greyhound station from the mid-20th century featuring a 

HO SCALE

Standing Passengers – Finely 
detailed and painted by hand, 
this HO scale, plastic set includes 
six standing passenger 
� gures.         #R88307  $16.95

Bus Stop Figures – This detailed, 
hand painted, HO scale plastic 
model set includes six 

sitting people and three bus stop benches.                      #R93729  $16.95

Bus Station

“America’s First Couple” $2 Bill
Pay tribute to America’s “First Couple” with this colorized
$2 bill featuring an obverse image of both Donald and 
Melania Trump. Full legal tender, it arrives in a handsome 
blue folder with a certi� cate of authenticity.   
                                                                        #104688  $16.95

2 Bill
Pay tribute to America’s “First Couple” with this colorized

Made in 
the USA.

Donald/Melania Trump Bobbleheads
Ready to display inside or out of their colorful collector’s 
boxes, these lighthearted bobbleheads recreate President 
Donald Trump and his wife 
Melania. 
8½" tall.          $24.95 each

Donald Trump  #101452      
Melania Trump  #104686

Melania Trump. Full legal tender, it arrives in a handsome 

16.95

Donald/Melania Trump Bobbleheads

boxes, these lighthearted bobbleheads recreate President 

Donald Trump  #101452      
Melania Trump  #104686

                 Presidential Bobbleheads
                        Bearing a lighthearted 
resemblance to five– made of 
quality resin – come ready to display 
inside or out of their collectible 
boxes. 8½" tall.                                                                                               $24.95 each

A: Ronald Reagan  #M601935
B: George H.W. Bush   #101923
C: Bill Clinton         #M601936
D: George W. Bush    #M601934
E: Barack Obama         #68470

                 Presidential Bobbleheads                 Presidential Bobbleheads                 Presidential Bobbleheads                 Presidential Bobbleheads                 Presidential Bobbleheads

A B C D E
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Just 4 Fun   

Family Fishing 
This hand painted, HO scale, plastic set 
includes a boat with an outboard motor, 
a dock, � shing equipment, a father 
wearing a � shing vest, a boy showing 
his catch to his mother, and 
the family dog.       #R95507  $24.95

To the Lake 
Add color and interest 
to your HO scale layout 
with this � nely crafted, 
hand painted scene of lake-goers loaded up and ready to go with their johnboat 
and vintage outboard motor in tow. Car measures 2" long.      #R91401  $34.95

Replicating a 
lakeside dock and 
bait business, 
this kit features 
two buildings 
with laser-cut 
basswood walls, 
an L-shaped 
dock with a boat 
rental shed and 
gas pump, and a 
realistic selection of accessories (including three rowboats, oars, a minnow 
chest, and chairs). Buildings measure a combined 3"x 3" while the 
dock is 6" long.                                                                                  #R86113  $49.95

      C.K. Dexter Haven 
      Dock & Bait

Images of America
Travel back to the early days of fishing in two key 
regions of the United States – Maine and Minnesota 
– with these two books from the popular Images of 
America series. A pictorial journey into each locale’s 
� shing history, these titles give readers a glimpse 
into the good ol’ days of angling.  
6½"x 9¼", softcover.                                      $21.95 each
Minnesota’s Angling Past – Uehling.  
128 pages, 200 B&W photos.                              #R10252
NEW! Glimpses of Maine’s Angling Past – Wilson. 
128 pages, 200 B&W photos.                              #404747

Pierced Tin Ship Lantern
  Based on the lantern used by Paul Revere when he alerted    
   the Colonial militia to the approach of British forces, this  
     hand-punched tin lantern features a 5"x 7" glass pane 
       that provides all around illumination as well as easy 
         access for replacing candles. 5"x 12"; holds a 9" candle 
           (not included).                                                                             #M651717  $29.95

Pierced Tin Ship Lantern
  Based on the lantern used by Paul Revere when he alerted    
   the Colonial militia to the approach of British forces, this  
     hand-punched tin lantern features a 5"x 7" glass pane 
       that provides all around illumination as well as easy 
         access for replacing candles. 5"x
           (not included)                                                                    

Pirate Ship 
Kit
Pillage the high
seas in your own 
warship with this 
intricately detailed 
1/72 scale plastic kit 
    – a replica of a ves-
      sel commanded 
      by ruthless Jolly 
      Roger pirates in 
      the 16th through 
      18th centuries! It 
features rigging yarn, 
textured sails, a two-
piece textured hull, two anchors, a rowing boat, artillery guns, shrouds, 
a swan � gurehead, and a display base. Assembly required. 
896 pieces. Skill level 5. 21¾" long.                                        #104407  $199

    – a replica of a ves-
      sel commanded 
      by ruthless Jolly 
      Roger pirates in 
      the 16
      18
features rigging yarn, 
textured sails, a two-
piece textured hull, two anchors, a rowing boat, artillery guns, shrouds, 
a swan � gurehead, and a display base. Assembly required. 
896 pieces. Skill level 5. 21¾" long.                                        

Copper Rum Cup
Just like the copper cups 
used by the U.S. Navy to 
distribute rum rations! 
2¼" tall.
          #M651691  $12.95

Wooden 
Ship Wheel
Add a nautical touch to 

your wall with this 
beautiful wooden 
ship wheel. Made 

from rare shisham 
wood imported from India, 
these durable wheels have 

six skillfully turned spokes 
and a solid brass center hub 
with a one-inch diameter 
hole. 18" diameter.
               #102070  $39.95

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 56

Wooden Wooden 
Ship Wheel
Add a nautical touch to 

your wall with this 

from rare shisham 
wood imported from India, 
these durable wheels have 

six skillfully turned spokes 
and a solid brass center hub 
with a one-inch diameter 
hole. 18" diameter.
               #102070

Fish Naked 
Metal Signs 
These vintage-style metal 
signs encourage you to 
show o�  your rod or 
bobbers and � sh naked! 
Each sign measures 
12½"x 16" and includes 
mounting 
holes.         $19.95 each
A: Rod  #404745        B: Bobber  #404746 

Pirates Cove 
Pinup Metal Sign
This enticing steel sign 
is catchy and a fun way 
to express your inner 
pirate! This 23"x 24" 
metal sign features 
a unique custom design 
unlike any other wall 
décor! Includes 
mounting holes.   
                     #104405  $49.95

www.HistoricRail.com

a swan � gurehead, and a display base. Assembly required. 
896 pieces. Skill level 5. 21¾" long.                                        #104407

www.HistoricRail.com

49.9549.95

www.HistoricRail.com

49.9549.95
Made in 
the USA.

HO SCALE

HO SCALE

A B
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    Just 4 Fun

Vehicle not 
included.

“Torso up”    Seated Couple 
    (Set of 2)
         1/18 Scale – 2¾" tall.

#402499 $19.95
         1/24 Scale – 2" tall.

#402509 $14.95

A

B

Just 4 Fun

C
D 1/18 scale        $11.95 

1/24 scale            $9.95

1/18 SCALE
1/24 SCALE

 1/18 Scale            1/24 Scale
A: Figure I                                                             #402504             #402514
B: Figure II                                                              #402505             #402515  
C: Figure III                                                            #402506              #402516  
D: Figure IV                                                           #402507              #402517

Street 
Racers

Vehicles 
and 

accessories 
are not 

included.

Mechanics and Customers

Populate your automotive layout with these colorful � gures representing mechanics 
and their loyal customers! 1/18 Scale   $11.95     NEW! 1/24 Scale  $9.95
A: Jim the Boss                                                     #404406                              #404748
B: Patrick and Dog                                                   #404407                               #404749  
C: Doug Filling Engine Oil                                     #404408                               #404750  
D: Johnny Drinking Co� ee                                  #404409                              #404751

A: Figure I
     1/18 Scale                           #404752
     1/24 Scale                            #404758     
B: Figure II
     1/18 Scale                            #404753
     1/24 Scale                            #404759    
C: Figure III
     1/18 Scale                         #404754
     1/24 Scale                          #404760

D: Figure IV
     1/18 Scale                         #404755
     1/24 Scale                         #404761
E: Figure V
     1/18 Scale                         #404756
     1/24 Scale                         #404762
F: Figure VII
     1/18 Scale                         #404757
     1/24 Scale                         #404763

    '50s Carside Figures
1/18 Scale – 4" tall.                        $11.95 each

1/24 Scale – 3" tall.                           $9.95 each

A

D: Figure IV

D

E

D: Figure IVD: Figure IV

F

1/18 SCALE
1/24 SCALE A B

C D

 1/18 Scale            1/24 Scale
A: Mr. Welder                                                       #404764            #404769
B: Mr. Fabricator                                                   #404765            #404770  
C: Mr. Chopman                                                    #404767            #404771  
D: Mr. Lugnut                                                         #404768            #404772

1/18 SCALE
1/24 SCALE

               Chop Shop 
               Figures

1/18 scale    $11.95       
1/24 scale        $9.95

Vehicles 
and 

accessories 
are not 

included.

     1/24 Scale                          #404760      1/24 Scale                         #404763

Hanging Out 
Figures
Ready to chill in your garage, these cast resin � gures are � nely detailed from head 
to toe. Each set includes six � gures.
1/18 Scale – 2" – 4" tall.                                                                               #K685006  $59.95 
1/24 Scale – 1½"– 3" tall.                                                                            #K685005  $47.95

C
B

1/18 SCALE
1/24 SCALE

Diorama Accessories

 or www.HistoricRail.com

9.95
404406                              #404748

404749
404750
404751

Vending Machine
1/18 Scale  – 5" tall.                  #K685018  $7.95
NEW! 1/24 Scale  – 2¾" tall.  #K685017  $6.95

Oil Drums  
1/18 Scale − 2¼" tall.  
                  #K685008  $7.95
1/24 Scale − 1¾" tall.  
                   #K685007  $6.956.95

Set of 2

47.95

Oil Drums

     Metal Tire Rack
       Each comes with 12 individual tires!
      1/18 Scale – 4" tall.

#403387  $19.95
       1/24 Scale – 3" tall.

#403402  $15.95

1/18 SCALE
1/24 SCALE

A

B C

D1/18 SCALE
1/24 SCALE
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Just 4 Fun   Service Stations 

Vintage 
Gas 
Pumps
Add a realistic 
gas pump to 
your diorama! 
These 1/18 
scale, die cast 
models of 
vintage gas 
pumps feature 
a realistic 
hose and 
nozzle and 
authentic 
markings. 
5¼" tall.                                                                                                                                                      
     $9.95 each

                                                                        Gravity                                     Digital

  Corvette                                    #401846                      #401849
  Pennzoil                                    #401847                      #401850
  Quaker State                         #401848                      #401851
  Polly                                           #401854                      #401862

Gravity – With a clear plastic 
gravity cylinder.
Digital – With a simulated digital gauge. 1/18 SCALE

1/32 SCALE
Texaco Service Station
Featuring eye-catching Texaco 
graphics, this 1/32 scale resin model 
replicates a classic roadside stop 

from the early 1940s! It features 
a signpost, a roof and curb sign, 

vintage fuel pumps (with globes and 
rubber hoses), and a service bay and 
station o�  ce. 6" tall with an 8"x 6" 

footprint.                  #404099 $44.95

www.HistoricRail.com

1918 Ford Model T Runabout  
This 1/25 scale, die cast model beautifully repli-
cates the vintage Ford Model T Runabout, and 
features custom graphics, a well-equipped 
interior, removable soft top, an open 
rear design, and realistically treaded 
rubber tires. 6" long. 
               #96116  Reg: $79.95  $47.95 LIMITED EDITION

1948 Ford F-1 
Pickup Trucks 
Add one of these 1948 
Ford F1 pickup trucks to 
your classic truck collec-
tion! Each 1/43 scale, 
die cast model features 
plenty of simulated 
chrome, free-rolling 
rubber tires, an intricate 
underframe, and au-
thentic service station 
markings. 4½" long.   

                    $19.95 each
A: NEW! Conoco
                             #404773 
B: Standard Oil
                             #R01184
C: Western Auto
                             #R01185

Roadside Memories
A Collection of Vintage
Gas Station Photographs
Helms & Flohe.  This heavily illus-
trated book examines American 
roadside gasoline stations from 
their inception in the early 1900s 
through the 1970s, showing you 
rare archival images of stations 
operated by Standard, Cities, Mobil, Phillips, Gulf, Shell, Texaco, 
Conoco, and other companies; classic automobiles; period adver-
tisements; and more. 160 pages, 521 B&W photographs 
and illustrations, 11"x 8½", softcover.                      #R10351  $29.95

Hot Rear Ends Bikini 
Wash Pin-up Metal Sign
Featuring the "hot rear ends" of a 1959 
Chevy Impala convertible and a bikini-
clad pin-up girl, this metal sign is made 
in the USA of 24-gauge steel, resembles 
the look and feel of aged metal and 
paint, and includes mounting 
holes. 18"x 12".         #R69049  $24.95

Pickup Truck 
with Tire Load
This O scale-compatible (1/43), die 
cast model features a realistic interior 
with a steering wheel, a glazed 
windshield with wipers, plenty of 
simulated chrome, a detailed bed 
with a removable load of real rubber 
tires, separately applied detail parts 
such as running boards and a side view mirror, an intricate 
underframe, free-rolling wheels with real rubber tires, and 
authentic badging and Shell Oil service station 
markings. 4½" long.                                   #R55191  $19.95

such as running boards and a side view mirror, an intricate 
underframe, free-rolling wheels with real rubber tires, and 

19.95

Sinclair Dino Supreme 
Motor Oil Metal Sign
The classic Sinclair dinosaur is featured on this nostalgic 
aluminum sign, which reminds you to � ll your car with 
Dino Supreme Motor Oil! Includes mounting 
holes. 12"x 18".                                           #402210  $21.95

Wash Down Figures 
Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up 
your dirty ride! This set includes four 
1/24 scale, resin � gures. Standing 
� gures are 3" tall.                                       
         Reg: $29.95  $14.95 each

A: Set #3  #K660011      
B: Set #4  #R69049 

Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up 
your dirty ride! This set includes four 
1/24 scale, resin � gures. Standing 
� gures are 3" tall.                                       

14.95
� gures are 3" tall.                                       

14.95
� gures are 3" tall.                                       

Wash Down Figures 
Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up Curvaceous cuties are ready to soap up 
your dirty ride! This set includes four 
1/24 scale, resin � gures. Standing 
� gures are 3" tall.                                       � gures are 3" tall.                                       

14.95
� gures are 3" tall.                                       

14.95
� gures are 3" tall.                                       

 each

1/43 SCALE

1/25 SCALE

1/24 SCALE

1/43 SCALE

A

B

C

SAVE 

40%

SAVE 

50%

A

B
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Nostalgic Décor    Just 4 Fun
METAL SIGNS Add one of these nostalgic metal signs to your garage or favorite 
hangout spot! Made in the USA, each sign is a reproduction of a classic advertisement.

Made in 
the USA.

A: NEW! North Star Oil   
14" diameter.
  #404775  $26.95

B: NEW! Golden 
Girl Cola    
12"x 18". 
  #404776  $24.95

C: Squirt Beverage 
12"x 18". 
  #402762  $21.95

D: NEW! Bubble Up    
12"x 18".
  #404777  $24.95

E: Schaefer Beer    
12"x 18". 
  #404317  $21.95

F: NEW! Golden 
Lager Beer    
12"x 18".
  #404778  $24.95

G: NEW! Esslinger Ale    
12"x 12". 
  #404796  $24.95

H: NEW! Five Jacks 
Whiskey   
12"x 18". 
  #404799  $24.95

I: Black Cat Cigarettes   
12"x 16". 
  #402527  $19.95

J: NEW! Chester� eld 
Cigarette   
12"x 18". 
  #404781  $24.95

K: Topps 1959 Baseball   
16"x 12½".
  #402674  $19.95   

L: NEW! Victor His 
Master’s Voice   
12"x 12".
  #404782  $24.95

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J
K

L
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Just 4 Fun   Nostalgia

1955 Cadillac 
Fleetwood 
Series 60
The ’55 
Sixty 
Special, 
a fifth-
generation 
Cadillac sedan, 
is best remembered as being Elvis Presley’s vehicle of choice – his pink 
model is still on display at the Graceland Museum in Memphis. This 1/18 scale, 
die cast replica of the iconic car features opening doors, a stylish interior, real-
working steering, authentic Cadillac badging, Elvis’ actual license plate number, 
and collectible packaging. 10½" long. #400835  Reg: $79.95  $49.95

1/18 SCALE

 Elvis Presley
 From the Beginning to the End
 An unmatched performer, Elvis Presley embodied rock 
and roll throughout his too-brief 42 years of life. This 
compelling biographical program – featuring inter-

views with musicians and historians in addition to on-
site footage of legendary Elvis locations – tracks the King’s 
start in Mississippi, his rise to superstardom, his untimely 
death, and all of the fascinating performances, charisma, 

and good humor along the way. 1 hr. 10 min.   #KV00162  $12.95

Marilyn Monroe
Everybody’s favorite blonde bombshell, 
Marilyn Monroe is among America’s most 
celebrated pop star icons – headlining dozens 
of � lms in the 1940s and ’50s, grossing over              
                           $200 million at the box o�  ce.

Marilyn Monroe Favorites 
Set aside an entire afternoon to enjoy this 
4-DVD set featuring a quartet of the star’s most 
memorable films including Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes, How to Marry a Millionaire, The Seven 
Year Itch, and Some Like it Hot. 
6 hrs. 52 min.                           #104305  $14.95

    “Lorelei Lee” 
Figure 
Among her most iconic 

roles, Marilyn Monroe 
gave an unforgettable 
performance as showgirl 
Lorelei Lee in the 1953 
blockbuster Gentlemen 

                                    Prefer Blondes. Draped in the glamorous pink dress from 
the � lm, this 1/6 scale articulating � gure features multiple interchange-
able hands, a fur wrap, bracelet, necklace, paper fan, high heels, 
earrings, and a figure stand. 11½" tall.                                   #104028  $239

                           200 million at the box o�  ce.

                                    Prefer Blondes

1952 Ford F1 
Pickup Truck 
A 1952 Ford F1 pickup 
truck was used in 
the classic series 
Sanford and Son
as the company 
vehicle for 
“Sanford and 
Son Salvage,” the 
cluttered junkyard that the father and 
son duo ran in the South Central neighborhood of L.A. This 1/43 scale, die cast 
model features authentic markings from the show, a detailed interior 

 and exterior, and real rubber tires.      #404774  $24.95

“One Night Only” Metal Sign 
A must-have for Elvis fans, this vintage-style metal 
sign commemorates a legendary performance 
from the king of rock. This metal sign measures 
12½"x 16"; includes mounting holes. 
                                                          #404777  $19.95

Marilyn Monroe 
   Hollywood 
      Legend Metal Sign 
          Revisit Classic Hollywood with this vintage-
       inspired sign featuring Marilyn Monroe in a 
         trademark pin-up pose. This metal sign measures

11"x 16", and includes 
mounting holes.
                #400971  $14.95

Just 4 Fun   Nostalgia
1952 Ford F1 
Pickup Truck 
A 1952 Ford F1 pickup 
truck was used in 
the classic series 
Sanford and Son
as the company 

Son Salvage,” the 
cluttered junkyard that the father and 
son duo ran in the South Central neighborhood of L.A. This 1/43 scale, die cast 
model features authentic markings from the show, a detailed interior 

Marilyn Monroe

celebrated pop star icons – headlining dozens 
of � lms in the 1940s and ’50s, grossing over              

      Legend Metal Sign 

A must-have for Elvis fans, this vintage-style metal A must-have for Elvis fans, this vintage-style metal 

19.95

ELVIS

1/43 SCALE

Sanford and Son
The Complete Series  
A hit with audiences and critics alike, Sanford and Son 
is the classic sitcom starring the outrageous comic 
genius Redd Foxx. South Central LA junk dealer Fred 
Sanford (Foxx) and his partner-in-grime son Lamont 

(Demond Wilson) are constantly struggling to make ends 
 meet, but Fred always has just one more get-rich-quick 
scheme up his sleeve. Nothing can get you out of the dumps like 
watching the hilarious exploits of Fred Sanford! 56 hours.       #404775  $39.95

SAVE 

$30

1/6 SCALE

This o�  cially 
licensed 
Marilyn 
Monroe un-
circulated 
$2 bill in 
genuine authentic legal tender of the U.S., which has been enhanced 
with beautiful colorized images of the glamorous actress. It is the only 
U.S. currency note that features two presidents – John Adams and 
Thomas Je� erson – and is one of the most rarely seen bills in circulation 
and actual use. Each bill is handsomely showcased in a blue 
two-sided display folio.                                                         #404784  $16.95

This o�  cially 

Marilyn Monroe Colorized U.S. 
$2 Bill Legal Tender

This o�  cially 

Monroe un-

genuine authentic legal tender of the U.S., which has been enhanced 
with beautiful colorized images of the glamorous actress. It is the only 

This o�  cially 
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DC Comics / Americana    Just 4 Fun

Order Today at 800-261-5922 or www.HistoricRail.com

Eagle with 
U.S. Flag Wings 
Cutout Metal Sign
Featuring red, white, and blue 
feathers, this bald eagle is an eye-
catching celebration of the United States of 
America! Made of heavy-gauge steel, this sign 
includes mounting holes. 12”x 21”.  
                                                     #104327  $29.95

Made in 
the USA.

 2009 Abraham 
Lincoln Bicentennial 
Silver Dollar
Struck in observance of Honest 

Abe’s 200th birthday, the 2009 
Abraham Lincoln Silver Dollar was 

                                              sold out just weeks after its release! 
This highly collectible proof version of the popular coin, never before 
touched by ungloved human hands, features an obverse image of the 
sixteenth president and a reverse image of a famous Lincoln quote. 
90% silver. 1½" diameter.                                                            #102342  $69.95

               DC SUPERHEROES  Established in 1934 and most famous for its introduction 
of both Superman and Batman, DC Comics has generated one of the world's most recognizable rosters of iconic heroes and 
scheming super-villains. Pay tribute to the iconic universe with these 1/21 scale, metallic resin � gures. Each arrives ready to 
display on a circular base with an informational magazine on the origin of the character! 3½" tall.

1909-1958 “Pound of 
Wheaties” Coin Set 
A terri� c collection for coin enthusiasts 
of all ages and experience, this one-
pound set includes roughly 150 coins – 
each one a Lincoln penny struck from 1909-
1958. No two sets will be alike, so collectors will 
enjoy sifting through to � nd the most exciting 
coins, including the coveted 1943 steel penny 
(unique for its World War II heritage) featured in 
each assortment. 19mm diameter.           #102332  $19.95

                1940s Eagle 
                Double Flag Pin
                     Fashioned after World War II 
                  “Sweetheart Jewelry” worn by 
            Americans in support of loved ones 
in the service, this pin features an eagle 
holding two crossed American � ags. Made 
of gold-tone enameled metal, it is 2¾" wide and will 
inspire patriotism from young to old.                                 #M651896  $19.95

            Americans in support of loved ones 

holding two crossed American � ags. Made 
of gold-tone enameled metal, it is 2¾" wide and will 
inspire patriotism from young to old.                                 #M651896 $19.95

Federal 
Reserve Note 
Replicas 
Expand your currency collection 
with these historical bills from 1869! 
Each bill is handsomely showcased 
in a blue, two-sided display folio.

Expand your currency collection 

$1995
Each

display on a circular base with an informational magazine on the origin of the character! 3½" tall.display on a circular base with an informational magazine on the origin of the character! 3½" tall.display on a circular base with an informational magazine on the origin of the character! 3½" tall.display on a circular base with an informational magazine on the origin of the character! 3½" tall.display on a circular base with an informational magazine on the origin of the character! 3½" tall.display on a circular base with an informational magazine on the origin of the character! 3½" tall. 19 Each

A: 1869 George Washington $1  #104252  $14.95
B: 1869 Thomas Je� erson $2       #404779  $16.95
C: 1869 Andrew Jackson $5          #404780  $24.95

A

B

C

Great for Collectors 
of All Ages!

                            NEW!                       NEW!                          NEW!                     NEW!                     NEW!                              NEW!                    NEW!                      NEW! 
Batman            Superman            Green Arrow            The Flash            Deadshot            Green Lantern            Supergirl            The Atom             Shazam  
  #103248              #103249                   #103255                #103261              #103262                      #103269              #103268               #103271             #103272
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Just 4 Fun   Gifts 

Display your favorite 
railroad with these 
quality railroad pins 
and patches!
Pins – Made of metal 
with a high gloss enamel 
� nish, they include a 
clasp mount and mea-
sure approximately 
1" wide.

$7.95 each
Patches – Machine 
embroidered with an 
iron-on glue back.  
2" wide.

$4.95 each

A

I

B

J

C

K

D

L

E

M

F G

N

H

O

Railroad 
Herald 
Patches 
& Pins

A: Pennsylvania                      #R06874
B: New York Central             #R06875
C: Union Pacific                      #R06626
D: Santa Fe                                #R06616
E: CSX                                          #R06872
F: BNSF                                       #R60001
G: Rock Island #R06628
H: ACL                                         #R06867
I: Southern                               #R06889
J: C&NW                                     #R06619
K: Amtrak                                  #R06871
L: Southern Pacific               #R06625
M: Great Northern                #R06612
N: Alaska                                   #R06635 
O: LIRR                                        #R06873

#R60036
#R60034
#R60012
#R60009
#R60027
#R60000
#R60018
#R60042
#R60057
#R60013
#R60063
#R60006

NA
NA

.NA

Pin                                   Patch

                          Railroad Coupler “Hitch”
                                               Let the world know you’re a serious
                                                 railfan by installing this railroad
                                                 coupler replica into your trailer 
                                                hitch! Made of rugged, high-impact 
                                            plastic, it fits 1¼" and 2" sized receiver 
hitches and is for decorative purposes only. 
7½"x 4"x 2".                          #R06038  Reg: $39.95  $29.95

SAVE 

$10

As organized crime mounted against trains, railways put spe-
cial law enforcement in place to protect themselves against 
  criminals. These replicas – made of nickel – 
  include a heavy-duty pin back.                             $17.95 each 

Railway Service Badges

A: Railway Express Special Agent – 2"x 2½".      #R61132
B: Texas & Pacific R.R. Special Police – 2"x 2½".   #R61133
C: Union Pacific Police – 2"x 2".                        #401136

A B C

Show some love for your favorite rail line! Made 
of 100% cotton twill, these caps include an em-
broidered logo on the front and an adjustable 
rear strap for perfect sizing.

F: Kansas City Southern        #R55091
G: Monon                           #R68819
H: New Haven                       #R09495
 I: Norfolk Southern                   #R68550
J: North Shore                      #R11226
K: Rock Island                       #R08478
L: Seaboard Air                          #R11282
M: Southern                           #R08884
N: Union Paci� c                       #R08464
O: Western Paci� c                   #R08991

A: Atlantic Coast                        #R68870
B: Baltimore & Ohio                       #R08673
C: Bangor & Aroostook                 #R55076
D: Canadian National                  #R08913
E: Chicago & North Western          #R08984

A

B C D E

IH J
G

N O
M

L

F

Railroad Caps$1495
Each

K

A: Atlantic CoastA: Atlantic Coast                        #R68870

C: Bangor & AroostookC: Bangor & Aroostook                 C: Bangor & Aroostook                 C: Bangor & Aroostook #R55076

E: Chicago & North WesternE: Chicago & North Western                    #R08984

G: Monon                           #R68819#R68819

 I: Norfolk Southern                   #R68550#R68550

K: Rock Island                                              #R08478

M: Southern                                                      #R08884

O: Western Paci� cO: Western Paci� c                   #R08991

A: Pennsylvania                      #R06874 #R60036

C: Union Pacific                      #R06626 #R60012

E: CSX                                          #R06872 #R60027

G: Rock Island #R06628 #R60018

I: Southern                               #R06889 #R60057

K: Amtrak                                  K: Amtrak                                  K: Amtrak #R06871 #R60063

M: Great Northern                #R06612 NA

O: LIRR                                        #R06873 .NA

  Gold Railroad 
Spike with                                                                                                                                             

  Pewter 
Train

For those railfans who have it all, this distinctive gold-
colored collectible is unlike any other! Great as a paper-
weight or display piece, it replicates a 7" iron railroad spike 
but also features a miniature 3-piece train set made 
of pewter!                                                          #402191  $19.95

  Gold Railroad 
Spike with                                                                                                                                             

  Pewter 

For those railfans who have it all, this distinctive gold-

Made in 
the USA.

Embroidered Hand Towels
Thick, soft and absorbent, these 100% cotton, terry velour 
hand towels feature an embroidered railroad logo. 26"x 16".

A B

C D

GF

A: Chessie Kitten (White)                                        #R68861
B: New Haven Railroad (Black)                                #R68862
C: New York Central (Navy Blue)                            #R68863
D: Norfolk Southern (Black)                                     #R68864
E: Pennsylvania Railroad (Black)                                #R68865
F: Santa Fe (Black)                                                 #R68866
G: Southern Pacific Daylight (Black)                      #R68867
H: Union Pacific (Navy Blue)                                   #R68868
I: C&O For Progress (Navy Blue)                              #R68860

E

Thick, soft and absorbent, these 100% cotton, terry velour 
I

$1495
Each

H
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Hollywood Movies    Just 4 FunHollywood Movies    

The French Connection
In this action-packed thriller, which won � ve 
Academy Awards in 1971, NYC detectives 
“Popeye” Doyle (Gene Hackman) and Buddy Russo 
(Roy Scheider) attempt to break a French narcotics 
ring. The famous subway chase was � lmed over � ve 
weeks on New York's West End Line. 
1 hr. 44 min.                                   #KV00061  $14.95   

American Graffiti
Parking their ’32 Ford and ’55 and ’58 Chevys at 
Mel’s Drive-In, high school grads discuss their 
next steps in life – then partake in some obliga-
tory street racing in this 1973 coming-of-age film 
directed by George Lucas. American Graffiti is the 
quintessential Hollywood study of the car-crazy 
postwar generation. Widescreen. 
1 hr. 52 min.                                     #KV00035  $14.95

More American Graffiti
A follow-up to the 1973 street-racing classic American 
Graffiti, the sequel follows the gang during four 
consecutive New Year’s Eves from 1964-1967. Candy 
Clark, Ron Howard, and Paul Le Mat all reprise their 
roles and begin navigating real life careers and 
relationships during the 1960s. 
1 hr. 51 min.                                        #KV00057  $19.95

Emperor 
of the North
With an all-star cast 
that includes Lee Marvin, Ernest 
Borgnine and Keith Carradine, 

this Depression-era tale of a brutal 
conductor and the hobo who will 

risk his very life to ride the conduc-
tor's freight train is one of the greatest 
railroad � lms ever made. Includes the 
theatrical trailer. Widescreen. 
2 hours.                     #RV6996  $14.95

Breakheart Pass
A thrilling train adventure set in the 1870s, Breakheart 
Pass stars Charles Bronson as newly added passenger 
John Deakin, a supposedly notorious outlaw. When 
those aboard keep turning up murdered, however, a 
claustrophobic game of whodunit unfolds as the train 
and its eclectic group of travelers barrel through 
the snowy terrain. 1 hr. 35 min.     #404332  $19.95

Wild Wild West Double Feature
One of the most popular western-themed television 
shows of all time, Wild Wild West ran on CBS from 
1965-1969. As a tribute to the classic program, a 
pair of made-for-TV � lms were produced in 1979 
and 1980, each one – Wild Wild West Revisited and 
More Wild Wild West – featured here, reuniting the 
original cast for more 1870s secret agent 
action! 3 hrs. 10 min.                          #404293  $14.95

                       The Train
                                   Burt Lancaster plays a train engineer 
                                 who, during the waning days of 
                     World War II, tries to prevent Nazi colonel 
Paul Sco� eld from transporting a precious art 
collection back to Germany. Can Lancaster and his 
Resistance colleagues stall for time with the Allies on 
their way? Widescreen, B&W. 
2 hours.                                                  #RV6982  $19.95

Convoy
A cult-classic Hollywood film that spawned an entire 
generation’s fascination with CB radios, Convoy follows 
“Rubber Duck” – a trucker played by Kris Kristo� erson 
– as he solicits help from fellow drivers to help evade 
a renegade traffic cop. Memorable performances 
from Ali MacGraw and Ernest Borgnine round out one 
of the most exciting cross-country adventure 
stories ever! 1 hr. 46 min.               #KV00147  $14.95

Terror on a Train
In this thriller from 1953, a saboteur has planted a 
bomb aboard a British Railways train carrying sea 
mines to the Portsmouth Naval Yard during World 
War II. The only hope for preventing the destruc-
tion of an entire city is a former Royal Canadian 
Engineers’ bomb specialist (Glenn Ford) – but can 
he find the fuse in time? You also get a Superman 
cartoon, a “soundie” musical interlude, 
and more. B&W. 2 hrs. 30 min.        #RV7460  $19.95

Runaway Train
Jon Voight and Eric Roberts star in this 1985 
picture set aboard a train bound from Alaska. The 
duo, recently escaped from prison and hitching 
a ride along the rails, discover the engineer dead 
from a heart attack as the train hurtles toward 
certain death – unless they solicit the help of a third 
passenger, a female railroad worker. 
1 hr. 51 min.                                          #RV6983  $19.95

The Taking of Pelham 
One Two Three
In this thriller, hijackers take control of a New York City 
subway train with 18 passengers aboard then seek a 
$1 million ransom for their release. But for every 
minute the money is late, a hostage will be killed. 
It is up to tough, New York City policeman Lt. Zachary 
Garber (Walter Matthau) to stop the terrorists 
before the killing begins. Widescreen. 
2 hrs. 4 min.                                            #RV6986  $19.95

Speed Limited 
This 1935 crime thriller stars Ralph Graves as 
Treasury Agent Jerry Paley, who is sent to Nevada, 
where marked ransom money paid to a gang of 
kidnappers has come into circulation. Tracking 
down the criminals, Jerry’s friend is gunned down, 
and he begins a quest for justice. B&W. 
1 hr. 18 min.                                          #RV9277  $12.95
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CHECK OUT OUR 
VEHICLE SECTION!  

Starting on Page 42
VEHICLE SECTION!  

U.S. Military Passenger Cars 
Add these 
passenger cars 
to your N scale 
military layout! 
Each model features interior seating detail, United States Armed 
Forces markings, metal wheels, and knuckle 
couplers. 4" long.                                                                  $29.95 each

Railroad 
Metal 
Signs 
These repro-
ductions of 

classic 
railroad 

signs are the 
perfect addi-
tion to any  

 railroad collection! Made in the USA; 
includes mounting holes.                             $24.95 each

Canneries can be found in small towns and larger cities alike, 
producing everything from fruit and vegetables to meats, jellies, 
and sauces. This HO scale Golden Valley Canning Company kit 
comes with everything you’ll need to create an authentic steam- 
or diesel-era cannery, including a canning building, boiler house, 
smokestack, steam pipes, rooftop water tank, separate windows 
and doors. Assembly required. Main building: 10½"x 8"; 
Boiler house: 4¾"x 3".                                              #404812  $34.98

Golden Valley Canning 
Company Kit

611 on Saluda 
The Norfolk & Western #611 is the well-known leader of the 
Norfolk Southern Steam Excursion Program, and Saluda is 
equally well-known for its perilous 5% grade – the steepest 
mainline grade in the U.S. On October 25, 1992, the two giants 
battled as the #611 pulled its own 5-car train up the mighty grade. 
The #611 slipped and spun, hu� ed and pu� ed – and you’ll have 
to watch this DVD to see who won. 2 hours.                                                                                             #404818  $29.95

 A: Troop Carrier Coach                      #404813
 B: Kitchen & Mess Hall Combine  #404814
 C: Hospital Car Observation           #404815

Trains
Photography of 
A. Aubrey Bodine 
Bodine.  Featuring an assemblage 
of images captured by iconic rail 
photographer A. Aubrey Bodine, 
this title chronicles mid-20th 
century train transportation and 
the people working behind the 
scenes. Supported by historical info, each image demonstrates 
Bodine’s pictorialist and modernist photographic eye for trains 
and railroads in motion and rest. 128 pages, 
121 B&W images, 9"x 8", hardcover.              #404811  $29.95

HO SCALE

N SCALE A

B

C

Buick and 
Chevrolet 
Models

 A: 1955 Buick Century                                          #404819
 B: 1957 Chevrolet Nomad                                   #404820
 C: 1936 Buick Special Convertible Coupe     #404821
 D: 1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pickup                 #404822
 E: 1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pickup                  #404823

Buick and 
Chevrolet 

 A: 1955 Buick Century                                          #404819

HO SCALE

Add these eye-catching 
Buick and Chevrolet 
models – HO scale 
replicas of classic cars 
– to your American 
vehicle showcase! 
2½"- 4¼" long.     
                 $11.95 each

 railroad collection! Made in the USA; 
includes mounting holes.                           

Golden Valley Canning 

A: Virginian Railway – 14" diameter. 24-gauge steel.  #404816
B: Boston and Maine – 12"x 18".  Aluminum.  #404817

Made in 
the USA.

A

B

See Pages 32-33 for 
More Green Frog DVDs!

A
B

C
D

E
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